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Young Wild West's · Rifle Rangers
-

OR-

TRAILING A BANDIT KING
By AN OLD SCOUT
CH.APTER I.

had sich a soft voice an' easy way a.bout him. What he said
he meant, too; you coi1ld easily see that."
"TEN l\1INU'l'ES TO GET OU'J' OF TOWN!"
"\Veil, If this banclit king is nil what you say he is. I m ust"
,
· try to meet him. I have helped settle a few of his kind, you
The hustling mining town of Weston was agog with ex- know."
citement one afternoon in the month of Septe.n;iber a few
"Oh. I guess I know that well enough. I was only wishin' ;
year ago.
that it was Young Wilcl West an' his pards lnsicle ther coach
The stage-coach that ran to ?IIagic Flats. thirty-five "miles when ther feller halted me! Tllen I guess things would have
from "\Yeston. stopping at D evil Creek and making a round been different."
trip every two days, came in with seven passengers wbo had , "They might have, but you can't tell, Tom. Anyho w , I
been robbed by bandits.
·
·
don't o lame. you for doing as you did. H he got the clrop on 1
It was something new to those who usuall y gathered' at '. you, you could do nothing else than ho ld up your hands antl. ,
the post-office to await the arrival of the stage, as that part ' let him go through the passengers. .A man is a foo l who tries
of the Black Hills had been pretty fre e, of bahdits for the to_ dictate to the· muzzle of a shooter. " .
·
·
I
past few months.
'"£1.Jat'.s jest what I thought."
So when Tom Larsen, the driver, related ;what had taken
The seven passengers stood on the wa lk in -front of the
place, and how easily the villains bad accomplishe,d their post-office. thei r faces the pi ture of deep concern and dismay
work, everybody grew interested.
..
as- they listened to th~ con'Versatiop..
,
[
There were only six of them, so the drive): Said, and they , Young Wilu. west had a talk with them . and fo und that i
all wore black masks.
.,
fire- of them were from the East and that "the other two were
"Ther leader of 'em was about ther coolest hand I ever ~-egular "\Vester ners. whp hacl ~hooters a_ncl knives in thei r
seen," he went on to say. "Ile rode out . in front of me all ,belts in accordance with th e custom out there.
alone, au' coverin' me afore 1 lrnowed what ,was coming'. lW ' "Ho you fellows coulcln"t get a chance at · the bandits,
made me haul in ther leaders an' come to a stop , n;righty 1eithe1;?" he asked, ·as he- sized them u p and cain~ to the conquitldy. '£hen he give a little wlnstle, an' ·out pops .the_r' other IGlusion that there was not a great deal of sand in either of
five, all hands ridin' black horses. 'I'll have to tr·ou ble :i:ou them.
t o stop a wllile,' he says to me politely. 'You ee, I've con- : "Xo," said one; "I macle up my mind. t hat I'd rather give
elud ed to do business around these parts for a few weeks, ul) my boodle an' watcb than to go under."
an' I want to git along without spillin' much blood, if I po.·- 1 ".\.n' I thought ther same thing," spoke up the other .
sibly kin. ::\Iy name is Royal Flush, so if any one ask$ you
"flow about the · rel'jt of you?" and the boy turn eel to the
ab cut me, yon kin lell 'em. Now, I guess ther· 12assengers I rest of th e passengers. "Haye yo"!} got., shooters wl?:a yo u ?" 1
kin hand over what va luables an' money they'{e got!', .After
Four- of them admitted that they had, and the fifth one
he said that he rides up to th!'r door of ther coach,· a,n'. while ' said be har1 neglected to provide himse lf with a r evolver , bul
hi-; men kept me an' thc i- passengers covered, he went if he had 011·ned one he would have p ut up a fight before he i
through 'em, laughin' au' talkin' as pleasant as a man doin' allowed himself. to be robbed.
bu iness in a clry goods store with a lot of women for cus- · He said this with flashin" eyes, and Young Vi' ild \Vest was
tomers. I never Feen sich a cool feller as he is! "
·
quite sure he meant it.
As Tom Larsen said -this a lland~ome young fellow with
•1,,·en, " remarked the boy, as he . walked into the postlong chestn ut hair banging down over bis , sho11lders push,ed office, "I don't know as much sympathy can be ,extended to 1:
his way to the front.
you fellows wllo have got shooters. You slloilld !lave p ull ed
He was attired in a finely macle hunting-su it of buckskin, them the instant you heard t he ma n halt t he driver. Then /
and wore the broad-l)rimmed hat so common among Wes- :you I)light have saved your boodle. "
terners.
"You talk putty big for a boy." said one of tile "\Vesterners,
This was Yo ung Wild W(st, the Prince of the Saddle and with a sneer. "I w onder what you'd haYe done if you had
Champion Deadf-\hot of the "\Vest, and one of the most sue- been there?"
cessful miners in the town of "\Yes ton, which, by tbe_way, hacl
"He'd ho.Ye scattered them fe llers li ke cbaff, that" w hat .
been named for hlm.
he'<l have done,·• spoke up old man ?llurdock, the postma~ter.
"So yon think the fellow ·was tlH' coolesL !land you ever '"I'hat's Youug "'ild West you a re talkin' to. stra nger. "
saw. eh, Tom?" he asked of the driver.
"I don't care ,Yilo it is. He's got too muc-h to say fo r al
" Yes, \Vild. I never seen anything quite like him. He feller of his age," was the retort. " I reckon I' ve got as \
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Illuch grit In me a ther next one; but I ain't fool enough to
go ag'in a ~ame that I know I'Ill goin' to git beat at."
The handsome dark eyes of Young 1Yild West flashed,
thou~h there was a good-natured look on his face as he
tumed and came back.
" :\Iy friend," . aid he, callllly, "I hope you won't take any
offeuse at what I said. We are not all made alike, and I
suvpose it is natural for every one to act the way bis impul ses drive him. :You may have as much grit In you as the
uext one. as you say, but your impulse did not make you
show it when you were held up by the bandits. You simply
ac'..id like about eight out of ten men would have done, so if
I ha Ye lmrt your feelings, I will apologize."
·
"I don't waut any apology from a sizzlin' brat of a boy like
you are! Jest mind your own business!"
"I will certainly mind my own bu iness, my friend. But
I'd rather you wouldn't call me names; I don't like it."
This was said in such an easy way that the man must have
thought be had frightened the boy.
"Git a way from here, then!" be exclaillled, and he struck
a blow with the back of bis hand that was meant for the face
of Young Wild West.
But instead of it landing his wrist was caught in a viselike grip.
Then there was a sudden twist and he dropped upon his
knees, uttering a howl of pain as be did so.
"You have said just enough," said Young Wild West. "You
tried to hit me, too, but let me inform you that it does not
lie in 'your power to hit me! I may be only a boy, but no such
an insulting coward as you can bulldoze me. Get up, now,
and apologize for what you called me!"
Another powerful twist caused the fellow to straighten up,
while he winced from the pain it gave his arm.
As he came up his coat came unbuttoned and Wild caught
sight of a heavy gold watch-chain.
"Ah!" exclaimed the dashing young prince of the saddle.
"So you w ere not altogether cleaned out by the bandits, then?
What time is it, stranger?"
Instead of replying, the man suddenly managed to wrench
himself loose, and then, as quick as a flash, he drew bis revolver.
But before be could raise it to fire, be found himself gazing into the muzzle of a shooter that was in the hand of
Young Wild West.
"What time is it? Qui.ck, or off goes the top of your head!"
There was no mistaking what that meant. •
The tone of voice was one that impressed.
The other man, who was unquestionably a Westerner,
started to move away as this happened, but a hand was laid
on bis arm, and a handsome man, who wore a dark beard
and was tall and straight as an an-ow, exclaimed:
"~ot so fast, stranger! I r eckon you'd better stay right
here for a while."
The fellow looked at the athletic form, that was attired in
the garb of a scout, and then, with a shrug of his shoulders,
answered :
"I ain't goin' away."
::\Ieanwhile, the man whom Young Wild W est had asked
·what time it was was slowly pulllng a watch from his pocket.
It was a valuable timepiece, worth probably a couple of
hnndrecl dollars, as every one saw when he pulled it out.
The fiYe men who had been robbed looked at each other in
arnaz('mcnt.
Th<'n one of them thrust his hands in his pockets to see if
his wa tell was there, too.
"I'r1 have sworn that the masked men took that fellow's
watch," he said.
Yonng Wild W est gave a nod.
'· Pcrhnps lhey had a reason for not doing so," be remarked.
" No1Y. then, my fl!iend, what time is it?"
"Twen ty minutes of five," answered the man, while his
face kept changing color.
"Good! Now, how much money have you got in your pockets?"
"Kot a cent. The road agents took all I had."
"Ilow did they come to lea,e that watch with you, then?"
"I didn't know they did."
"You didn't, eh?"
"No. "
"1' 7ell, just look through

not lca,e your money with
clo the searching for you."
Like a whipped cur the

and procluced a small bag of golcl dust, a roll of bills and some
loose silver.
Then a cry of astonishment went up from the five tenderfeet.
The fe llow who was being detained by the tall, bearded
man was growing more uneasy every moment.
"Bring him over here, Charlie!" called out Young Wild
West.
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon theRe two fellers ain't
jest what they seem to be. It sorter strikes me that they
are friends of the gang what held up tiler stage."
"Same here, Charlie. It struck me that way when this fellow began to talk to me. Now, then , just let him show what
he has got In his clothes. I'll wager a dollar against a button that he has got all his money and everything of value he
had when the hold-up was made."
"You ain't got no right to ilearch me," spoke up the man.
"I'm an honest man, I am."
"Ob, I guess we have a 1ight to search you, all right," was
the calm r etort. "We have a way of searching suspicious perons, you know. You said you bad beeu robbecl by the bandits. and if you told the truth, well and good; but if you lied,
look out for yourself!"
"Cheye!llle Charlie will soon make him shell out what he's
got," spoke up the postmaster.
And h eyenne Charlie did, too.
He had no trouble in persuading the man to pull out a
handful of money and a watch and chain.
"Now, gentlemen," observec1 Young 'Wild West, "I must
say that I am very glad that I put ln a word when I stepped
in to learn what had happened. It cems that these two fellows are friends of the masked men who held up the stagecoach. No wonder they said they would rather give up their
watches and boodle than go under! They said that to make
it look as though they were strangers to the bandits, as well
as the rest of the passengers. If this fellow had not showed
so much ugliness toward me I wouldn't have become suspicious that he was not just what be seemed. Now, then, I
propose that we give the!ll just ten minutes to get out of
town."
"Hooray for Young Wild West !" yelled a shrill-voiced man
in the crowd. "What be says goes in this town. Give ther
blamed skunks ten minutes to git out of town!"
The two men looked at each other, both showing signs of
being greatly relieved.
But neither of them spoke a word.
"Shall I give this feller what I took from him?" asked Cheyenne Clfarlie.
"Yes," replied the handsome boy. "The chances are that
they stole the money from some one, but we can't prove lt;
so they can t:ike their money and watches and light out. We
have no use for such as th ey in Weston."
He handed the fellow he had been handling the articles he
had produced from his pockets as he spoke, and th en, facing
him around, told the tall man with the bearcl to do the same
with the other fellow.
"Now, strangers," said Young ·wild West, addressing the
pair, "it may be that we have made ::t mistake in treating
you in this fashion, but I would be willing to stake my life
that you are a couple of sneaking villain s. I want you to
tell the bandit leade r, who caIIs himself Royal Flu ·b, that
Young Wild West sends his compliments to him. Tell hi.m,
also, that unless he vacates this parl of the country inside
of twenty-four hours he wlll be hunted down and giYen his
just de erts. When I fire a shot I -n·aut you fellows to see
bow fast you can run in the direction of Devll Creek. Now!"
The boy raised his revolver.
Crack!
A yell went up from the crowd that lrnd gathered about
the s pot as the two men started to run.
Some of the rough miners and cowboys began shooting at
the gronnd a few feet behind the heels of the pair, and then
thev r an nll 111<' fast(' !'.
It was great fun for those rough, honest fellows, and though
some of them would have been for lync·bing the pair of rascals, they did not offer any violence to tb<>m because Young
Wild West told them they had just ten minutes to get out
of the town.
The boy was tlle mayor of Weston, as far as holding the
office ,ras concerned, but he seldom artcd in the capacity of
yonr clothes and see if they did anything more than an adYiHer to the 10,.-n offirials.
you, too. Hurry up, now, or I'll
A mayor was not at all necessary tlJ(' re ; on ly on eertain occnsions, nnrway, and it was th en that Youug Wild We:;t genfellow went through his pockets c1·ally straighten d things out.
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"'hen the m n bad di. appeared from siglJt old Sam ;.\Jur'"!'hat's what's tber matter." spoke up his companion, as
1,oc·k, t!H' vostma~ter. took oJI llis hat and proposed. tlJree he took the bay by tl.Je head.
<·hcers fur Young 'Wild ·west.
Hen then stepped up ancl. keeping the man coYered with
'l'hcy WNe given with a will. the five passengers who had his revolver, quickly took l1i>4 weapons from him.
1.Jeen robbed. joining in with the re,-t.
'-'hen this was done he gaYe a chuckle of delight.
"Now you kin git down off that horse!" he excla,imed.
"Don't be tco long about it, either. We ain't got a bushel of
CHAPTER II.
time to spare, have ye, parcl?"
·
"Not much we ain't," was the rejoinder.
ROYAL FLUSH, '.l'lll!: BANDIT KING.
"I reckon this is what might be called putty hard,•· ob'The two m n· who bad been given ten minutes to get out sened the horseman. as he dismounted. "I've been caught
oi: the towu S''l'lllc1l ver.r glad to get away.
nappln'. strangers. but I ain't one to squeal. You've got your
'· Uatbcr :t C'lo,-;c sh a Ye. wasn't lt, Heu?" the fellow who had turn now, so jest make tlier best of it."
l>L•cn taken <::uc of' IJy Cheyenne Charlie observed. as they got
"' ell, I must say that I like to hear a feller talk that way,"
wpl! out of the town ou tlJe road to Devil Creek.
said Andrew. "Now. my friend. before I leave you, jest baud
"Yrn. _\mllc1,. it wa', an' no mistake. • That feller they over "·bnt mon y au' things you've got about you."
call Yonng "\Yilcl " 'est ruu. t be a sort of mlnd-reacler. I made
",vlJich ain't a great deal," and the victim chuckled slightly
a blg mhtuke when I undertook to learn him some manners. as he turned bis pockets inside-out and produced but a few
II 's a regular cJ·clone, he is!"
dollars.
" . u· f her tall feller what took me by ther arm-he's a
"Small favors thankfully recei ,ed; larger ones in proporfelh r wh at shouldn't be fooled with, eitller."
tion," exc:laimed Hen with a grin. "Now, then, how about
"I reckon so; but I'd rother take my chances with blm than that ticker you've got in your waistcoat pocket?"
tiler boy. I wonder what Cap'n Royal will say when we tell
The victim promptly pulled out a silver watch that had
him "·c ,,ot run out or tiler town afore we'd had a chance to seen much service.
$Ce "-hat it l ri oked like?"
"We don't want that; you kin keep your watch, my friend.
'·He'll caJI us a couple of lunkheads, I s'pose. Well, let We ain't ther meanest kind of highwaymen that travel ther
him. :\IayLe he'll run up ogainst this Young Wild. West. If roads, a1e we, pard?"
·
be cl oe>i he'll find that he's got to be movin' at his fastest
"Not much we ain't," was the reply.
gait."
"I s'pose I kin go on now?'· and the victim of the robbery
"I'm goin' to tell him just wbat ther boy said."
made a move to mount his horse.
,:Sure!"
"Oh. yes; you kin go on now, but you must walk. We
'J'he two footed it along for a couple of miles and then they want that horse of yourn, you know."
bt'gan to grow tired.
"I've got to walk, eh?"
"This are what I call hard luck," rema rked Hen, as he
"That's what you have."
came to a stop and leaned against a tree. "If we only had
"Or you kin stay here if you want to."
bor,<e:' I woulLln't care a bit."
"Well, there's no use in :iil.ckii:i.', I s'pose. When a feller's
"Yes; il's a mighty lonk walk to Devil Creek," replied got to do a thing he might as well do it an' say no more about
it.,,
Anr1re'1·.
"\Ve'Ye got our sllootin'-irons, though, an' that's one good
"A sensible speech, I should say," said Ren. "Where are
thing."
you bound, anyway, stranger?"
"rrs a woJ1ncr they didn't take 'em away from us."
"I'm goin' to "\Veston."
"Yes; tlwy used us what I call putty hard. If we don't git· "To Weston, hey?"
sc1uu1e 011 this Yotmg Wild West an' that tall feller we're
"Yes; I thought !'d take a run over there an' stay till tofo ols. tlrnt 's all."
morrer. But you kin bet your boots if I'd known there was
"You ki11 Jict ti.lat I'll drop either one of 'em ther fust any sich fellers as you on ther road you'd bad a hard time
chance I git."
of stoppln' me."
'l'ile two Yi!lain · talked along in tllis strain for a wllile, and
"That might be true, an' then ag'in it mightn't."
th en notic:ing that the sun was getting low, they set out to
The man Andrew spoke in what he meant to be a wise tone
walking again.
of voice.
A walk of eigl.Jteen miles was not to their liking, but there
"Do you know anybody in Weston?" asked Hen.
wm; nothing left lJt1t for them to do it, it ,·eemed.
"Putty near everybody," was the reply.
It was ju~t abo1!t dusk when the two men heard the sound
"Then you know Young Wild West?"
made by approaching hoofs.
"I reckon I do."
A llorsC'ma11 was approachi ng.
"What's your name?"
The;v lo•Jkcd at eac:h other siguifi antly.
"I go by tiler handle of Lively Rick from Devil Creek."
"l-<'vose we ride an' make somebody else walk, Hen?" saicl
"Ha, ha! Well, jest see how lively you kin move toward
Andrnw.
"\Veston when I fire my shooter. And, say!''
".Test what I was tl1inkin' of," was the reply.
"What is it?"
"Drop lll'hiud ·these bushes nu' have yer shooter ready,
"Jest tell Young Wild West that ther two men he run out
til!'ll."
of town tbis afternoon send him their regards. Tell him
Jnst as th(',Y I.Ji 1 themselYes from view a horseman came they will deliver his message to Royal Flush, an' that he'd
aronntl a he Jl(I in the road.
better look out for himself."
H P w ns an ordinary min r, Lo all appearances, and he was
"I'll tell him," and just the vestige of a smile played about
takin g it rather easy.
the mouth of Lively Rick from Devil Creek.
'l'h!' horse lie rode was a big bay, and the sight of the ani"Well, git ready to Jigftt out for Weston .. ,
mal maclc the two 1·illains smile with satisfaction, for they
The two had kept him covered continually, and being withrealized that it was c·armble or earrying them both.
out his weapons, the victim was forced to do just as they told
""\Ye'cl llrttc•r pnt on our m:isks, I reckon," and su iting the him.
action to tile ,Yor(lN, Audrew quickly d1·ew a bla k mask from
He turned around and got ready to run.
his Rto<"l,in~ and acJ.justetl. it over his face by means of a rubThe next minute Hen fired a shot from his r evolver.
bec" band.
Lively Rick did not wait another second, but lit out along
His c:0n1p:minn followed his example.
the road.
Then, "·hen the hor~e man was nearly 011posite them the two
The two villains lau ghed heartily, and when he had disbamlits svrang out into the road with lheir revolvers leveled appeared they climbed upon the horse's back and set out in
at him.
the direction of Devil Creek
"Han(]s up!., <·ried Hen.
It was a very able horse they now had possession of, an,1
"Your rnont'y or your life!" adclecl Andrew, in a sepulchral they went along at an easy gait, not wishing to play the anitone.
mal out at the very start.
"I c·alkcrlntc thnt :vou've got tiler drop ou me. strangers," reThe two men did not know exactly where io find Royal
pli!'ll the riclPr. uervousl?. "I s'pose I've got to do jest as Flush, the captain of the Bandits.
~-ou s:1r. IIa11g-ed if I thought lhere was any road agents or
While they were members of his band, they knew absolutely
highwaymen nrnund these fliggin's."
nothing of what he intended to do, or where he intended to
"Yon can·t rnost ahYays somet imes tell," answered Hen, locate, save that he had told lhem to ride o,cr in the stage
witll a laugh.
fr.om Devil Creek, and after a stay in Weston till the next
0
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night, during which they were to find out what was going on
there, they were to meet him in a place cal:ed Gauntlet Gulch.
But they "·ere coming back twenty-four hours aheacl of
time.
Hen and Andrew did not even know Royal Flush was go-ing
to hold up the stage-coach they had tak en passage in, but
they readily recognized his voice and had E¾.Sily made it look to
the other passengers. that they had been rol;>bed.
As they neared the town . of Devil Creek they began to grow
uneasy.
They knew it would not be very healthy for them around
there if they were found in possession of Lively Rick's horse.
And yet they had an idea that Royal Flush would be found
there in a gambling resort, for he was a great gambler, as well
as a knig,ht of the road.
'
'
When the lights of the town came in sight-for it was after
dark when they reached it-they ca.me to -the conclusion that
they had better let the horse go and walk into town.
This they did without any further delay, and in a few minutes they walked into the place they had an idea their capta,in
would be found in.
And they were not disappointed, for, after they had purchased a couple of drinks at the bar they stepped into a back
room, and R,oyal Flush was almost the first man they saw.
He was a ra:ther handsome man of thirty, and had much
the appearance of a wealthy cattle owner.
He was playing in a game of draw poker at a table, and
though he looked up and saw the two men enter, he did not
show that he recognized them.
At his left sat another member of the gang, and these two
villains were "fleecing" three miners, who were half intoxicated.
It took them an hour longer to get all they had, and then
Royal Flush got up, and with a yawn walked out to the bar.
"Give all hands a drink," he said to the man in charge of
the place. "I have been lucky enough to win a little nioney
to-night, and when I do strike a s.treak of luck my winnings
never do me a bit of good, for I believe that money was made
to SJ)end. Every man in the house step up and have a drink. "
The crowd was thirsty, as such crowds usually are, and
when they had all been served the jaunty looking man paid the
bill.
•
This was the third or fourth time he had been in the place,
and the few acquaintances he had made knew him as Will
Warren, an all-around sport and "gentlemanly" gambler.
Both Hen and Andrew were very anxious to see him and let
him know what had happened to him in Weston.
They walked out on the front stoop of the saloon and sat
down on a vacant bench.
Pretty soon the bandit came out.
"Fine evening, gentlemen," he remarked, as he took a seat
near them.
"Yes," answered one of the villains.
Then t he captain got down to busin ess.
"I thought you were going to remain in Weston till to-morrow night," he said in a whisper.
"They wouldn't let us, " answered Andrew, shrugging his
shoulders.
"Wouldn't let you? Who wouldn't?"
"Ther people over there. A boy they call Young Wild West
settled our hash right at ther start."
"Young 'W'ild West, eh? I have hea.r d him spoken of several
t.imes here. They say he is a genuine terror and a streak of
.greased lightning when he gets going. But wait till he stacks
up against Royal Flush, the Bandit King, who has done business successfully for five years in all parts of the West and
Southwest; then he won't be so soon, perhaps."
"Well, I guess he wants you to run afoul of him, cap," spoke
of H en.
·'You think he does?"
"Yes; he said so."
"Said so?"
"Yes; he told us to tell you that he sent his complimE:nts to
you, an' unless you git out of this part of ther country inside
of twenty-four hours you will be hunted down an' given your
just deserts."
"That is the word he sent to me, is it?"
·'Yes," exclaimed both men in a breath.
"Well, I want to hear all about this. Corne on! We will go
to the camp. It is only a little ways from here. You fellows
ore on foot, are you not?"

They were going to reserve that part of their adventure till
they got to it when they told the whole story.
"You fellows walk on down the road. I will go and get my
horse and follow in about five minutes. The camp is only
about a mile from here.•·
Hen and Andrew waited for no further instruc·tions.
Both were hungry and tired, and they were anxious to reach
the camp,.
A couple of minutes after their departure the handsome man
whd called himseH the bandit king went into the bar, and
when he had made a purchase of half a dozen cigars, bade all
hands good-night and took his departure.
His horse was hitched to a tree near by, and no one took
the trcuble to watch which way he went.
To them he was &imply a gambler who was hanging around
the diggings to make all he could.
Royal Flush soon overtook the two villains on the road.
Then he brought his horse down to a walk and conversed in
low tones a.s they walked along.
They told him all that had happened to them, fr.om the beginning to the end.
He was much surprised and not a little annoyed.
"Well," said he, after a pause, "I am going to stay around
this part of the country till I get good and ready to leave it.
I don't think there are enough men in Weston and Devil
Creek to drive me away, Jet alone a boy. I am Royal Flush,
the Bandit King, and what I say goes !"
" That's what's ther matter, cap!" cried Hen.
"Just to show people that I mean to stay here, I will fi x up
a couple of placards and have them tacked upon trees along
the road between this town and Weston. I am here to stay
for a while, and don't intend to go away till we have made all
we can here. I'll show this Young Wild West that he has
stacked up against the wrong man when he faces me."
The camp of the bandits was in a secluded spot, though not
far from the road.
There were only nine members to the band, and wqen the
three got there all were present save the man Royal Flush had
been playing cards with a short time before.
He was a fellow named Medford, and had stalrncl a claim at
Devil Creek to make it appear that he was trying to earn an
honest living, while in reality he was simply a spy fn\· the
bandits.
CHAPTER III.
You,:qG WILD WIIST'S RIFLE RAXGERS.

The hold-up and wha.t followed on the arrival of the stagecoach in ·weston was the talk of the town for the balance of
that day and evening.
Young Wild West was certa.in that the two men he had sent
out of town were in league with the outlaws, and since he had
sent his compliments to Royal Flush, the Bandit King, he felt
that the sooner the rascals were hunted out of the vicinity the
better it would be.
When Wild thought over the matter before he went to bed
that night he came to the con<:lusion that it would be a good
idea to organize a small company of men for the sole purpose
of hunting out the outlaws.
He had done the same thing before, and he felt that h e could
do it now.
It was not until the next morning that he broached the
subject to Jim Dart, his chum and partner, who lived with him
in a neat cottage that was 10cat ed right near the office of the
Wild West Mining and Improvement Company.
Jim was a boy of about Wild's age.
He was handscmo and courageous, and loved the young
prince of the saddle as though h e had been a twln brother.
Dart did not wear his hair long, like Youn g Wild West, the
reason being that he had lost considerable of it from the effect
of a fever a few years before.
He had l'Ome to the Black Hills with Wild, Cheyenne Charlie and Jack Rob edee, and the four had fo:·med a partnership
in the mining business and struck it rich.
Since that time they had been in all sorts of adventures in
all parts of the West.
"Jim,., said Wild, as the two sat down to breakfast the morning following the h old-up of the stagc-c:caeh, "it seems that
we have got a little duty to perform. ''
'·Yes," a11swered Dart; ·' I suppose you refer to the hold-up."
"That is just what I refer to. We haven't had any road
agents to fight in this vicinity in about three months now,
·'Yes."
They did not tell him how they had held up a man on the but here comes another gang along to make it unpleasant for
travelers and hurt the reputation of the town. According to
road and took his horse from him just then.
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Tom Larson, the driver, this fellow who calls himself Royal
Flush must be a vei·y daring villain."
"Royal Flush is a rather peculiar name for him to adopt.
He must be a gambler."
"You can bet on that. That is the way I shall undertake to
hunt him up. Just wait till we find a stranger around who
is a professional gambler out of the ordinary, and then I
g u ess we will come pretty near meeting Royal Flush, the
Bandit King."
"You are going to start to hunt the bandits down, then?,.
"Right away."
"Good!"
"'\Ve will organize a band this very morning."
"How many are you going to have in it?"
"About ten. That will be plenty, I think."
"I suppose you will name the band."
"Oh, I don't know as that is necessary."
"The boys a lways think it is good to have a name for a
crowd that starts out under you."
"Well, let them name the band I am going to organize this
morning, then."
"All right! " And Jim Dart looked pleased.
The two had just finished the breakfast their Chinese cook
llad prepared fpr them when there came a kno ck at the front
door of the house.
The Chinaman opened the door, and the next minute a
cheery voice called out:
"Hello, there! I reckon I'm just in time for breakfast."
"It's Lively Rick," said Jim, as he got up from the table.
"What are you doing over here so early in the morning·?"
Wild asked, as their friend from bevil Creek came into the
.room.
·' I've been in town all night,., was the reply.
"Been in town all night?" echoed Dart.
"And you didn't come over to see us! " added Wild.
"No; I stopped in the Gm;oo to see Brown, an' ther first
thin g I knowed I got into a game of draw that lasted putty late.
Btit as soon as I got my breakfast this mornin' I headed for
here."
"Then you have had breakfast?"
'"YGS."

Young Wild West noticed that Lively Rick Eeemed to feel
sheepish over somethi n g.
"What is the matter, Rick?"' h e asked.
"Well, I s·pose I might as well tell yer," was the reply. "I
went an' allo ,·ed myself to be h eld up by a couple of fellers
j est alter sundown last night, an' Lhey took all tiler money
I had an' my horse."
«·w11at! ·· gasped Young Wild West and Jim Dart.
''That's a fact. There was two .o f them, an' they stopped
me so 'lUick that they got ther drop on me afore I knowed
it. Tney" was two men what you give ten minutes to git out
of town, so they said; an' they told me to tell you that they
sent th<'il' regards to you, an' that they would deliver your
message to Royal Flush, as you told them to. They was both
cf ·em masked an· I couldn't see what they looked like. They
took my horse an' I had to foot it ther r est of ther way to
'Neston."
"Thafs one on me!" exclaimed Young Wild West. "I ought
to hil.ve rPcommended that those fellows be shut in the lockup. instead of giving them ten minutes to git out of town.
Well, this is getting to be interesting, I must say."
·· J shonid l:'ay it was. About time you took a hand in ther
game, ain't it?"
'·Oh, yes. I intend to start on the trail of Royal Flush this
very day."
"An' I s'pose I kin go with yer?"
"Certainly."
Lively Rick was now more at his ease.
He had told how he had been h eld up, and that beir-.o; off
his mind, h e was ready to talk.
He knew that if Young Wild West had been in his place the
two maslrnd men would not have been able to get his horse.
They \'iOUld probably have died right in their tracks instead.
But Young Wild West was an exception.
There were few men in the West who were as quick as he.
A few minutes later the three walked down to the office of
the Wild West Mining and Improvement Company.
They had scarcely got there when Cheyenne Charlie, Jack
Robedee and Dove-Eye Dave came in.
Robedee had a wooden leg, having lost his good one in a
fight with some cattle ropers a few months before.
Dove-Eye Dave was an old man, who had been the first to
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settle in the town, and he was also the president of the Wild
West Mining and Improvement Company, as well as the acting
mayor when Young Wild West was absent from Weston.
They all shock hands with Rick, as he was a general favorite
with them.
·' I s'pose I may as well tell ther rest of yer what happened
to me last night;· he said, and then in a few words he related
all about the hold-up that had relieved him of his money and
horse.
While Lively Rick was talking Young Wild West went over
to a desk and wrote a list of names on a sheet of paper.
He came over to them presently and said:
"I have just written out a list of ten names. The names are
those of the men I want to help me to trail the bandits down.
Some of you are h ere, but I will read tbe names off. Cheyenne
Charlie, Jim Dart, Jack Robedee, Lively Rick, Dove-Eye Dave,
Bub Sprague, Pete Spooner, Larry Jobes, Tom McManus and
myself. Seven of us are here, for I see Bub Sprague there in
the doorway; so Jim and Charlie will go and hunt up the
remaining three and get them to report here at once."
This was no sooner said than Dart and Cheyenne Charlie
sprang to their feet and left the room.
They were not gone many minutes before they returned
with the three men.
They worked in the mines of the company, so were quite
easy to find.
Wild told them what was wanted of them, and then asked
them if they were willing to join in and hunt out the outlaws
who had come to that part of the country to prey upon the
people.
They were only too glad to help make up the party that
was to be led by the prince of the saddle and champion deadshot of the West.
The band of ten was then organized in quick order.
Then Jim Dart got up.
"I propose that we call ourselves Young Wild West's ·Rifle
Rangers! " he exclaimed. "It is likely that we will have to do
considerable shooting with our rifles before we quit the trail
of the bandits, and I think we ought to be called something,
to let the villains we are after know who we are, if nothing
else."
"Good enough!" spoke up old Dove-Eye Dave, enthusias,tically. '·I second ther proposition."
·
"Are there any more names to be offered?" asked Wild.
'l' here were none, so he put it to a vote and it was decided
unanimously to call their organization Young Wild West's
Rifle Ran gers.
"Well, boys," remarked our hero, when it was all settled,
"just make arrangements about your work so you can be ready
to take a ride at one o'clock. Every man must have his rifle
with him-be sure of that."
Each one went to attend to what business he had then, and
Wild proceeded to look over the books of the company, a proceeding be had been engaged in during the last few days.
At about eleven o'clock he grew tired of this sort of work,
and, getting up, he put on his hat and strolled over to the postoffice.
Wild was one of the most frequent visitors the post-office
had when he was in town.
It was not because he expected mail or wished to send any
out that he went there so often.
Pretty Arietta Murdock, the granddaughter of the postmaster, was there daily attending to the duties of the office,
and she was the sweetheart of dashing Young Wild West.
When the boy stepped into the post-office a few minutes later
Arietta looked up with a smile.
Then an anxious look gradually came over her face.
"What's the matter, Et?" he asketl, cheerfully. "First you
smile at me, and then you look troubled ..,
"I was just thinking about the hold-up yesterday afternoon,
Wild," she answered.
·
"Well, the mail was not in the stage-coach at the time, so
you need not wony so much about it. There was no one shot,
either.
"I was not thinking of that part of it."
"Well, wha t pnrt were you thinking about, then?"
"The part that is to come."
"The part that is to come, eh? What do you mean?"
"Well, I ought to know you well enough to feel certain that
you will try to rid the country of the villains who held up the
stagecoach."
"Oh, I see what you are driving at now. You are afraid I
will get hurt by Mr. Royal Flush, the Bandit King. ,.
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"You are always running into danger, Wild . And you g.o
into it so light-hearted, too."
"'\Yell, I always manage to get out of it, don't I? You have
helped me out more than once yourself, you know."
"Yes, Wild. But--"
"But what, little one?" and reaching over he caught her
about the neck and kissed her before she was hardly aware
of what he was up to.
That, of course, changed the subject, and soon they were
talking of other things.
They got to saying things that lovers are wont to say, and
as there happened to be no one in the office but them, they
talkccl on without an interruption for fully ten minutes.
It was then that a horseman rode up to the door and, dismounting, hurried inside.
He was a stranger in town-both saw that at a glance.
'rhere was a handsome and commanding look about him,
too, and the fancy riding suit he wore fitted him neatly.
Ignoring Wild entirely, he walked up to the counter, and
smiling pleasantly at Arietta, said:
"My pretty one, will you please be kind enough to sell me
a postage stamp?"
CHAPTER IV.
THE BANDIT KING MEETS YOUNG WILD WEST

The man who went by the name of Will Warren, the gambler, and also called himself Royal Flush, the Bandit King,
certainly had good cause to make him .think he was invincible.
He had been a terror to honest travelers in many parts of
the Wild- West, and, though various vigilance committees and
deputy sheriffs an~ even Government troops had been after
him, not once had he been caught.
But the death of more than one man was laid at his door.
Royal Flush was surely a dangerous man, for he was as
quick and daring as he was v1llainous.
Naturally, when he heard about Young Wild West, who was
said to be such a terror to evil-doers, he was anxious to mee t
him.
He had always been of the opini-0n that the men called Hen
and Andrew were pretty well ,able to take care of themselves,
no matter where they went, and when they told him what
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had done to them,
and how easy the boy had gone about it, he began to think
that there was something about the boy that was a trifle out
of the ordinary.
But this only made him the more anxious to meet him.
The next morning he decided all of a sudden to take a ride
over to Weston.
But he wanted to see the man Medford first, so after he had
eaten his breakfast, he rode over to the claim where Medford
had located.
He found the man in the act of cooking his breakfast.
"Morning, Medford," he said, in a low, musical voice. "How
are you this morning?"
"Fine, cap'n," was the reply.
IL was a wild ~pot in a little ravine that Medford had selected for his purpose, and he had built a small shanty ?,ga.1nst
tbe wall of a cliff.
There were no other shanties in sight of this one, which
made it a decidedly lonely spot.
But it was within less than half a mile of the heart of Devil
Creek, for all that, and that was sufficient to enable the SI>Y
to go back and forth whenever he pleased and learn what was
going on, so he could report to his captain.
·'Did you find out anything new last night after I left?"
asked the bandit leader, as he dismou.nted and allowed his
horse to crop the grass that grew in abundance in the ravine.
"Not much," was the reply. "I did git to talkin' with a feller
abcut this Young Wild West you hear ther men say so much
about, though."
"I am glad of that. I want to hear something about that
young fellow."
"'Well, he must be a regular rip-snorter, cap."
"He must, en? What did you hear about him? ''
··oh , they say he has cleaned out more'n a half dozen gangs
of outlaws an' road agents. They say he won't let many holdups t~. ke place around this part of the country."
"He won't, eh? Well, we will see about that."
"That's what I w::1.s think!n'. He's ther mayor over in
Weston, too, an' ther best-lookin' gal in ther town is his sweetheart."
"Is that so?"

"Yes; that's What ther feller said what was tellin' me abot1t
him. His gal tends in ther post-office over there."
"Then I will have a chance to see her, for I am going over to
Weston this morning."
"You are?" and Medford looked surprised.
"Yes; I want to find out how the land Jays over ther e. 1'11
tell you what I want you to do in case Young Wild West comes
over here any time."
"What, cap?"
"I want you to get on very friendly terms with him. You
are the man who can do it, if any one can."
"All right, cap. I reckon I kin do that, all right enough."
"Well, if you do manage it you are to get all you can out of
him about his plans, and then report to me."
"I understand."
After a little further talk Royal Flush mounted his waiting
steed and headed for Weston.
He rode along at a good pace and in due time reached the
town.
After a short rest in a saloon it occurred to him to go over to
the post-office and see what kind of a looking girl Young Wild
West's sweetheart was.
It did not strike him that he was going to meet the young
fellow there, too.
When he dismounted and walked into the office he caught
sig,ht of a dashing-looking boy the first thing.
"That's Young Wild West, as sure as I am alive!" he
thought. Well, I will find what sort of stuff he is really made
of. I'll talk sweet to his girl."
So, putting on his most winning way, he walked up to the
counter and asked the postmistress, after calling her his
"pretty one," to sell him a postage stamp.
He was watching the boy when he did this, though he did
not appear to be doing so.
Contrary to the villain's expectations, Young Wild West did
not act as though he heard him address the girl at all.
He was reading a postal notice that was posted on the wall,
and appeared to be deeply interested in it.
But he was making a great mistake in the boy.
Young Wild West had noticed what he said, and he was
listening for him to say something more.
And if he said too much he might wish he had kept his
mouth closed.
·wild had learned that Arietta was one of the sort who was
pretty able to take care of herself.
On more than one occasion she had. tamed insulting men
who came in the office by suddenly thrusting a revolver under
their noses.
The girl was an excellent shot, and not at all afraid to use
a shooter if occasion required it.
Royal Flush thought he would go just the least bit further,
so when Arietta handed him the postage stamp, he handed
her a ten-dollar bill, and said, smilingly:
"Yo\l can keep the change if you give me a kiss !"
"I will give you a ki s with hot lead!·• exclaimed the girl.
suddenly producing a revolver and covering him with it. "If
you came in here for the purpose of insulting me you will find
you have ma.de a mistake, sir!"
She swept the bill he had laid on the counter on the floor
with her other hand, and pulled the postage stamp back into
the open drawer she had taken it from.
"My!" cried the bandit king, hi surprise. "You are a regular
vixen. But I admire your spunk, young lady, and I offer you
an apology for what I said."
"Please step out of the place," retortecl Arietta, her eyes
flashing. "I want no apology from you."
"But I want a postage stamp."
"You cannot have it."
"Why, this is a post-office, is it not?"
"If you don't get out of here inside <'f five seconds I am
going to shoot!"
It seemed that the villain admired th e girl's pluck sufficiently
to overcome his astonishment at her attitude; but as h e backed
away from the counter and made for the door he did not show
a sign of fear.
All this time Young Wild West was standing there almost
boiling with rage.
Usually as cool as an iceberg, this talk from the insulting
fellow made it difficult for him to r estrain himself.
He waited till the man got outside, and then he started after
him.
"Wild," said Arietta, looking at him appealingly.
"Never mind, Et," he answered.
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"Don't shoot him!"
"I guess I won't have to do that," and so saying he walked
outside.
Royal Flush stood there as though waiting for him.
"You have ~ot a regular vixen here for a postmistress, young
fellow,., he observed.
·' See here," said our hero, stepping up to him, "I think you
have said enough about her for a stranger. You take my advice and go about your business."
The villain thought it time to play his trump card now, and
in the twinkling _of an eye he had pulled his revolver.
But much to his surprise he found himself looking into the
muzzle of a shooter in the boy's hand.
"Xow, then, move!" came tlrn stern command. "l\fove, or I
will put six holes through you before you drop to the ground.
Move!"
The bandit captain seemed a little bit slow about obeying,
and the neJi.t instant a sharp report rang out and his revolver
dropped to the ground.
Young Wild West had shot it from his hand.
"Mount your horse, quick!"
As the boy said this, the villain hurriedly got into the saddle.
His desire to meet Young Wild West had been gratified, but
it was quite likely that he was not at all pleased at the outc-ome of it.
"I don't know who you are, young fellow," he lied, as he
turned his horse around. "You are pretty soon with a gun,
though, and I hope we may meet again. My name is Will
,varren, and I Jive in Devil Creek."
"And my name is Young Wild West, and I live in Weston,"
retorted our hero. If you live over in Devil Creek, you had
better stay there, unless you learn how to behave yourself."
"Thank you! I may take your atlvice: I hope we may meet
ag~Jn.,,

"So do I, Mr. Will Warren."
With a bow of mock politeness the bandit king rode over to
the Gazoo Iloiel, which was only a few yards distant, and,
dismounting, went inside.
There were half a dozen men standing outside at the time
Young Wild West shot the revolver from his hand, and quite
naturally they were eager to have a look at him.
"Let us have something to drink, landlord," he said, not
noticing the curious looks t11at were cast at him. "All hands
are invited."
,vhen the occupants of the place lined up against the bar
and the liquor had been poured out, the bandit king remarked:
"Here's health and wealth to y-0u all!"
"What was ther trouble over at ther post-office, stranger?"
asked Brown, the proprietor of the place, who happened to be
them himself.
"Oh, I made a flattering remark to the girl over there, and
the young fellow who was in there did not like it. He called
me some hard names, and when I pulled my revolver to Jet
him know T wasn't afraid of him, be fired at me. His bullet
lu ckiiy hit the barrel of my shooter instead of me, and it was
knocked from my hand. I am a peaceable man, and meant
no offense to the young lady-even offering her an apology.
I think the young fellow was altogether too fast."
"That's a way Young Wild West has," spoke up a man, who
did not particularly like our hero. "If he can't have things all
his own way he is generally starting trouble. He's a mighty
good shot with a revolver, an' he knows it. That's why he's
got ther biggest part of ther people in this town afraid -0f him."
"So that's how it is?" and Royal Flush acted as though he
was relieved over something or other.
"Well," spoke up Brown, "I can't say as anybody in this
town is afraid of Young Wild West, 'cept them as are crooked.
Ther honest ones ain't got no nood to be afraid of him. Young
Wild West is as straight as a string, an' don't you forgit it."
The last remark was made to the fellow who had spoken disparagingly of -0ur hero, for Brown was a stanch friend of the
boy under any and all conditions.
"There are many men of many minds," said" the bandit king.
''Let us have another drink, landlord. For my part, I don't
owe Young Wild West any ill-feelings. He is in love with the
girl. and I suppose he got jealous when I spoke to her in
such a familiar way. We will let the subject drop."
CHAPTER V.
THE RlFLE RANGERS STA HT ON THEIR MISSIO .'

Wild went back into the post-office when he saw the man
~o into the Gazoo.

'1

His usual coolness had returned to him now, and with a
smile he looked at his sweetheart and said:
"Et, I am satisfied that you can take care of yourself all
right. But you don't know how mad that fellow made me!
I waited till he got outside, though."
"And you shot his revolver out of his hand when he drew
it on you."
·
"That is what I did, Et. I knew he was going to draw, and
I was watching him, so I could get a'head of him. He was
pretty swift in doing it, but I happened to get there ahead of
him."
"He seemed to be an educated man, but he is one of the
most impertinent ones I ever met. Oh, I always have my rev-0lver right handy for such fellows as he."
"Well, Et, it strikes me that he will bear watching. He
said his name was Will Warren, didn't he.?"
"Yes; I believe that was it."
"It might be that he knows something about the hold-up that
happened yesterday."
"What makes you think that, Wild?"
"My experience teaches me to think that way. If you recollect, every time we have been bothered with road agents there
have been strangers come around and malce a great deal of
show, one way or another. And when the gangs got cleaned
out, these fellows have proved to belong to them, either the
leaders or members. Will Warren will bear watching, as I
said before, and I intend to keep an eye on him."
"You know best," and the girl shook her head to show the
great confidence she had in her handsome young lover.
Wild remained in the office until the whistle up at the Quadruple mine blew for twelve o'clock.
Then he walked home with Arietta and cut across lots to
his own home.
The Rifle Rangers were to start out at one, and he wanted
to get his dinner before that time.
He found it raady for him when he got there, so he sat
down with Jim and told him about the fellow he had met
in the post-office as they ate.
"I wouldn't be surprised if the fellow was Royal Flush himself," said Jim, when he had heard the story.
"Well, to tell the truth, I have been thinking that way right
along, though I did not even suggest it to Arietta. I did tell
her, though, that it might be that he knew something about
the hold-up,. "
After they had finished their meal they went out and got
their horses ready.
It was Young Wild West's idea to not come back to Weston
till he had trailed the bandits to their finish, so it was necessary that they take cooking utensils and a certain amount of
provisiuns along.
Jack Robedee had seen to this part of it, however, and when
the ten Rifle Rangers were ready to start the one-legged man
was there with a pack horse loaded down with everything they
wanted.
Robedee could get around pretty lively with that wooden
leg of his.
It was exactly one o'clock when the Rifle Rangers rode over
and took the road to Devil Creek.
As they passed the Gazoo Hotel Brown came out on the
stoop and proposed three cheers for Young Wild West.
They were given with a will by a crowd that was just leaving to return to their work, and Wild and his band of rangers
doffed their hats.
As they got past our hero happened to turn his head, and
then he saw Will Warren on the stoop.
~
He had waited till they got past before coming out.
"All right, old fellow," thought the boy. "I know you havo
got hard feeling~ toward me. Never mind! Maybe we will
have a chance to settle the grudge oof.ore long."
Just what he was going to do about finding the trail of the
bandits Wild did not know yet.
He had decided that it would be best to go to the spot where
the hold-up had taken place, and then set in to scouring the
surrounding country from that point.
The driver of the stagecoach had told him just where the
place was, and being pretty well acquainted with that section,
he easily understood.
"We will hang around that vicinity for a while," be said to
Cheyenne Charlie, as they rode along at the head of the column. '·I have an idea that this fellow, Will Warren, will be
along before the day is past, and if he does come I am going
to take up his trail and learn just where he hangs out."
"S'pose he don 't come along afore night?" queried the scout.
"Then you and I will take a run over to Devil Creek and
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see how things are there. We will take Lively Rick along,
too, I guess, as he kn.ows about every one there, from living
there so long.•·
·'You didn't ask him if he lmowed Will Warren, did you?"
"No; I meant to, but forgot it. I'll ask him now. Hey,
there, Rick! "
"Hello!" answered the man from Devil Creek. "What do yer
want, Wild?"'
"Ride up here a minute."
"All right. my boy! " and up he came.
"Do you know a feller named Will Warren over at the
Creek?"
"There's a good-lookin' gambler hangin' around there, who
goes by that name, I think."
"Been there long?"
"No; only a day or so."
"Well, he is the fellow I had the row with to-day."
"Is that so?"' and Rick seemed surprised.
"Yes; he is quite a dangerous sort of a chap, I have an
/idea."
"l don't know. He has been behaving himself putty good
at ther Creek, 'cept that he has cleaned out a few of ther
miners there."
"He understands the cards, eh?"
"You bet."
"Well, if he shouldn't come along after we pitcn our camp
1somewhere near where the hold-up took place, you, Charlie
1
and I will ride over to the Creek to-night and see if we can
run against ·wm Warren."
"Good enough. I want to tell ther old woman that I've
j'ined your Rifle Rangers, an' that she needn't expect me home
till ther gang of bandits, as they call 'em, have been cleaned
out."
Our friends rode along at an easy pace, because they were
lin no hurry to get to any particular point.
Young Wild West had now come to the conclusion that he
would have to trust a great deal to luck to catch Royal Flush
and his crowd.
If they should come upon a number of armed men, and were
!unable to recognize the two men who had been driven out of
Weston, they would be forced to let them alone, so long as
they acted in a peaceable manner.
'rhe more Wild thought over it the more he became convinced
that it was about two o'clock when Young Wild West's Rifle
Rangers came to the spot where the hold-up had taken place.
The road ran through the gulch at this point, and the many
'cr ags, caverns and bunches of bushes that were on either of
the sloping sides made admirable places for the bandits to lie
in wait for their prey.
It was one of these hiding places that Young Wild West selected to make their temporary headquarters.
He got pretty well back from the mountain road on a level
that was about thirty feet above it, and there being a dense
1growth of pines and stunted oaks surrounding the spot, it was
a place that co~1ld not easily be discovered.
"Here will be our headquarters for a while, boys," Wild exclaimed, as Ile dismounted and turned his horse upon a big
patch of grass thnt was clo~e at hand. "Just get ready to take
things comfortable, for we may be 'here a week, and perhaps
only for a few hours. The bandit king has got to be hunted
out by strategy, and it is from this point that we will work. "
"That's . the only way to do it, " nodded Cheyenne Charlie,
who was alwa.ys ready to agree with the young prince of the
'saddle.
The men we:qt right at work and proceeded to fix up a camp.
The pack-horse was unloaded under the supervision of Jack
Robedee, and two good-sized tents were soon p'Ut up.
Boughs were cut from the pines and piled about so the blaze
lfrom their campfire could not be seen after dark, and a small
stream of water that trickled from above was dammed up
suflkient!y for tllern to get all their water without waiting for
it to run down to th em.
In just one hour it was all dune, and when Young Wild
vVe;;t surveyed the work he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"It reminds me or a pleasure party," he observed, with a
laugh. '·Well, I must say that I like to live out of doors' at
least h~,lf the time in waJ·m weather."
'· I guess we all do, ·• replied Jim Dart. "Camping out on the
mountains ::ind plains is very healthful, and if some of the boys
and men who am sllui up in the great cities could only put in
about six weeks of it each year they would feE!l different, I'll
bet!"
"Some of 'em woulcl, an' some of 'em wouldn't, I'm thinkin',"
obscned Lively Rick. "A i;ood many of 'em would either
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shoot themselves accidentally, or else git chawed up by bears.
'Tain't every man or boy what's adapted for this kind of
livin' . "
The majority of the Rifle Rangers agreed with him on this,
for they thought it would take a long time for a tenderfoot
to get used to the ways of the Wild West.
Wild saw to it that a man was stationed continually where
he could keep a sharp lookout on the road below.
This man happened to be Bub Sprague, a retired variety
actor, who was in the employ of the Wild West Mining and
Improvement Company.
He had not been on watch much more than an hour when
he reported that the stagecoach was coming in the direction
of Weston.
Then all hands got to places where they could see it go
by, for there were some of them who had ideas that the bandits might hold it up again.
But nothing of the sort happened, and the outfit went by
unmolested.
Wild noticed that there was a guard on the top of the coach
with the driver, and this showed that the Overland Company
that owned the outfit was taking precautions against being
troubled again.
But he knew a guard would not amount to much against a
number of men in ambush.
They could easily shoot him down from cover.
There was an abundance of game in that region, and after
the stagecoach went by, three or four of the Rangers went
out to shoot something for supper.
They had great luck, too, for when they returned they were
fairly loaded down.
Wild had appointed Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart his
lieutenants, and .Jack Robedee his chief cook, so Jack saw to
it that some of the game was made ready for supper.
The time passed rather slowly to Young Wild West till it
was time to eat the meal, but when their appetites had been
appeased it was beginning to get dark.
And Will Warren, the gambler, had not showed up yet.
Our hero waited till dark, and then telling Jim to look out
for things, and remain right there till he came back, he called
Cheyenne Charlie and Lively Rick.
"We will ride over to the Creek now," he said, and glad of
the opportunity, they hastened to saddle their horses.
A few minutes later the three were riding slowly along the
road to the Creek.
They had not proceeded very far when they heard the sounds
of approaching hoofs from behind them.
"Ride in behind those trees," said Wild; and they did so.
They had hardly come to a bait when a horseman went riding past at a swift gait.
In spite of the darkness Young Wild West saw that it was
Will Warren .
CHAPTER VI.
UP AGAINST A SHREWD VILLAIN

"There goes our man!" Wild whispered to his companions.
"I could tell him among a thousand."
"Tiler feller what insulted Arietta?" asked Charlie.
"Yes."

"He's goin' to ther Creek, I s'pose," Lively Rick ventured.
"Probably. We will follow him and find out."
Before the hoof-beats had entirely died out our three friends
rode from their place of concealment and started after the
horseman.
Somehow, it struck Wild that he was now on the trail of the
bandit king.
But that was something that would have to be found out
later on.
If there was any one who knew how . to follow a horseman
without letting him know it, it was Young Wild West.
His keen sense of hearing had been trained to just such business, and, riding a couple of lengths in advance of his companions, he set the pace.
On h e kept upon the trail for more than half an hour.
Then all of a sudden be became aware of the fact that the
horseman had come to a halt.
.
Wild at ones reined in his handsome sorrel and held up his
hand for Chitrlie and Rick to do likewise.
They had scarcely stopped when two pistol shots rang out
in quick succession, followed by the clatter of hoofs.
Then another shot rang out, and the voice of a man cried
out excitedly:
"Take that, you villains!"
Wild r ecognized the voice instantly.
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"Get down and see if you recognize the man, Mr. Warren,"
It was that of the man who had insulted his sweetheart in
he said, quickiy.
the post-office.
"Me reeognize him!" exclaimed the villain. '·How should 1
More shots were fired, and then the same voice shouted for
know him?"
.
help.
"Well, you can't tell, you know. He may be one of the men
Our hero thought it might be a ruse of some sort, but he did
who hang around Devil Creek, and whom you may have met.
not. hrnitate to ride forward.
"Come," he cried to his two friends. "We will see what this You can·t tell who or what a highwayman is, you know ..,
"That's so. "
means?"
Warren dismounted, and when Charlie li ghted another match
They dashed ahead around a bend, and the next instant a
he looked at the face.
horse came toward them without a ric!er.
"I have seen him before," he exclaimed. "I saw him last
Wild very neatly <·aught the horse and brought it to a stop.
night at the hotel at the Creek. But I don't know his name."
Then, peering through the darkness, he called out:
This was said with all sincerity, though the truth was that 1
"What is the trouble here?"
At this three horsemen suddenly rode away at the top of their the scoundrel was very sore over one of his best men being ·
killed.
speed, and the figure of a man came running toward them.
"We'll leave him where he lays,'' said the scout. "His gang I
"Thank you, gent,Jemen! Thank you!" exclaimed the voice
'
of Will Warren. "You came along just in time to save me will come an' git ther carcass after we're gone."
He put the mask in his pocket, and then they resumed their
fre,m being robbed."
As this was said Cheyenne Charlie placed his rifle to his way to the Creek.
Young Wild West was not a little puzzled over the manner
shoulder and let a shot go at the receding riders.
of the man th ey had saved from being robbed.
As the rifle cracked a cry of mortal agony went up.
He could not make himself believe that he was all right,
"There goes one oE ·em, I reckon," said the scout, grimly.
"I am so glad you came in time, gentlemen," went on the and yet there was nothing in his words 01· acts that told that
man on foot. "I was riding along fol' Devil Creek, when all he was not.
"A shrewd fellow," he thought. "He wants to be doubly
of a sudden three masked riders halted me. I fired at one of
watched."
them, but missed, and was knocked from my horse.
Nothing occurred to bother them any further, and they soon
"Then I fired some more, but could not hit them, it seemed,
as I was rollin g on the ground when I fired. 'l'hey were jru,t saw the lights of the town ahead of them.
"I'll ride on to my shanty an' let my wife know what's in
dismounting to finish me, 1 guess, when I called for help, and
they fired at me and drew back. Whoever you a.re, gentlemen, ther wind," Lively Rick whispered to Wild. "You fellers kin
go to ther ·white Oak Hotel, which is where our friend here
·
I owe my life to you! "
"Well, I am Young Wild West, and these two men are my generally hangs out."
"All right," nodded our hero. "We will wait for you there."
friends," retorted Wild, hardly knowing what to make of what
When they got to the hotel, which was nothing more than
had transpired. "You are the fellow I met in the post-office,
a low gambling resort, and Rick kept right on, Warren called
l believe."
"What! Are you the young fellow I had the trouble with? out to him.
"Where are you going?" he asked.
A thousand pardons, my dear sir! I never expected that we
"Home. I live here, you know."
were going to meet under such circumstances as these. I
"Stop and have a drink first."
humbly apologize for what I did this day in the post-office,
"No; I'll be back again in a few minu'.:es . I jest want to let
Young Wild West. Believe me when I say it."
The man certainly was a great actor, for he seemed to be my wife know that I've rrove in town."
"Oh, all right, then. We will wait for you."
dreadfully in earnest.
Wild was the first to dismount.
But Young Wild West did not believe he was sincere, just
Charley and Jim knew only too well that he distrusted the
the same.
However, there was nothing to do but to take him as he man they had brought over with them, and they were watching
him closely.
represented himself to be for the present.
They did not mean to let him get the drop on the young
·• I accept your apology, Mr. Warren," he anawered. "And
I am glad we happened along in time to prevent you from prince of the saddle while they were aroundWhen they had tied their horses Warren led the way inside.
being robbed. If you are going to Devil Creek, we will ride
"Give these gentlemen the best in the house, landlord ." he
along with you, as that is where we are bound. "
"Thank you. I am going there, and will be only too glad called out, so everybody in the place could hear him. "They
just saved me fr.om being killed and robbed by three masked
to ride with you."
men up the road, and I want them to know how I appreciate
With that the villain mounted his horse.
Charlie and Rick had their rifles ready for instant use as it."
"Hello, Young Wild West!" called out a miner, who recogthey started to ride through the gulch.
Young Wild West rode along at. the side of the smooth- nized our hero just then. "Well, I reckon you are ther boy
for ther blamed bandits what have struck our roads. We've
tongued scoundrel, keeping his eye on him .
Warren kept on talking, relating in detail how the masked heerd all about ther hold-up, an' I was tellin' ther boys it
men had attacked him, when Charlie suddenly stopped and would be more than likely that you'd strih-e out after ther
fe ller what calls himself Royal Flush, an' give him a sample
called out:
"Here's the feller I shot, Wild. Hadn't I better sort of ex- of what you kin do in ther line of outlaw huntin' ."
Wild smiled and shook hands with the man, for he ;\!:new he
amine him?"
·
was sincere in what he said.
"Yes," was the reply; and then all hands came to a halt.
The man who owned the place was behind the bar , and he
The scout dismounted.
"I'm goin' to strike a match," he said, "so jest be on ther looked hard at the boy.
It was the first time he had ever seen Young Wild West, as
lookout, an' if any of them fellers fires at me jest give 'em
he had not been at the Creek very long.
fits."
But he had heard enough about him to know that he was a
He lighted the match, but no one fired at him, and becoming_ co~vinced that the bandits had gone, he made a quick ex- terror to evil-doers, and he, being a sort of sc;pundrel himself,
felt a trifle uneasy when he sized up the athletic form and
ammat10n of the body.
The bullet had Pil$Sed through the man's neck, killing him handsome face with the honest and fearless expression that
instantly. and as Charlie turned him over he found that he was upon it.
'l'he landlord bore the name of Hank Hopping, and he was
wore a black mask, as Warren had said.
"That's one less of Royal Flus h's· gang, I reckon," he coolly sometimes called a bad man, though he had not broken out
remarked, as he tore off the mask. "I'll jest keep this for fu- over once or twice since be kept the gambling house.
He seemed to be very friendly toward Warren, somE>thing
ture reference."
Then, just as the match died out he saw the face of the which our hero did not fail to note.
Wild easlly placed the landlord as being a bad, deceitful fe ldead man.
It was that of the fellow he had prevented from going away low, and when he asked him what he would have in a rather
jtJ.st before Wild had given the two r ascals ten minutes to get gruff tone, he told him that he did not want anything to
drink, but that he would take a good cigar.
out of town.
"All my cigars are good, Young Wild Wesrt," spoke up the
It was the fellow called Hen, sure enough.
When the scout had stated this fact a sudden thought came 'man. "You needn't specify that you wnnt a good one. They're,
all good an' one price, an· every man gits ther same."
i nto the head of our hero.
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"I am g-lad to hear that," retorted ·wuc1, not the least
abashed by the fellow's manner.
"I try to run things straight here."
"That 's proper, I am sure."
"I don't think Mr. West had an idea you were not trying to
run your place right, Mr. Hopping," spoke up Warren. "He
1asked for a good cigar simply because he wanted the best
you had. A good cigar means one above the average that you
I sell."
"Well, I only keep one kind."
"He was not aware of that, perhaps."
"No, I was not," said Wild, who saw that the landlord was
inclined to pick a muss with him.
"Now, Mr. West," resumed Warren, "how can I ever repay
1YOU and your friends for the great service you rendered me
this evening?"
"By saying no more about it, Mr. Warren," was the retort.
"If we happened along in time to save you from being r obbed,
I assure you that we are just as glad of it as you are. We
have started out to hunt down this fellow who calls himself
Royal Flush, the Bandit King, and it won't be long before he
will be swinging from the limb of a tree."
"How much will you bet on that, Young Wild West?"
It was Hank Hopping, the proprietor of the place, who asked
the question.
"Anything you like," replied Wild, quickly.
"All right. I'll make it a five hundred dollar bet-not because I favor ther highwaymen any, but because I'm always
willin' to speculate."

!

CHAPTER VII.
WILD FALLS INTO THE HANDS OF THE BANDITS.

Wild looked at the man behihd the bar a moment and then
drew a wallet from his pocket.
"I'll just cover your five hundred dollars," he said, coolly.
"Now to make the bet plain, I will say that in less than a week
Royal Flush will be either hanging to a tree, or shot, if he
'stays around here."
"That bet's good enough for me. It's a go, Young Wild
"\Vest; but understand me, I ain't takin' up for this here Royal
Flush, or any other man what don't make his livin' honest.
I'm a speculative feller, an' I'm always lookin' for to make a
dollar on a bet."
"Well, who will hold the stakes?"
"This man here will do for me," and the landlord nodded in
the direction of Warren.
"All right," answered Wild, and be handed over the five hunldrcd. "1 will run my chances on the man running away."
"I guess you need not fear of that," laughed the villain. "I
,expect to stay around Devil Creek longer than the bandit king
ilqes."
"We know that all right," said Hopping. "Now, jest count
,that money. I guess you understand what ther bet is, all
1right?"
,
"Yes, I understand it. And I want to say that I am ra,ther
·, of the opinion that you are going to lose your bet, for in case
the bandit king should disappear, Young Wild West wins the
money."
'· Well, 1'11 take my chances. I always was great on bettin',
anyhow."
Then the landlord passed the box of cigars around among
them, trying to show that he was in the best of humor, and
that he really was making the bet from a speculative standpoint.
But our hero was positive that he was not.
He had a way of reading most men, and he was satisfied that
Hank Hopping· was a friend of the outlaw leader.
He was easy enough to read, but Warren was a sort of a
puzzle to the ooy.
Pretty soon Lively Rick came in.
Warren then treated all hands again and told' the story of
how be had been held up by the bandits.
Wild treated ne:xt, and then things got down to the usual
s tate of affairs that existed in the town.
Pretty soon Medford came in.
But he did not show that he recognized the bandit king.
Medford was also one of the sort who· were hard to read,
and though rather ignorant, as far as education went, he was
affable and shrewd.
He soon worked his way into the party.
•· I r eckon I've struck a putty good sort of a claim up here,"
Jhe remarked. "I ain't had to work so hard to-day to make
a whole hundred. Give us a drink, Mr. Hoppin'."

This was a chance for the landlord to introduce him to Wild
and the rest, and he lost no time in doing so.
'l'he fact of the matter was that Hopping knew something
about the bandits and was working with them.
And though Medford was but a tool of his, Warren, or Royal
Flush, as he called himself, shook hands at the introduction
the same as our three friends did.
"So you are Young Wild West, eh?'' asked Medford, as he
turned to our hero after the round had been served. "I have
heard a whole lot about you, and I'm right glad to meet you."
"Well, I hope you have never heard anything bad about me,"
Wild answered, not knowing what else to say just then.
"No; it's all good what I've heard about you, an' that's why
I like you. You see, there are lots of us who mean good, but
very few who kin do enough good to make folks talk about it.
You are one of ther kind what's bound to make people talk
about you. The good people admire you, an' ther bad ones
hate an' fear you."
This kind of talk had a certain effect on Wild.
While be did not like flattery, he was like every one else-he
,
was not averse to a little of it.
A conversation on various topics followed for the next hour,
and then Warren proposed that they have a game of cards.
Wild wns not in the humor to go in the game.
He felt that he could learn nothing by doing so, and he never
gambled because he liked to win other 1>eople's money.
So he declined, and when Warren, Med-ford and two minera
finally sat down to a game he called Cheyenne Charlie and
told them that he was going on a little scout all by himself.
"Where will we stay?" asked Rick.
"Right here. If I am gone a minute over one hour you can
come and look for me," replied the boy. "I have been struclr
with the idea to take a ride out, and I suppose I won't feel
right till I do it. I have been that way before, and I know
just how it is."
Neither the scout nor Rick tried to dissuade him.
They knew it would be useless, and then, again, they felt
sure that he knew what he was doing.
It bad occurred to Wilcl that it would be n good idea to take
a rid e back to the spot where they had left the dead bandit
lying on the ground.
He told his two friends to go back into the place and to
say nothing about his going away, and then he mounted Spitfire and rode away.
Once on the road he let the swift stallion out.
Young Wild West covererl the ground rapidly.
He was not long in reaching the near vicinity of where the
masked man had fallen by a bullet from Cheyenne Charlie's
rifle.
Then he halted and, after listening for a moment, dismounted
and led his horse into a clump of bushes at the roadside.
"I'll go up there a little cautious," h e thought, "for it may
be that the villains are hanging around the spot."
Leaving his horse standing in the bushes, without being tied,
Wild set out for the place where the outlaw bad dropped.
He proceeded along in a nervous manner, listening every
few seconds.
But beyond the chirping of the insects and the occasional
r.,Ty of some night bird, nothing broke the stillness of the night.
In a few very minutes our hero w·as ou the spot.
As he peered a round through the darkness he saw the outline of the body lying where it fell.
"They haven't come after it yet," he muttered under his
breath. ""\Veil, I am glad of that, for they will surely come
pretty soon, and I want to be here when they do, so I can
follow them to their hang-out. I guess--"
That was as far as Young Wild West got in his meditations,
for just then a burly form pounced upon him and bore him to
the groun d on his face.
Then two more forms appeared and flung themselves upon
him.

Wild had been caught napping.
Dazed and confused from the s udden attack upon him, the
boy struggled to free himself.
But there was not the least chan·ce of him doing that.
It was three to one, and had it only been one he would have
had little chance, since be had been forced to the ground on his
face.
He soon recovered himself, and then he remained perfectly
quiet.
The men bound his arms securely behind his back and quickly thrust an improvised gag into his mouth.
"I reckon we've struck ther right feller," one of them said
'-Vith an air of satisfaction.
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"Sure we have," exclaimed an.other. "It's ther feller with brought Wild in on his horse. "Jest give us a lift at buryin'
ther long hair. That's ther one, above all, that ther captain poor Hen."
wanted us to git."
"A.11 right," was the reply. "Tber next one I want to help
"I wonder where his horse is?" remarked the remaining man. to bury is Young Wilcl West."
"Back with his friends somewheres, I s'pose," retorted the
"I reckon you'll have ther chance soon enough.•·
fellow who had first spoken.
"We'll have to keep him alive till ther captain gits back, I
"Most likely. They've halted back there, an' he's come here s'pose?"
on foot to spy us. As if he didn't think we'd be layin' around
"Sure we will."
here waitin' for him!"
"Where did ther captain go, anyway?"
The thr e men chuckled at this, and as Wild looked up at
"I ain't sure, but I think he went over to Magic Flats."
them he saw that they wore masks.
"Yes; I heard him say he was g-oin' over there either to-day
They had been talking in very low tones, and now, when or to-morrer," observed one of the fellows who had been in
they picked him up, they remained perfectly ·silent.
charge of the camp. "He said so last night."
But as Wild was pla<'ed on his feet a revolver was thrust
Young Wild West very readily saw that the men were lyagainst his head, and he knew that meant for him to proceed ing for his benefit.
with as little noise as possible.
He could tell that by their looks and the tones of their
The daring boy had now regained all his natural coolness.
voices.
He was not worrying in the least as to how he was going
He could not see what ends they had in it, though, as they
to get away from his captors.
were going to kill him, so they said.
For about a hundred yards he was conducted, he walking
One of the men led him to a seat on a log, and then sat down
as willingly and as softly as his captors did themselves.
beside him, revolver in band, while the rest clug a shallow
Into a little grove of pines they went, and then the quick grave near by and buried their comrade.
ears of Wild ·told him that their horses were there.
When they came back from their task Andrew suggested
"Bob, you stay here with him, an' keep your shooter close to that the gag be removed from the mouth of Young Wild West.
"If he goes to hollerin' we'll put a bullet in him," he said.
his ear till we go an' git ther body of poor Hen," said the
"He seems to be taking things mighty cool for one in such a
man who hn.d spoken first after the capture of Wild.
fix as he's in. I'd like to talk to him a little an' let him tell
"All right," was the reply.
Then two of them wep.t away, the remaining one pressing us how he feels. "
"All right," replied the fellow, who was evidently the second
the muzzle of his weapon hard against the temple of the capin command. "Take ther gag from his mouth if you want to."
tive boy.
Andrew lost no time in doing so.
"Don't you dare to make a noise," he hissed.
Wild could not answer, but he remained perfectly quiet to
"I s'pose you're glad you met us, hey, Young Wild West?"
show him that he was going to do as directed.
he asked, grinning at uhe helpless boy.
In a few minutes the other two came back, lugging the body
"Oh, yes," was the reply.
of the man who llacl been shot.
"You say that nice."
They lifted it on a horse and tied it there, so it could not
"I don't know what else to say. You asked me if I was ,
fall off.
glacl I met you, and I told you the truth when I said I was."
Then the bandit who had the most to say mounted one of the
"I don't believe you mean that."
other steeds and told his companions to boost the prisoner up
"Well, I can't help that," retorted Wild, coolly. "But I am
before him.
real glad I was brought here, been.use I have had a chance to
see the faces of three of your gang. That will help me in I
This was soon done.
Then the other two mounted, for they had four horses with running you down."
"It'll help you a lot, I reckon."
them, and they set out over a narrow path that was more nat"I think it will."
ural than otherwise.
"You jest wait till Royal Flush comes back; then you'll see
It was really a dry watercourse they were following, but
since they knew it would take them to their camp without how much it will help you. He's made arrangements to 1
their going along the road, they did not care if it was a little have a quiet little funeral here, an' you are to play ther leadin•
part in it."
longer route.
·'I am not worrying over it much. I have been in tighter
After what seemed to be a long time to Young Wild West,
they can1e to a halt in a little clearing on the side of the moun- places than this."
The bandits listened to the cool talk of Wild in amazement.
tain.
They had never seen so much nerve displayed before.
"Tber camp ought to be here somewhere," said the leader of
"You're a putty cool hand, youngster," remarked one.
the trio.
"I find it pays to be that way."
"It's off to ther right more," spoke up one of the others.
"You do, hey?"
"I think it is, too."
"Yes."
"Well, we"ll go that way, then."
At this juncture a low whistle sounded close at hand.
"There's ther camp!" exclaimed one of them.
"Ther captain is comin'!" cried Andrew. "Now we will soon
"Who comes??" asked a voice in a low tone from the bushes.
"Three brothers," answered the outlaw who had Wild in see Young Wild West pass in his chips."
front of him.
"Come on, then."
They now rode ahead without any hesitation, and halting
CHAPTER VIII.
close to the dying fire, they dismounted.
WILD
IS
DECEIVED COllIPLETELY
Our horo was dropped not very gently to the ground, and
then the bod,Y was taken from the other horse.
Will Warren, alias Royal Flush, played cards for about an
As Wild looked around him he saw that there were six men, hour.
all told, in the camp.
He was not so much interested in the game as he was in
•rhe three who had been in charge of it looked at him cu- watching the movements of Cheyenne Charlie.
riously.
He knew that Young Wild West went away, as Hank HopThey did not have masks on, and the boy recognized one ping, the keeper of the place, had whispered it in his ear.
of them as the fellow he had the trouble with on the arrival
The shrewd villain was pleased to hear this.
of the stageco9.ch in Weston after it had been held up.
His knowledge of things in general told him that the boy
He was one of the two who had been given ten minutes to had gone back to the place where the man had been shot to
get out of the town.
try and find out something concerning the bandits.
The other had been shot by Cheyenne Charlie that night.
Royal Flush easily guessed this.
This man came forward and looked savagely at the captive
He had been doing nothing but working schemes that night,
boy.
and he had resolved to keep on working them till he got the
"So we meet again, hey, Young Wild West?" he remarked, whole of Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers in such a place that
while there was a dangerous glitter in his eyes. "I can't tell they could not get away alive.
you how glad I am to see you."
That done, he would surely have things his own way in that
Wild returned his gaze unflinchingly.
section of the country for an indefinite period.
"I suppose you have come here to wipe out Royal Flush an'
He liked to be called the bandit king, and he wanted to do
ther rest of us?" went on the fellow.
j enough villainy to merit the title.
•
"Let him alone, Andrew," , spoke up the outlaw who had
'l'he villain had met three of his men by chance as he was
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riding along, and in less than two minutes he had concocted
the scheme to fool Young Wild West and get in his good
graces.
The scheme had worked perfectly, save for the fact that one
of his most trusted men had been shot.
Royal Flush had no idea of killing the dashing young fellow just yet.
He was going to fix things so that he could clean out the
whole crowd that were trailing him at once.
He felt that he could do this with the assistance of the
shrewd man Medford.
Medford was also aware of the fact that Young Wild ·west
had gone off alone somewhere.
At the end of an hour this villain proposed that they quit
playin g cards.
He had won a little and so had the bandit king, and r ealizing that they had been up against a stiff game, the miners
were satisfied to quit.
The bandit king lighted a fresh cigar and walked out on
the stoop.
Medford followed him a minute later.
"Go back in there pretty soon and give it out in an offhand
way that I am going to ride to Magic Flats to-night," said
Royal Flush to him.
"An' what then, cap?"
"Then you make out that you are going to your camp and
come with me over to our headquarters. It may be that some
of the men have caught Young Wild West. I told them to
wait around the road for him, as I had an idea he would go
snooping around to try to find something out."
"An' if they git him, what then?"
"I want you to sneak up and rescue him."
"I see."
"If you do he will be sure to think you are all right."
"Sure he will."
"And then yon can get him and bis crowd into a trap ."
"That's right."
"You induce him to make his headquarters on your claim,
and if you could manage to do that we could swoop down
there some night and kill the whole lot of them."
"I only hope the men did git him," and Medford showed
how anxious he was to help the villainous captain carry out the
foul plot.
"Those other two fellows have gone to look for the boy, I
supp ose."
"Yes; Hoppin' said he seen 'em mount an' ride away a few
minutes ago."
"Well, they won't find him, that's certain. Now, you go on
in the barroom and do as I said."
Medford did go in, and he did just what was required in
a very neat manner.
·when he came out he bade all hands good-night, and started
off on foot.
Instead of going to his claim, as the miners expected, he
went out upon the road and soon overtook Royal Flush, who
was waiting for him.
The bandit king allowed his horse to walk, and the two soon
neared the camp.
"Medford, " said the captain, in a whisper, "just crawl ahead
and see what is going on in camp. I'll wait here till you come
baf'k. It is a good idea to know what the men .are doing when
a fellow is away."
"All right, cap!·· and the miner was off with all the stealth
of a scout.
In about three minutes he came back.
" They're all there, cap," said he. "They've just finished
buryin' Hen, an' t hey've got Young Wild West a prisoner."
"Good!"

"Now what do you want me to do?"'
"I want you to sneak up to the camp and cut Young Wild
West loose in just half· an hour from now. I will fix it so you
can do it easily. But don't let him start in to shooting-you
must look but for that."
"Oh, I'll see to that."
"As soon as you get him away we will shift our quarters a
couple of miles from here to the cave we thought about stopping in when we first came h0're. Now, remember! You are
to rescue Young Wild West from his perilous position and get
him to take up his temporary headquarters on your claim.
You can lead them on a wild goose chase after me, for they
will put gr eat confidence in you after you get him away from
h ere. "
"I understand perfectly, cap. Leave it all to me.·•
"Very well, Medford. As soon as we rid the world of this

gang that is called Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers we will
have plain sailing around here. However, the stage-coach
has got to be held up to-morrow afternoon, w·hen it is on the
way to Weston, Young Wild West or no Young Wild We:,t!
I'm here to do business and I propose to do it."
"That's ther way to talk, cap."
"Now, you understand thoroughly what is required of you?"
"Oh, yes.·•
"Good-night.·•
"Good-night, cap.•·
It was then that Royal Flush uttered the whistle that was
heard by the villains in the ca ,!1p.
One of them answered it instantly, and then putting on a
mask and turning his coat inside-out, so there was a buckskin
outside to it now, Royal F lush rode into the light of the campfire.
"Ah, what is this I see? "' he exclaimed in a changed voice
that sounded as soft as a woman's. "A prisoner, my bold
boys? "'
"Yes, cap," answered Andrew, stepping forward. "We have
got tiler feller they call Young Wild 'Nest. He"s bher youngster
what drove me an' poor Hen out of town an' sent ther message to you, you know. He, or one of his gang, shot Hen to- ·
night while he was trying to rob that fancy gambler what
hangs around ther Creek."
"Is that so?" and the villain, who was certainly an admirable actor, put on an air of mingled surprise and sorrow.
So well did he act it that our hero was l"Ompletely deceived.
The bandit king had trained his men to talk so as to not reveal the fact that he was no other than the gambler, and all
h e had to do was to appear before them masked to make them
do it.
"Here's ther boy. What are you goin' to do with him?"
"I don't know but what we had better put him out of the
way at once," was the reply, and then the villain dismounted
and walked ove1· to Wild, glaring at him fiercely from the
holes in his mask.
"So I have the pleasure of meeting Royal Flush, the Bandit
King?" our hero said coolly.
"And I have the honer of being in the presence of the great
and only Young Wild West?" retorted the villain in a mocking vo:ce, but still disguising it perfectly.
"I would much rather like to meet you on an even footing,"
went on Wild in his easy and fear less way.
"It is too bad that you could not.
"But I may yet."
"I hardly think so."
"I have been In worse plights than this and got out of thfm. ·•
'"I don·t doubt you. And for that rei.son I am going to i:ee
to it that you don't get out of this one. Doys, tie him to that
tree over there, and tie him so that it will IJe impossible fo~
him to get away. It is a little late now, and I am sleepy. I
will settle his case in the morning. I have not decided how
his life shall be ta!cen. •·
The villains flew to obey the c·ommand of tho bandit king.
Our hero resigned himself to a ait his friends.
He depended on them to come and liberate him, though just
how they were go ing to locate the camp he had no idea.
Ten minutes later his heart gave a thrill.
He felt some one behind the tree cutting the ropes that
bound him to it.
CHAPTER IX.
Tlrn TI.l;\'DfTS' l'lCJU~1fE FAILS.

Young Wild West kept a sharp watch in the direction of
the bandits as he felt the ropes that held him tc- the tree being
severed.
Nrne of them was paying tho least' attention tu him, and
considering what Royal Flush had said to him, he thought this
rather strange.
The villains were gr ouped around the fire-r.t least, those
who had not rolled themselves in their blankets and lain
down were.
And they acted just as though there never was such a persoon as Young Wild West, or any one to bother them in their
rascally calling.
Wild no sooner felt the bonds drop from him than he began
to move cautiously around the t r ee.
Once there, he dropped to the ground beside a crouching
form.
"Foller me, an' don't make ther least bit of noi£e," was then
whispered in his ear, and though he did not recognize who his
rescuer was just then, be did not hesitate to obey.
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"Yes; the bandits had me. But Medford, here, happened
Not another word was said to him till they were a hundred
along and got me away from them."
feet away from the camp.
The scout and Rick were very much interested.
Medford had carri ed out his part in an admirable manner.
They wanted to hear all about it, and before he mounted
As soon as he thought it practicable to talk he turned to the
Spitfire, Wild told them.
boy and said:
Then both shook hands with Medford, and told him how
"I happened to come around just in tim e: didn't I, Young
glad they were that he had been able to render such valuable
Wild West?"
"You certainly did," replied our' hero, who now recognized service to Young Wild West.
"Jest git up here on my horse,'' Rick added. "He kin carry
him as Medford. ·• I am very thankful to you for cutting me
tiler both of us all right. He's a powerful beast~"
loose. Royal Flush had me hard and fast."
"All right, ·, answered the treacherous man, and he soon was
"'Tain't necessary to thank me for doin' what I done. I
thought your two friends were worried somewhat. when they seated behind Rick.
•rhen they rode back to the Creek.
struck out from ther White Oak Hotel, so it struck me to take
As they neared the shanty on Medford's claim he turned to
a scout around, too, for I guessed that they was goin' to hunt
you up. I went down ther road toward Magic Flats a ways, an' Wild and said:
"Don't you want to stay with me to-night? It would be
ther firot thing I knowed I heard a horse comin'. It wasn't
comin' very fast, an' I hid behind a tree an' waited. I thought better than to go over to ther hotel."
Our hero thought a moment, and then answered:
it might be you, but I wa11'11't sure."
"Well, I don't know but it would be a eood idea, Med°ford."
·'Yes," answered Wild, who was really interested in what
"Of course it would!'' exclaimed the v!llain. "There's plenty
the man was saying.
"Well, when lher hor se got right in front of me it stopped, of room for all hands of us to sleep in there. It would be a ,
an' then I seen there was a man on his back. He was right in good thing lo make this your headquarters while you're huntin'
a s treak of light that come from ther stars, an' while I was out Royal Flush an' his gang."
"It would, that's a fact," spoke up Charlie.
lookin' at him he takes out a mask from his pockets some·'Well, Rick, if you will ride over to our camp and bring the
where an ' puts it on."
boys over here, we may be able to hunt them out before morn·'What sort of looking man was he?" asked the boy.
"As near as I could see, he had a sandy r ed mustache an' ing. We wiJJ have no trouble in finding the trail of the bandit
goatee-be had lher mustache an' goatee all right, but I ain't king now."
''I'll go right away, if you say so," retorted Lively.
so sure about ther color, only I know it wasn't black."
·• All right. Tell them there is likely to be some lively work
"And this horseman proved to be Royal Flush, I suppose?"
·'Exactly. I was never so glad in my life as when I found before morning. You ought to get back here with them in
it out. You see, I follered him, an' seen him come right in three hours."
"An' then we kin hustle after them fellers."
ther camp. I heard all what he said, an' I sorter felt good,
"Yes. It is pretty certain that they have left their camping
'c-ause I was putty sure I could git a chance to git you out of
ther trouble you was in. It was enough to make me foller him place before this. They would not be apt to stay there, after
finding that I had escaped from them. But we know that they
when I seen him put that mask on, wasn't it?"
can't be so very far away."
"I should say it was, Mr. Medford."
When he had told Rick just what to do he rode off to get
The two had been moving further away from the camp of
the bandits while this conversation was going on, and they the balance of the Rifle Rangers there.
"I reckon I'll take a little nap while Rick is gone," remarkecl
were now on the road.
Cheyenne Charlie as he entered the shanty.
"Where's your horse?'' asked Medford.
Medford had lighted a lantern and plenty of blankets could
"Way up the road somewhere. I must go and look for
be seen that would do to lie upon.
him."
The scout soon threw himself clown in a corner and made
"Then tber gang what caught you didn't git him?"
"No. My horse is a very cute animal. He knows how to ready for a snooze.
"We might as well take a hack at it, too," said Medford to
ke Gp out of the clutches of such people as those fellows are.
Wild.
lt won't be fifteen or twenty minutes before I find him."
"I suppose that's ri ght,'' replied the boy. "I guess we won't
"Well, I'll go with you an' help you look for him."
be in any danger of getting bothered here."
"Thank you, Mr. Medford."
"No; it's too close to ther town for that,'' answered the vil"Don't call me mister, please. Just• plain Medford suits me
lain, who was so delighted at the way things were working
better. Everybody what knows me calls me Medford."
that J;te could scarcely contain himself.
"All right, Medford."
Ile took pains to pick o ut a good soft spot for Wild, and
"An· rm goin' to ca II you Wild, same as your friends do.''
then laid down himself, after fastening the door.
"By a lJ means call me that."
Our hero really was sleepy, but just before he was ready to
"Say, ·wild. won't you let me help you hunt down this feller,
drop off into a doze he noticed that the snore of Medford was
R oyal Flush, an' his gang?"
··certainly. I shall only be too glad to have your assistance. apparently an affected one.
He had come in contact with men who feigned sleep before.
You have seen the feller with the mask off, and you ought to
Instantly he was wide awake.
be able to recognize him if he shows up around the Creek
He listened for a couple of minutes and then became conas a stranger."
·'You bet yer life I'd recognize him! It was putty dark when Yinced that the man was making a pretext of sleep.
Charlie was sound asleep, though; his regular breathing told
I was lQokin' at him, but I know I would recognize him if I
that.
seen him again."
Wild came to the conclusion that he would try the same
The two now walked rapidly up the road.
The treacherous fellow had worked his cards well, and our game Medford was working and then note results.
So he began to snore irregularly, and a minute later rolled
hero was entirely unsuspicious.
When they bad been walking about fiva minutes they sud- over on his side and began to breathe steady and deep.
He bad bis band on the revolver the villain had given him,
denly hrnrd some one coming on horseback.
"I guess we needn't be afraid of 'em," said Medford. "I've for he was now suspicious that something was wrong.
About three minutes later he heard a slight movement in the
got a couple of shooters here, if they should be some of ther
shanty.
·
bandits."
Medford was on his knees and in the act of opening the
"r hardly th ink any of the villains are around here," said
Wild; as be took the revolver. "Let us wait here and see who door.
The lantern had been extinguished when he laid down, but
they are."
They paused beneath a tree, and the next minute two horse- Wild could tell what he was up to by the sounds.
Presently a ray of starlight came in and then he knew the
men came along at a walk, leading a riderless steed.
·
·
"Hello, there!" called out Young Wild West, for he promptly door was open.
Then receding footsteps told him that their host was leaving
recognized them as being Cheyenne Charlie and Lively Rick.
"Hello! " came the reply in a joyous tone. "So we've found them.
That was enough for Young Wild West.
you, have we?"
He was up and out of the shanty in short order.
"Yes; I have just had luck eno ugh to get away from Royal
Then be started after the villain, puzzled at his movements,
Flush."
"Why, he didn't have you, <lid he?" asked Charlie in sur- and bent upon finding out what he was up to.
"I must say that I was suspicious of that man when I first
prise.
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saw him at the hotel," he muttered. "But he saved me from
Medford had left his rifle there, and Vilild quickly took
tlte bandits, though, and I can't understand what he is up possession of it.
to."
"It is not likely that
will want to use rifles in Ruell
He could hear the footfalls of Medford quite plainly, and c-Iose quarters as this is we
likely to be." be observed. "But it
without making the least noise, )le followed.
is a good idea to have them around where you can get them
The scoundrel soon began to walk rapidly, and nothing in a hnrry."
,
daunted, Young Wild West kept on his trail.
"That"s rip;ht," answered Cltcyenne Charlie with a nod of
For over a mile he followed hlm along the lonely mountain approYal.
road, and then Medfor d suddenly turned from it and made bis
As soon as the blankets were rolled up so as to re,:cmblc
way over a crooked path that led into a ravine.
two Rleepinp; form s the three wC'nt o,er btihintl a clump of
Five minutes later he came to a halt and gave a low whistle. boul(lers a few feet from the
shanty, taking their ltor;:es ""ith
Wild kept on till he was as close to him as he dared to go them.
without being discovered.
1Vilcl took carp to ]pave the door ajar the sa me as :)!Pclfor<l
The whistle was answered after a delay of perhaps ten sec- had left it when he snealrnd
out.
onds, and then Medford gave another.
Then they crouched behind the boulders and 1vaitecl for the
The next moment he heard the voice of a man say:
bandits to appear.
"Is that you, Medford?"
And they dicl not have to wait lonp;. eit,her.
"Yes, cap," he answer ed.
They hacl not !Jeon there more than flve rninutrs li0fore
"What is the t r ouble?"
they heard stealthy footfa lls.
"I've got good news."
The next minute s ven forms appearerl makiag tl.Jeir way
Our hero was in such a position that he could not see either for the shanty.
of the speake~s. but though the voice did not sound a great
It was pl'etty dark, but
deal like the way he had heard the bandit king talk to him, he ford as being in the lead. our hero easily rce02;uizerl :'lfetlwas quite certain it was he.
None of them had masks on their face,;, which was someThen he gave a nod of satisfaction .
thing rathel' strange, he thou.gilt.
He began to smell a rat, as the saying goes.
1''llcl tried to piel{ out the handit Jdng f1·op1 among thl'm,
"You have good news?" the captain asked.
but it was not sufficiently lip;ht for hirn to <lo ,n.
"Yes; Young Wild West has sent for his Rifle Rangers to
"There are SeYen of
bt• whis1.\'rec1 . ··,Ye nre only
come an' make their headquarte rs at my camp. Then th ey three, hut if we work it them,"
right we ran takP theP1 all r,t·isoners.
are going to try and hunt you up in the morning."
Royal Flush is among
and I ha Ye wag-en•cl that il('
"Ah, that is news, Medford! Then you had no trouble in woulcl l;e lrnn~ecl inside them,
of a week. I W,lllt tn ,;-in tl:at !Jet
deceiving the boy?"
if I can."
"Not the least. It was as easy as pie. I left him an' ther
"All right," answered .Tim. "Yon ,:rt tlie pn<·e f!ll(l
"ill
tall feller with tiler whiskers asleep in my shanty. Ther other do e.·rretly as you
clo."
one has gone somewhere to, git ther rest of ther crowd to
l\Iedfurd and two other meu start('(1 for thn clnor of tlic
c.ome over. Young Wild West said they ought to git there in shanty.
about three hours."
They pushed it open, ancl the n0xt inRtant on of them
"You·re a shrewd one, Medfor d. You have done a great flashed the rays of a dark-lanler
u in~iclP.
thing in coming, here with that news. We will all go over
Then they began firing at the dummy form npon t!tc floor.
to your claim r ight a-way and fix Young ·wna West and the
;hey did 1'.ot stoJ unt!l tl:ey ~rncl emptier\, t:1e;r. rc:Yol·,ers.
oth er .fellow. Then we will lay in wait for the rest of the
rhen th~ seven ,,at~erecl
Iliffe nnngers, as they call themselves, and make quick work-' fif~Y, feet_ from o_ur ;;,·iendR m f1ont of the , h,m,_; lees than
_ancl h0I.cl a ~hort cu~ts,1ltation.
or them ,.
Now 1s our tune. exC'la1mNl ,, llcl, m a wlwq1er.
, Our h~ro waited to hear no more.
But just then one of the villnin~ eamc running dirretly for
He rrept softly from the spot and hastenecl back to where th e spot where th ey were
conl'etllNl.
"I'll
git th eir horses," they hear<l !Jim !"ay.
CbPyenne Charlie was sleeping.
Then it was that tho thre e ~l,'JJL>Ni from lJehin,1 th0 1·()ek~.
Ile got back in much quic:ker time than
taken him
"Hancls up, you scouncln' ls!'" ,Vil t! cri0,1 in a riP;.:i11rr n,i. e.
to come, and founcl the scout snoring away itinhad
blissful ignoram·c of the fact that his two companions
had left the shanty. "Your sc:beme has failed, and you have either got to surIle wai;i just about to awaken him when he heard a horse- re n cler or di e !"
At this the man who waR acll·a1]('ing to"·anl tllPm l r- -:1rn0
man approaching .
desperate, and be begun to shoot wi!clly with l1is rc>Yol,·C'r.
"I "·onder who that is?" he thought; but he did not go out
One of the bulletR flew dangerously dose to ChPyeime
to look.
Charlie's head, so he quickly dropped him.
"Get up, Charlie," he whispered, shaking the sleeping man
Our hero leaped forward, followt>il hy his corniianions .
by the arm.
The nearest man to him was the se:oundrcl wi10 h.1d ar'l' l1e s<·out awolte immediately .
ranged the trap for them.
"\Yhat"s up?" he asked, seizing his rifle.
"You trailor, you!"
Yonnp: Wilcl 1'' 0~t, sei,:inµ- :'Ired".\ whole lot. We arc in clanger of being wiped out. , Ied- ford by the throat nndcried
forcing lJim to his ktll'!'~ . "So you
ford is a rank traitor, and he is even now leading Royal Flush wanted Royal Flush to get
us in his power. dicl you ·1 ..
and his men here to kill us."
Charlie and Jim hacl the other lla1Hlits coYerecl in a tw!nk·'Tiler dickens you say!"
ling.
At thnt moment the horseman "Wild had hearcl coming came
At that instant a whi!,tle sounderl from the road.
to n halt in front of tile door of the shanty.
Then, "·ithout offering to put llp a fight, the bandits ran
"Hello!"· came from the outside.
from the spot.
Wild ancl Charlie started.
It was unquestiona bly the ,oice of Jim Dart.
The:, ran out immecliatel'.\'.
CIIArTER X.
"Hello. Jim!" exclaimed " ' ild. "1Yhat are you doing here?"
TTIE BANDITS AT \YOJrn:.
"I got it in my bead that something was wrong over her e,
Young Wild West quickly draggccl ;\fed(orcl llellind th e
f;O I ~tarted to come; :rnd when I met Hick on the way and
ro cks.
lC':irned ,vhat his errand was, I was glacl I clid come."
"The others may get awa~,, but yon will not!·' h0 ex<'laimc(l.
".\.nrl yon came in time to be of great assistance, didn't "You are what I call the meanest .,peeimen of lll'mnnity
I
hr. C'harli l'? "
ever saw or heard of! Keep your !muds up or ore gee., the
'"rlln t's what's the matter," was the reply.
top of your head!·•
"'\Thnt"s up?"
'.rhe villain was lm<lly scarNl.
OPr lwro told him.
Indeed, lie actecl as tnongh he 1hough( his time had C<'lllC'.
'l'llen he qnitkly decided upon a plan of rrction.
The fact that Youup; ,n1c1 1\'e,:t and
< l1nr:ie
",Ye will roll up a cou11le of dunimieR and let them come were alive was suffic-ient to startle him, lmt Chr~·enne
to be attnd;l' l lly
and think they liaYe killed ua," Ile said. "Then we will them. and how many more he hall no idea Clf,
"·a:-; too rn,!'"11
Jl01'1:ce out on them and take them by survrise. ·•
for him.
" <;cod!" exclaimed his two friends.
Charlie an(l .Tim (lirl no,~ attrn111t to fol. !rnY the fleeing ban'l'ilerr being plenty of hlankets in the shanty. it 11·as but rht,;. thoug-h they firccl a cP·,,· ,hot" :1t t1
th, wcrk of a minute to Hx up a couple of clummic:,.
\Yilcl called tl1 l'm to co1·er :rn<l tl1,•y at
e' ol.cyec1.
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"'l'hat's them fellers!" cried Andrew.
The dnring boy Jookecl aronncl as well as he could in the
"Yes." a11s,vered Royal Flu;:;h. "'l'hey got this far a little
darkness. and quickly came to the conclusion that they were
have
in a place that they ought to hold against the bandits should sooner than I expected they would. \Vell, now we will
plain sailing to w·eston. There are just seven of us. so I
th <>.v come baek.
will ride in alone, and the rest of you come in in couples.
But they did not come back.
,ve must not let on that we know each other, you know."
Let us follow them and sc•c where they did go.
The Yillains said they knew, so then they settled down to
It wa;- Royal Jl'lusll who had whistled for them to get out
ri ding in silence.
of the place.
The night was pretty well gone when they got to 1'7eston.
Tile !J:rndit king dicl not come to the sllanty with them ,
But the hotels and saloon in such places in those clays
away.
yards
few
but remainecl at the roadsi de a
closed.
Ile was close enongh to hear Young \Vilcl West command seldom bandit
king went to the Gazoo Hotel, where he bad
The
th<>m to hold up their hands, and then he knew the plan had
made himself acquainted after his little ad,enture at the
misrarriPd.
post-office, and the rest divided themselves up among other
The villain had no idea how many there were of Youn!!: places.
call
to
wise.
was
it
thougllt
he
so
Rangers,
Hifle
1''est·s
"\Yild
The mail coach that connected with the train from Spon·
them off.
was to leave the post-office at nine-thirty in the rnomclulicks
for
run
and
retreat
to
signal
a
was
The whistle he gave
Royal Flush had resolved to hold it up and rob the
and
ing,
it.
obey
to
able
were
:\fedford
tlwir liw,;, and all save
and mail bags.
passengers
not
did
Dart
Jim
and
Charlie
In th e darkness Cheyenne
Then he meant to strike a blow that would make Young
hit any of them. The villains had come there on foot, so
West wish that there had never been such a person as
ag :soon as they got safely out of range of the rernlvers of. Wild
Flush. the Bandit King.
Royal
they
cave
the
for
our friends, tlwy mu as fast as they could
The leader of the desperate little band went around and
had rnoYecl into that night.
tolcl each of the men that they must be ready to follow the
Hoyal ii'lush got there ahead of them.
when it went at nine-thirty in the morning, and
stage-coach
·when he found tltat i\Iedforcl was the only one who had then he retired to his room at the Gazoo.
been capturcf1 he gave a nod of satisfaclion.
Though they had been up the biggest part of the night, the
"It serves hi m right,'' he exclaimed, angrily. "I don't be- bandits were all on hand at nine o'clock.
Wild
Young
said
he
when
doing
wa.
he
what
lieve he knew
They rode up to the Gazoo in pairs and did not recognize
v\Test and the other fellow were asleep. They have learned
other.
each
thaL
are
now
chances
the
And
his game, as sure as fate!
Andrew and another villain were the first two to leave, after
th ey will hang hfm."
they had inquired which was the best route to Flurry Flats,
""Where will we go to, cap?"
mining town some thirty miles the other side of the Wyoa
"Weston."
ming line.
"What?"
They went ahead of the stage-coach, but were to hide and
"That is what I Raid. We will go there right away, and totheir companions.
morrow we will rail the post-offire in broad daylight. We wait for the stage left there were only three passengers in
When
will carry off Young Wild West's girl, and that will square
it, and Royal Flnsh chuckled when he saw that one of them
things with him up to now."
to be a wealthy cattle king.
"Do you mean that, cap?" and Andrew looked at him in appeared
Tl.le outfit had not been gone more than five minutes when
utter amazement.
the villains had all taken their departure save the bandit klng l
"i\fean it? Why. of course I do. Did you ever know me and
Andrew.
mean?"
tlidn't
I
that
kind
the
of
thing
a
to say
They left a few minutes later, and there was not a person
"No. I always know you say what yer mean. But this
there was gohere thing will be something awful hard to do; an' look at in all Weston who had any such thought that
town.
what might foller! Ther whole town of Weston will be at ing to be a hold-up within a couple of miles from the
The two bandits rode hard, and soon OYertook the re t.
our heels."
"Now, then, put on your masks," said Royal Flush, "and
"Xot at our heels exactly-poss ibly on our tl'ail and poswe will attend to the outfit. Shoot the driver and the guard.I
sibly not."
chances."
"\Vell, cap, there's one thing you know, an' that is that all at the first go-off; we must run no and
then the men donned
"All right, cap," came the answer,
ther boys are ready an' willin' to stick by yer."
their masks.
all,"
you
tell
to
want
I
Now,
enough.
well
that
"I know
The next instant they were galloping madly along the road 1
and he called them up-"I want to tell you all that we are
overtake the stage-coach, which was more than half a mile
to
first
the
stop
must
\Ve
business.
doing
to
going right in
·
ahead.
have
we
after
and
morning,
to-morrow
stage that goes by
'l.'hey overtook it just as it was rounding a bend, and withcleaned out the outfit we will go right on into Weston again
and rob the post-office. I say go right on into Weston again out the least warning, they opened fire on the two unsuspectbecause we will be there before we hold up the stage-coach. ing men who sat on top of the vehicle.
It is doubtful if either the driver or the guard had time I
We will simply follow the outfit till we get to a safe distance
to take note of the fact that the horsemen wore masks, for
and then pounce on them and do the business."
"Hooray for Royal Flush, tber King of the Bandits!" cried they went down immediately.
When this happened, cries for mercy ca me from the inside 1
one of the men.
the humor to show
"Easy now," cautioned their leader. "It may be that Young of the coach, but Royal Jl'lush was not in
Wild West has followed us up. Get reacly, now, and we any one mercy just then.
Crack! Crack! Crack-crack -crack!
will start for \Veston. We must be on the lookout when the
'1.'he heartless villains poured a galling fire upon the three
Rifle Rangers come through. We will hide and let them pass.
1''hile they are hunting this part of the country for us we passengers, and they were completely riddled.
The horses had come to a standstill as tbe driver fell, and
will be over in Weston fixing things to suit ourselves."
wj1en they Rtarted to mu away now, one of the bandits rode
"That's tber idea," exclaimed one of the men.
the order of his captain.
'.l'ben. for the second time since the sun had gone clown, up· and managed to stop them at and
dri,e the rig over there
"Get up on the box, one of you,
the little band of des peradoes got ready to move.
behind that clump of pines," he said. "I have an idea that
It clid not take them long.
A few minutes later they were galloping along the road we may need it a little later on."
This order was -o beyed with promptness, and then the robin the direction of Weston.
of their ,ictims of ,vhat
Royai Flush could not be beaten at figuring and judging bers proceeded to relieve the bodies them.
there was of value to be found on
·
things.
They were much elated when they found that it amounted,
When they had gone about far enough to be pretty close to
the Rifle Rangers he gave the order to take to the woods and to more than two thommncl dollars.
"That's a putty good haul, cap," obsen·ed Andrew with a
proceed that way for a few miles.
That would keep them from meeting the men who were grin of pleasure.
"Yes," was the reply, "but I am going to make a better one
trailing them.
He was not a .. mlnute too soon in making this move, for before noon."
"Ther gal at thcr post-office, yon mean?"
they were less tlum t,to hundred yards from the road when
"l:"cs; the girl, and " ·I.Jut money there is in the place. too.
they heard a n ~ lllJJlr of galloping horses go by.
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"\l"e will tie the stage hor es here till we can find a good
plaCl' in this Yicinity to hide after ,ve get the girl. 1t may
be th:it we might use the rig to ride toward DeYil Creek
with.··
"Yes : I s·pose we could use it." answered ,\ndrew, though
he (·onhl not ser the ad visa bilit~· of such a thing.
"To~s thP lJoclics over the cliff down there," said the bandit
kin,r. pointing out tlie place.
'l'his "·as soon clone.
'£hen the ,illains set out to find a plRce where they would
be sal'e from pursuit after the raid on the post-office was
made.
Tbey tied tbe stage horses first, so they 1rnuld be there
when they came back. as it was not at all likely that any one
would happen that way to see the rig.
In a couple of hours they hau found a place that just
·uitcd them.
It was not more than six miles from ·wcston. either, and
waR in a wild spot rather high up. whpre they felt that they
could hold their own aguin.·t a regiment. if it were necessary,
and then, wheu they got tirecl of hol<li11g it, they could de8cend by a quick way to a ravine below noel ride off.
"Herc is where l will bring tl1 e girl." said Royal Flush.
"Jm;t fit up a place for her in lhat little alcove in the rock:,
over there. Make a regular bo,n'r of it from the wildflowers
ancl boughs of pine. for she is a very pretty girl, and I waut
her quarters to correspond with her somewhat."
One af the men was rather tasty in hi ideas of such things,
and when he got through with the alcorn it certainly was
fixed in great shape.
"Now, then. we will ride into "\Veston,'' obsen·ed the bandit
king, as he surveyed the quarters and gave a satisfied norl.
"\Ve will take charge of the post-office a few minutes before
noon. It has to be done quiekly, bop,, o you want to make
sure that no grass grows under your feet when we start in.
In three minutes from the time ,Ye dismount in front of the
office we must do the business and be in the saddle again. I
will ride nhead with the girl, nud that will keep any one
from shooting at us. I will be the last one to ride up to the
post-office. ns the girl does not take kindly to me, and might
ha,e a shooter ready for me."
Then he laicl out in <letail what eac-b man was to do, nnd
as soon as they unclerstoocl, all hands set out for Weston,
after taking off their masks.
They did not go in one crowd, but in twos and singly, as
wheu they had left the town that morning.
In spite of the calculations of the bandit king, it was nearly
an hour after noon when the3· got to '?i'eston.
But that made little difference; they were in time to do
their dastardly work.
CHAPTER XI.
THE RIFLE RA:<IGERS HO'l' ON THE THAlL.

Young \\'ilrl \\'est. Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart settlecl
down to a,rnit the arrival of the rest of the Rifle Rangers.
They had bound ::lfedfo rcl in such a manner that it would
be impo · ·ible for him to get away, though they clid not gag
him.
They did not go to the s hanty at all, but left it as the bandits
bad a(tcr firing the shots at the dummies 'inside.
::l[Nlforcl rem:tined perfectly ilent for half an hour.
Then l~c spoke.
"Youn~ "'ild "\Vest," said he; "you ain't goin' to allow me
to 11,~ huug-. are yon?"
"'.[hat ls ,i11st what I am going to· do; but I guess I'll wait
till we c:t!cll the rest of the gang ancl do it all at one time."
""\Ye!!, if :vo11 :u-e waitin' to catch Roya l Flush afore you
h:rng- 111c I n·cl,oa I'll 1Je kept a priRoner a long time, an' ther
eh:im·(·:- arc tl,at l'll die :t natural d0ath."
"Yon tld11k so, ch?" retorted l'l'ilcl.
'·Yrs.··
"Don·, :,-ou knnw that I made rt bet with Hauk Hopping,
Iho k0 e11er oJ the gambling house oYer there?''
"Yei;: I 1yas there when tiler bet was mncle."
"I. don't recollect whether you were there or not, but I
:,;npposc ther man who hold,; tiler stakes told you all about
it."

"\"\'ell, he did tell me about it."
"H ,1th er a11 oclcl sort of a bet, isn't it? '£he fellow I bet
wuulrl 1.Jc banged is the identical person who holds the stakes.
I~ i,, rL e fir~t time I e,cr ran up against such a thing, and
t!1:1 L is the renson I am so anxious to win the wager."
'""\'Vell. you won't win it," retorted Medford, not taking the

trouble to deny or affirm that Roynl Flush a11cl \\'ill "\Yarren,
thr !!nmbler. were one and tile same pprson.
The pri. oner remained remarkably <·ool as he talkecl. ;;bowing that he pos,-e.·se<l plenty of the artide Irnown ,ts nerve.
"It was a pretty good Rl'hcme for you to get a way from
the <·amp or your fri ends. wa,-;u ' t it?" queried \\'ild, aftl'l' a
rathrr lengthy pause. "1 must admit that I was never so
clrteiYecl in a man before. You surely did fool me; hut it
\Ya811't long before ~-ou found you fooled J-ourself. I don't
think any of' my friends will liberate you for the purpo. e of
getting your gang into a trap."
"I reckon not." and Che,yenn~ Charlie laughed.
"I am awful glad I took it into my h ad to ride over here,"
remarked Jim.
"And , o am I," our hero said.
"Yet it was against your orclcrs."
"\Veil. I did tell yon to wait till we came back."
"You have told me many time· to use my own judgment
wh(•n you were away, you know, so tllat is why I came
OYCl'."

'"l'hat's right, Jim. Your judgment is generally all right.
Keep rigbt on using it."
"I reC"kon you did come in handy, .J im," sa il the scou t.
" "\Ve mig-ht noL have frig-hle11e<l thcr handits away ;;o easily
if there'd onl~· been two nf' us."
"If we'd lrnowecl there wns only three of you fellers you'd
all been dead now. an' Royal l1'lush would have been waitin'
here for the Rifle Rangers, instead of Young "\Viltl West,"
spoke up ;\Ledford, in a voice that was half sad, half spiteful.
"'l'hat might lrnve been, but I doubt it," ,retorted "\Vild.
"You doubt it'/ "\Vhy, I reckon that Royal Flush an· his
men can't be beat at fightin', esvecially nt close quarters."
"They showed how much they could fight when we tackled
'cm," sneered Charlie.
"Well, thcr captain gave them ther signal to scoot; that's
why they didn't put up no fight."
"They may be great fighters. but they extended their lives
a few hours by not trying it when we nailed you," said Wild,
in his matter-of-fact way.
:\Jedford wanted to argu the question, so Wild let him
•
do it.
It made the time pass quicker.
It was just a few minutes longer than three hour from
the time Lively Rick s t out when they heard the clatter of
horses' hoofs.
"Keep perfectly quiet for n while,'' said our hero. "It may
be that the bandits are coming bacl, to try and fool us."
. "I hope it is. them,'' observed ;\Iedforcl.
""\Yell, if it is I 1·eckon you won't be hung, after all, for
I'll put a bullet through your head!" exclnimed Cheyenne
Charlie, who was very angry at the man.
Rncldenly the hoof-beats came to a :-:top.
. Tllcu the hoot of an owl wns g-ivcn 11ml quickly repeated.
'l'hat was the signal Wild had told Rick to give when he
came back.
Charlie quickly an werecl it, ancl then a ·'Hello" sounded.
It wa~ LiYcly Rick.
"Come on. boys!" called out Young \Yilcl -n·est. "Here we
are right in this glen."
The next minute the ranger lrnd di ·mounted and were leading- their horses to the pot.
Then Young "\Yild West called the roll, as a matter of
form.
All were present, so he gave the order for them to go into
camp.
"We can't do anything till the boys have had some rest,"
he remarked to Charlie.
,
"That's right," replied the scout.
The Rifle Rangers then proceeded to arrange their camp.
It did not take them long, and then, when the guards had
been stationed, the r est turned in.
It was about seven when they ate their breakfast that
morning.
Wild would like to have been off on the trail of the bandit
king earlier, but they needed rest, and he was bound that
they should have it.
Somehow the boy felt that before the day passed they would
have the villains.
When he got anything like that in his head he could not
get it out till he found the presentiment had failed.
One thing, he knew the villains were not , many miles from
the spot.
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After breakfast he gave the order to mount, and then placing
Medford on be~· Jre one of the men, he headed into the town.
The residents of the Creek were surprised to see the band
of horsemen armed with rifles coming, but when they recognized Young Wild West they set up a cheer.
Devil Creek had a pretty strong Jock-up, as most such towns
have.
When Wild had explained how Medford was in league with
the bandits the villain was promptly taken care of.
"We'll keep him safe till you come back, Young Wild West,"
said the man who acted as a sort of a mayor of the town.
"When you say a feller must be locked up you kin bet that
he will be locked up in these diggin's."
Wild then led his little band of rangers to the White Oak
Hotel.
He was quite certain that Hank Hopping was in league with
Ro"yal Flush, and he wanted to try and pump something out
of him.
He had made a bet wih Hopping, and he felt like making
another just then.
He noticed that Hank Hopping appeared rather uneasy when
he led the rangers Into the place.
"Good-morning, landlord," exclaimed the daring boy. "Just
give the boys what they like and let me have a good cigar,"
laying stress on the word good.
"I told you once before that I didn't sell anything but good
cigars," retorted Hopping, who seemed to be glad to have something to talk about.
"Well, that is all right. Let me have a cigar, then."
"Me, too," exclaimed Dart.
'£he rest took something different, but Wild did not object.
It was not his way to tell a man what he should eat or
drink.
So long as his rangers did not become intoxicated it would
be all right.
•
If one of them did get drunk he would dismiss him at once.
That was the way be did business when he was out with
an organized band.
"Well. have yer caught Royal Flush yet?" asked Hopping
as he ga,ve the boy his change.
"Not yet; but I expect to have him by to-night,'' was the
reply,
"You expect to have him by to-night, eh?"
"Yes. Is Warren around anywhere? He hasn't run off with
our money, has he?"
"No! He ain't that kind of a feller. You kin bet that if
you bring Royal Flush in to hang him here, Warren will be
here to pay you the money."
"I believe that, Mr. Hopping. Now, Jr you don't mind, I'd
like to make another little bet with you."
"What do you want to bet?"
"I'll bet you that Warren won't show up here till I bring
Royal Flush in."
The keeper of the gambling house looked at our hero keenly.
But there was nothing in the expression of Wild's face that
looked anything more than reckless.
"You'll bet that Warren won't come here till you bring
Royal Flush here a prisoner?" Hopping asked.
"Yes."

"How much will you bet?"
"Anything you like."
"Well, I'll invest five hundred on that. Where's Medford?
He'd be a good one to hold the stakes."
Hopping had not been up when Medford was placed in the
Jock-up, and as he had just entered the barroom as our
friends came in, no one had had a chance to tell him.
"I guess Medford wouldn't do to· hold the stakes, anyhow,"
said Wild, smiling. "Medford is in the Jock-up."
"What!" gasped the surprised man.
"That's right. We found out that he belonged to Royal
Flusb's gang of bandits, so we bad him locked up, so he can
hang the same time as bis leader does."
The face of Hopping turned all colors.
"Ain't you made a mistake in Medford?" he finally managed
to ask.
"Oh, ·no; we never lock a man up unless we know that he
is fully deserving of it," spoke up Jim. "Since Medford can't
hold the stakes, I will, if you don't object."
·
"Certainly not," and the rascal passed the money over
·without another word.
"You are a pretty sporty sort of a man, Hopping,'' Cheyenne Charlie remarked. "Now, for ther fun . of it, I've jest
got about three hundred dollars in my clothes that I'll bet
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you that you lose both ther bets you made with Young Wild
West."
"No, thank you. I've about gone my limit. I ain't afraid
to bet that way, but business has been kinder poor ther last
few days, and I'm a little short of cash."
"All right, then, you'd better give it out that you ain't so
much of a bettin' man as you used to be, or some one will
want to bet that you're a friend of Royal Flush."
"That would be a foolish bet."
As he said this the man turned very red, not being able
to conceal his feelings.
"I don't know whether it would or not. Who would have
s'posed that Medford was one of ther bandits?"
"It don't seem possible that he is."
"But we happen to know he is. Hearin' a thing is one thing,
an' knowin' a thing is another."
"Oh, if you know it, of course I won't say it ain't so. What
will you have with me, gents?"
Hopping was anxious to change the subject, so h e treated
them.
After that Wild concluded that the man should be let alone
'for the present, so he gave the word to mount and set out
on the trail of the bandits.
He remembered where he had followed Medford the night
before, and he had no difficulty in finding the place where the
villains had been camped.
The sharp eyes of the young prince of the saddle soon
found the trail the villains left when they took their departure.
·
"Come on!" he exclaimed. "We are now hot on the trail
of the bandit king! Something is going to turn up before
many hours, boys!"

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

Pretty Arietta Murdock had not been long in the office after
returning from her dinner when a couple of mounted men
came up and dismounted.
They came into the office and each bougp.t paper and en·
velopes and asked the girl if they might lean on the counter
and write.
The girl of course gave them the privilege, and they were
soon apparently busily engaged in writing.
There was no one else in the office at the time, and Arietta
continued her work of sorting out the letters that were to
go away with the next mail.
In less than a minute four more men came in, all being
strangers to the girl.
While she was wondering why so many strangers were in
the office at one time, in walked the fellow who had insulted
her the day before.
"Miss, will you be kind enough to sell me a postage stamp
to-day?" he asked.
'£here was spmething in his voice that told her she had
better look out, so she promptly reached for her revolver.
But before she could get her hands on it two of the men
seized hold of her.
One of them caught her about the neck and placed his
hand over her mouth, so the scream she was about to utter
was cut short, and the other grabbed her by the arms.
In the twinkling of an eye she was pulled over the counter,
while two more of the strangers sprang over it and began to
rifle the money drawer and the little safe that happened to
be open at the time.
In just two minutes the villains had taken every dollar
there was in the place and captured the girl.
.
Royal li'lush very deftly tied a handkerchief over her mouth,
and then picking up an empty canvas mail bag, drew it down
over her bead, pinioning her arms to her sides.
"Carry her out of the back door," he said to the two who
had her. "I will ride around there, and then I will be able
to get away without being seen so much."
They did as they were directed, and when they got there
he was riding around the corner.
Arietta, helpless and unable to cry out, was handed up to
him, and then back into the woods that surrounded the town
he rode at an easy gallop.
Then the others leisurel'y mounted in front of the office and
rode away.
It was the most complete and daring raid ever made on •
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post-office, though the bandits did not get o,er two hundred
dollars in money.
But they had taken off Young Wild West's sweetheart, and
just then she was worth more than a thousand dollars to
Royal Flush.
He wanted to show our hero that he stood no show whatever in a g?.me with him.
It seems strange that the villain could succeed in getting
to the cover of the woods without being observed by some
one, but he did, just the same.
It might be that some of the housewives saw him, but they
were too busy to look close enough to see that he was carrying off a gir1.
The bandit king was very jubilant when he met his men
on the road a few minutes later.
"That's the way to do business, boys," he said. "Now, then,
I guess we will head straight for the place we are to make
our headquarters for the present. It won't do to keep on the
road, you know."
"How about ther stage-coach and horses, cap?" asked
Andrew.
"That's so. I never thought of the outfit. We will go
over there, and then I will get inside with the girl, while
you drive us over to a point not far from the camp. The
rest of you can ride along as guards, and after we are
through with the rig we will tumble the stage over some cliff
nnd let the horses go back home to tell the people Wlrnt happened. Ha, ha, ha! I guess Young \Yild "'Vest will find he
has struck some one who can give him cards and spades unu
beat him!"
The bandits were not long in reaching the place where tile
horses and stage bad been left by them.
It was there yet, and without losing any time, the bandit
king dismounted and carr~ed Arietta to the door of the
coach.
One of the men opened it for him and he placed her inside.
Then he got in himself.
But when he got in he was the most surprised man in the
whole crowd.
The form of Young Wild West arose before him.
Then a band clutched him by the throat anu a revolver
was thrust against his temple.
"One word and you die!"
This was whispered in bis e·ar in a tone that conveyed lots
of meaning.
In order to explain the sudden appearance of our hero we
have simply to state that the Rifle Rangers liacl followed the
trail of the bandits to the place where they bad left the
stage-coach and horses.
They had a rather tedious time of It, and had got there but
a few minutes before the villains came along.
Wild bad been following the trail away from the spot again
when be heard the scoundrels coming.
Realizing that they were coming there. he bad quickly ordered all hands to hide, and then jumping from bis horse, be
got inside the vehicle.
"I want to give them a surprise," he said. "\Vhen I fire
a shot with my revolver you can swoop down upon them.
Catch them and take them alive, if you possibly can."
When the door of the coach opened and the form of a female was handed in Young Wild ""est was astonished.
But he quickly recovered him, and was in time to take
care of the bandit king.
"Just hold up your hands, Mr. Will Warren, alias Royal
Flush!" he commanded in the same low tone.
As desperate as he was, the villain knew be bad absolutely
no show, f;O he obeyed.
·
Then Wild took his weapons from him, and while be was
doing so Arietta wrigaled the mail bag from her head and
tore the gag from her mouth.
"Oh, Wild!" she cried, in frantic delight.
"Fire a shot through the roof with one of these revolvers,
Et!" he cried, not so much as taking his gaze from the villain
he held by the throat.
Arietta understood that something depended upon her acting that way, and the next instant the crack of a revolver rang
out.
"Whoopee!" came the volce of Cheyenne Charlie from the
bushes, and then the bandits found themselves surrounded
by Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers.
· There was no way for them to turn, and when they saw
the muzzles of so many deadly rifles leveled at them they
held up their hands.

.Jtm Dart and LiYely Tiick quickly appPared on either sirle
of the coach, leaving the rest to disarm mid lJind th captured men.
"I guess I will come pretty near winning that bet, boys,"
onr hero Raid. calmly. "\Vhat do you thinlt of this, anywa~?
The banrlit king was going to carry off the postmistress 111
the stage-coach!"
"Tioyal ]!'lush has about as much nerve as any scoundrel I
eYer seen!" exclaimed Charlie.
"Thank you for that," said the bandit. "I consider that
remark a compliment."
'.l.'llcy quickly bound him and then maue him sit down in;;ide.
'fhen the other six villains were tumbled ln and the doors
. hut.
Lively Rick turnecl his horse over to Arietta ns soon as she
bad loltl her story. and then mounted to the drirnr's Reat.
\Vith Young Wild West's Rifle Hnngers escorting it, the
stage-coach rolled into ·weston ten minutes later witll its load
of prisoners.
As they were being placed in the lock-up to await the decision of the judge and jury Wild went up to Royal Flush
and said:
"I will trouble you for the Rtakes you hold."
'.l.'he villain turned pale, but answerecl cahnly:
"You can get at my money; I can't. But the bet i,;n't won
yet."
"It will be in less than half an hour, though. I'll untie
your hands and give you a chance to pay 1.hc money to me."
"All right-just as you say."
Our hero untied bis bands and the bandit king coolly produced the thousand dollars that constituted llJC bet made between Wild and IIank Hopping OYer at Devil Creek.
'.I.'he jury was not loug in deciding the fate of the bandits.
One of them bad confessed to all they bad clone that day,
and that was enough to make the penalty to be death by
hanging.
Royal Flush was the first to go up.
The others followed in quick succession, though some of
1.hem begged hard for theit· lives.
'.!.'hat afternoon Young Wilcl West and his Rifle Rangers
rocle over to Devil Creek.
Twenty minutes after their arrival Medford was hanged.
Then Wild led the way to the White Oak Hotel.
Hank Hopping was there behind the bar.
"Hopping," said our hero, "I thought I ,vould come in and
give ~·ou a little advice before I go back to Weston."
""'Vllat aclvice do you want to glve me, Mr. \Vest?" faltered tile man.
"Sell out and quit the town."
"I'll be glad to do It if you kin find me a buyn."
"What is the lowest you will take for your place and all
that Is in it?"
"Gil'e me a thousand ancl promise me tlrnt I wou·t be
tou.checl, and I'll skip ther town forever an' lead an honest
life."
"IIere yo u are," and Wild banded over to him the amount
he had won from him in the two bets. "~ow, you have just
got ten minutes to get your belongings and get out of tlle
house."
·while he was getting r eady our hero found a barrel that
was more than half full of oil.
This he caused to be emptied on the floor of the barroom.
Then be gathered some papers together and lighted them
with a match.
"Here goes the worst joint In Devil Oreek!" be cried, as
the oil igni1ed and blazed up fiercely.
"'Ihree cheers for Young Wild West!" somebody yelled, and
then the cheering was deafening.
That wound up things generally, and with the burning of
the gambling house the story of young Wild West's Rifle
Rangers come to the end.
Next week's Issue will contain "YOU 'G WILD WEST
AND THE RUSSIAN DUKE; OR, A LIVELY Tnrn ON
MOUNTAIN AND PLAIN."
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CURRENT NEWS
Although m:my thonsands of wolves have been killed in
Texas since tlv,, new scalp bounty law went into effect last
June, there is etill enougl1 money in-the fund appropriated
for the purpo,;e to last seYeral m.ore months. Many profes~ional hunters are making consiilerable money killing
11·0lves, both of the lobo and coyote -arieties. An investigation of the predatory wild animal pests was made by
reprec;entatiYcs of ihe United States Department of AgriRohert Cnrr, Milton Junction, was eighty-five the other cnlture, and ra17-cl1men and farmers have been provided
clny. Ifo walked the nine mil s to Janesville, Wis., and with a formula for killing, poisoning and hunting wolves,
ate !Jjs birthday <linner at a restaurant, as ho has done for as follows: "The stock kiilec1 by wohes is mainly cattle.
years past. "It's an easier walk for me even to-clay," says Calves and yearlings nre generally selected, but if these are
i.hc spry olcl man, "than the hikes with musket and pack not availa:ble, cows and eYen full-grown steers are killed.
in tho 'GOs." H c lives alone at the junction in a spick- 'J'hey arc usually attacked from behind and literally eaten
ancl-sp,m house with a pretty garden that is the pride of alire. Occasionally an animal will e8cape the wolf with
a great piece torn out of its ham, while the wolf goes on to
t ho neighborhood.
·
catch and kill another."
An amw:ing sforv was tole] recently ~t the annual meet-[
..
inr of the :wtors' orplrnnage fund by Slr J. Forbes-Robert-, The Frcnc!i naval authonties, like those of the United
son . who said that a sl·ur dy youth once accosted Lady Ban- States, have not hitherto favored the construction of battle
croft with a long, whini11g story. "Oh, lidy, won't you help cruiserH; but the fine performance of. these vessels under
me?" be said, "] 'm only a poor orphan." Lady Bancroft, Beatty in the North Sea ancl under Sturclee at the Falkwith her quick wit, looked up sharply and asked: ""\Yhere land I slands has arousec.1 the French admiralty to a sense
do :vour fai-her ancl mother live?" "Up this 'ere court, of the wisdom of building some ships of this type. A dislid y,"' ,ms Lhe p ompt rospouse.
placement of 30,000 tons is suggested, and, because of the
fine results shown in the test of the new French long-caliA c1arky wlio was fishtng l1acl a little hoy about two years ber 13.4-inch gun, it is probable that the battle cruisers
old at his ~irlr, all(} as ho threw Lhc li.nc into the water the 11-ill be annecl with this piece, which will be supplied with
liltlo chap foll in also. '11 he old c1arky plunged in and a somewhat heavier shell. Another reason given for holdbrought oul i he youngster, squeezed him out, a11d stood ing to an existing type of gun is the time which would
him up to dry. A clergyman who came along ha-ppcncd ne essarily be lost in building a new type gun and experii.o ~ec him. nncl ~aid: ".llfy man, you have clone nobly- menting with it. On the other hand, it should be rememyou ,uc a he rn. Yoll ~avecl that boy's life." . "Well," said bered that the 15-inch gun of the British navy wa£ built,
the clarky, "I clicl1d do tliat to sabc hi life; he had de bait accepted ,aJ1d shipped abroad without being" tested. Never tlteless, it has proved to be a most excellent weapon.
in his pocket."

It wns while a number of the workers on the job at
Greensboro, N . C., were preparing to put a storm sower on
the proper gr::i.cle that an astoni. hing discoYery was made;
a find for which many solutions have been offered, but
none accepted. An alli.crni.or boasting a growth, or length
of twelve inches, 11'as found rnposing anrl snoozing
in the mucl at the bortom of this storm sewer.

When Elmer Norton, of Minneapolis, Minn., was arrested for begging a charge of rngrancy was placed against
him hy Detective T . J . Kelly. Tl1e detective searched the
one-legged man ancl found a little book bound in red
leather in ~orton's pocket, which s!iowod that he not only
kept a mir.ute record of eYery mile traveled, every cent
sprnt for transportation, ancl every person who donated to
him, bnt that he also kept other records at the meaning of
which tlJc police can only hazard a guess.

Wireless telegraphy has opened a polar sea route from
Central Russia to Great Britain . Wireless stations established by the Russi.an Government in the arctic keep the
vessels a<l'lised as to the channels freest from ice. Acting
on their information, two large vessels chartered by a Siberian trading company have just arrived at Grimsby with
carg:oes from the Y enosei anc1 Obi districts of Central Siberia valued at $1,7150,000 . The Obi and Yenesei are huge
riYors with a great depth of water, taking steamers of any
size. But it was not until lately that their navigation was
Poisonous wreds on -the ranges along Klamath RiYor, put into practise. Owing to the use of the trans-Siberian
Cnlifornia. and its tributaries arc satr1 to have killed cattle railway by the Russian Government for war supplies, there
rnlucd at many thourands of dollars during the last year are 3,000,000 tons of wheat held up in Siberia, besides
ancl 1..he cattlemen of this vicinity have decided to ask the enormous quantities of other products. If this can be got
Federal Forest Service for as~istnnce in eradicating the out, it will improve Russian exchange, which is now a sec1rad1_\' vcgefation. .J. F. 1,Yctzcl, -former Horticultural rious problem among the Allies. Next year the company
Comrni~~icncr, told t:1c cattle owners that four distinct proposes to take about thirty steamers over the new White
plants were rcspoi1Rible for tlJe trouble . Two of the weeds, Sea route laden with Siberian products. Even if the war
he rnic1, are not poisonous if eaten separately, but are dead - ends before this time, it is pointed out that the Siberian
ly 1rhcn combiner\ Tho weeds grow in pateheQ ancl their railway will be more or less tied up with back business and
extermination, Mr. Wetzel said, was possible.
• the returning of troops.
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Charley, the Cattle King
-OR-

THE BOY ·WHO 0\\'NED THE RANGE
By "PAWN,EE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHA P 'I'ER III (continued)
"'J'he water from Round L ake is most due," growlec1
Dismal Dick. "Even if he gets them into ·that thar dugout they're bound to be swamped."
"Shut up, you blam ed old croaker!" cried Long Tom.
"One would think you wanted to see the gal and ·uncle
J oe go under. That's what they \voulc1."
It was most skilfully done-there was no denying that.
Hoping against hope, Uncle Joe pulled in on the rope,
and in a moment the canoe was along ide the rock.
"The lady first!" cried the boy.
"C-can you do it?" gasped Uncle Joe.
"It's your only hope. Round Lake ha bursL its barriers; delay another moment and we shall all be swept
away."
"Com e, uncle l I'm not afraid!" said Carrie, bravely.
"We owe it to this gentleman to do just as he says."
· She stepped into the dugout, seating herself astern.
The boy could not help her; he hacl to stead:v tbe dugout. Uncle Joe was just as helpless, for h e held the rope,
"Make fast around that spur of tbe rock!" cried the boy,
as Carrie s:mk down upon the stern seat.
Uncle Joe did so with trembling hands.
It wa s a ha rel job, and the rope took but slight holt1;
but it held long enough to enable the old storekeeper to
drop into the seat forward and then slipped.
"Oh, oh !" groan eel ncle J oe; "thjs is a terrible thiw".
You're a brave yonng feller, all right, but you can't ~.a\'C
u s ! )/'o, you neH·r can!"
"Hush, un cle! Hush!" Carrie cried. "You will confuse the young man .''
"Hush n othing! L ook thar !" wailed Uncle Joe.
The Round L ake water hacl hit the Snake l~iver at last.
Beh ind them the rushing torrent was rai~cd like some
huge wave on the ocean.
Destruction threatened the dugout now.
Everything depended upon the skill of the paddler who
seem ed to so well understand how to paclclle his frail craft.
The eddy carried him beyond the island a few feet, ancl
the canoe swung aro und it, coming clown like lightning on
the other side.
Jo comments were made by the watching cowboys now.
They saw only too plainly that all would be settled in a
moment.
Whether it was to be life or death, they co ulcl not tell.
As for Eel, the station agent, he had seen the water
coming, and was now on the dead run over the plain,
clutching his cash-box, and none too sure of his life.

Down the ~trram flew the dugo ut, strik in g the outside
currellt aboul lwC'nty yarcls below the island.
'I'hen pacldling e:,traorclinarv began, whic·h required
strength as w0ll as skil l.
Fo1· all he waR worth· tlIO boy worked the lilacle, and dir1
succeed in EC'J1<1ing the canoe acros~ the rnncnt and into
an c1ldy beyond, ll'hie;h sent them Hying baC;k against the
shor e.
Bnt the clan µ-cr was nol orcr yet.
The wall of watC'r wnR now right upon tlw111, ancl whc:1
Uncle Joe clnlchcd at the hank he mi~secl hi,; bold.
The canoe Rhot np £nril1er to,rnwl the aclvancing (leluge.
Thi s time help was there, for Long Tom nnd the cow- ·
boy , seeing what was needed before the actual necessity
came, Ftarted cloll'n the bank 011 tho nm .
"C-lrab my Jmw, Unc le Joe! IIol(I on tight, old man!''
H was Long Tom to the rescue. He iL waR who proved
to be the ",Joh nny-on-thc-Spot" in this case, for. !!eizing
Uncle .Toe's ha]l(l, lie stayed the course of the canoe while
DiFrnal Dick helped C':uric out.
The bov speedily followed. and, throwing him elf flat,
clutched the canoe, holding it while Long Tom pullccl out
Uncle Joe.
It wa: over.
Tliey were not rm in,:;tant too soon.
"Run fo r your lirns, all of you! '' hawlccl Boss Ilfic:haels.
":l\Iake for the i.rrr,1ce or i.hc whole bunch of uR are loHL !"
No such pl'inling had ever been done on B.ouncl Butte

Range.
Scarcely hail i.hcy gained the top of the first terrace,
,vhich wa abont forty foot aboYe the lowland along the
bed of S11ake RiYer, than the vast body of water swept
oYcr the ground oYer whi ch they hacl just passed.
Dismal Dick, the slowest runner anc1 the last to climb
up. was act nall y caught QY the waler, .and had it not been
for the boy turning back to lend him a helping hand, ·the .
old cow-puncher would surely have been swept away.
In an instant Black I Janel was submerged thirty feet
deep.
Tbe station foundations crumbled away like a lump of
sugar in a cup of hot tea, and the building itself, dropping to pieces, was swept down the rushing stream.
Th e water spread over the plain, sweeping away the
tracks and extending inward as much as a quarter of a
mile, which distance Ed Thompson had fortunately cover ed.
It was all over n ow, and the cowboys, pre sing about the
brave boy, broke into wild cheers.
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"\That's yer m11ne ?'' clemanclecl Lnng Tom. "Tc11 us
who y(\J' be? Y er lhe hraYe. t fellrr 1 CYer seen, ancl there
hai1d nothing loo good for y<,u on Blaek Butte Range:'
The boy la ugh d.
" \\'t•II, r s nppo~c noi,'' he ~aicl, "~inec I happen to o\\'n
the rangr.''
"What!"' ga. JJl'rl Bof:s :\IirliaPI~, dra1Ying back. "Then
yon be--''
·
"I am C'harlC>y C'a lh c nrnod, g<'n ! le men, '' 1rnA Ihe reply.
"T"l'c c·omc out Ii re tn learn to be a co11·boy. l am. happy
to med you all.''
Ii ,,·aR.s trangc Lim! 110nc shoul<l ha,c guc~s cl, but in the
excitement of thr> flood no one lrncl,
"Thi::: is :\fr_ Mirhac]A, I pres ume?'' sair1 Charley, aclvan c- ing toward tlw boRs with 011!slrctched hanc1.
Hoss :.\1ichncls Fhook liancL a11·kwarclly .
He har1 a rrangc,l a nice l ittlc SC' hemc in his min cl to a siRt th hoy in the fnlling-llown proccs, at the rcry start
whi ch 1ra::: m ost bC>anlifully knoc·kpcl in the hcacl nmL
"Olad to see you, I'm urr, ., he ,:a id. "Hhou ldn 't ha Ye
know,,<J you. You don't look a bit like yom -father.''
"Xo; f'm 1,n id to resemble my mother," wa tlw reply.
"I kn ew you would all he gla<l to , cc me, boy . Which iR
Long Tom L ca! lwrs? l"Ye oHon heard my falher ;;peak
of him ."
"\\'aal, I red.on :1,- how tliat',- me,'' cric,1 Long Tom,
who,w foc:e ll'as all Rmilt,s . "1 knowct1 your father well ,
boy. anrl a finer man ll('\'Cl' Rtraclcllcrl a broncho. Right
glnd to wekome y011 to· noun,l Butte fla nge ."
Therro ,rn;: 110 mi«!aking the llPariiness or L ong Tom'~
harn1 ~lrnke .
( 'h:uley inqui r 0 1l i'or Di"rnal Di C'k ancl one or two others
by nnme. and puhap~ helped oul his cae:! some lhcrebv.
"~o _rou an• C'oloncl Tom C'nlhcn,·oo<l'~ son!" cxclaimc<l
LPC'l p Joe, c:oming f,1n;arcl. "Wa,11, \\'aal ! Sn_r. I kno,,·ed
you1· father sinc·c thC' <lav he fir~t houp:bt the range. Carri e. let m.e iniroduc·c yon to Mr. Cathenroocl. l,ct's Eee.
wh at'~ ycr fust 11amc ~-,
( 'har!c_l' tolrl ii. nn11 epokC' a f'nw wot;cls to Mi ss Carrie.
"·h o broke in hy :-a:-:i11g:
"Oh. :;\fr_ ( 'a tl~c,·-.·oo<l, ho1Y l''.ll1 [ cY 0 r thank yon for
11·hat you han, do •w? I shuddC'r lo think ,v}rnl wonlcl h:wc
been our fotc lrn! for YOlU hrarer_r. and--"'
"Excu~c me . mis~!'' c:riecl l'hnrlcy. "Mr. Miclrnel;;,
11'1wt about lhi~ wntcr?
Sc'e. ifH ri!<ing Cl'cry minute. _Arc
th e c·n ttlc 1-,;1 f'c in ( l!<' eorral ?''
"';\O, 1'll be hlamr<l if tl1"_r are !'' bl'oke in D; 0 m~ l Dic-k,
b,,forr tlw bo~s <'011lcl aJ1R\1·rr.
".\'011~rnBe !'' growlc'd ihe bo~~- "There's no danger.''
"'There is, I'm aCr!1id," :aid C'harlcy. "Let's be on the
safe _ide, ancl run tl1rm on to higher ground."
It Jrnrl begun alrenclv.
Thr fir t rlifia grccmcnt harl come, aml it rcmair.ccl to be
seen ,rhich waR to he hos, at Round Butte--Pctcr l\Iichacls
or thi,: ho:\' who 011'1Jed the range.
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He was surprising them now by daring to set his opinion against that of Peter M:ichaeh, who had ruled the
rang with an iron hand for se1·cral years.
·'Shut yom hcarl, Dick Dunn,'' snarled Michaels, when
DiRmal Dick vcntnred to Ride 1riih the boy cattle king,
"Unt il I'm do 1 an<l out I'm boss here, I reckon. I say
t.herc is no clanger whatever of the watrr coming up to the
<:orra l. ''
"I can't agree 1riih _rou, Mr. Michaels," replied Charley.
"You see what the ri se ltas been, and how the water is
rising now? 1.Vherc 1Ye stand eems to be as much as
fifteen feet higher than the lrnt and the corral, as near as I
ran judge. What'f; the matter with running the stock up
to tltnt table-land I see over there, and being on the safe
side?''
'' Ir il'~ to he left to me they stay where they he," snarled
the boss. "How clo I h.'llow you arc Charley Catherwood? ,
Of conrsc, you have made a good show-down by coming in
among us ihe way you did, but I want something to idenli [y you, just the eame."
TliiF speech was clra l',l ed oul slowly; the boss' manner
was inRolencc it. elf.
·'The lioy i, right,'' said Uncle Joe. "I'm older in this
region thnn you he, Pete. I seen the water up on the
knoll "·har the hut ~tnuds in the spring of '70 . That was
when the fust break in the barrier which holds Round
Lake in came."
'·Don't car('; bu~inrss is business," growl eel the boss.
":Y onnJ man, Yon lia,e got to how your authority, or
[ clon 't come do,rn otrn my perch none."
"Hi/!1it,'' said C'harle:y. "I\·e lost my baggage and both
mr co:its, but, fortunately, I have my authority here."
He re:aclwcl for 11is hip pocket, and, producing a leather
wallet, hnnclerl Ro~s 1\fi<:baels a lcllcr from the lawyer who
aclcrl for the C'alherwood estate.
The boss read it sulkily.
"'l'hat goea,'' be said. "1'm ready to quit."
"X o one wants you to quit," replied Charley. "The
letter si mply instructs you to act under my direction at
lhc nmc ~alarv You ha,e been receiving. There is just
lhi~ much about it, Mr. JHicharlP, it has bePn put up to me
to nm ihiF range or lose it. Put yourself in my place and
tell me wliat' You would rlo ?"
What the b~ss did was to swear beneath his breath and
,rn lk off in the cl ircction of the hut without reply.
''Tl1at man is a fool." said Uncle Joe.
"He·~ :1 rrank and alwRys waR,' arlded Long Tom. "Say,
C'harle:r, ,rc'll ~tand by you. Won't we, boys?''
Some rrierl "yes," and some said nothing. Dismal Dick
rcm~uked that T'ete Michaels was a bad one when he was
riled.
"The Ftock is lo be moved, that's all!" said Charley,
"Tom, I make you my right bower until such time as Pete
MichaelR rornes to his senses. Follow me."
"One moment," said Uncle ,Toe. "Will it be possible for
u to get the loan of a couple of horses? I want to go on
home. Come clcnvn to Vista City and see us when you find CHAPTER IV.
time. Mr. Catherwood. I promise you a right good welCH.\HU'.Y T.\KEH HOLD WITH A TROXG IL\ND.
come thar."
If Charley C'athrrwood had surprised the cowboys who
"Certainly you can have the horses, as far as I am conhad been . o rearly to predict his dow11fall at the start, he cerned," replied Charley. "How is it, Tom?"
wa to surpri. e them still more as the days went on.
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TWINS SENT BY POST
The four-year-old twins of Postmaster Waugh and wife
were visiting in the country about seventeen miles out from
Ewing, Neb., and suddenly becoming homesick they wished
to return home.
llfr. Waugh, being unable to go ,a fter the young scions,
telephoned for their return by parcel post and accordingly Perry Saiser, who runs route No. 2, brought the
youngsters home safe and sound to anxious, waiting pa rents.
The twins weigh thirty-seven and thirty-eight pounds,
respectively, and their safe transit home cost the trifling
sum of only twenty-three and twenty-four cents on each,
a total of forty-seven cents.
HARD-SHELLED BUGS.
A hard-shelled bug with an appetite for leadpipe is responsible for the perforation of cable covering for which
telephone experts have blamed electrolysis, according to
Albert Schuler, of Santa Barbara, Cal., who exhibited
three of the insects to the convention of the Independent
Telephone Association of America, in session at San Francisco.
"Here is your electrolysis," said Schuler. "Their scientific name is sinoxylon declive and they have cost u between $300 and $500 a month in Santa Barbara for re• pairs. Wnen we find a way to destroy them we will have
solved one of our big problems."
WOMAN FIGHTS COUGAR.
By giving battle with a piece of iron pipe to a cougar,
which had attacked her, Mrs. E. Burckhard saved her
babe's life and her own near Taholah, thirty miles from
Aberdeen, Wash., according to word received by her parents.
Mrs. Burckhard was walking along a mountain trail,
carrying her babe, toward a place wher~ her . husband was
at work, when she came across a cougar pursuing a fox.
As Mrs. Burckhard came opposite the cougar abandoned
its chase and made toward her. Seizing a piece of pipe beside the trail, the woman faced the infuriated animal as it
plunged, tearing away part of her gown.
A fierce battle ensued, dming which the cougar ripped
tl,e woman'& clothing to ribbons. The babe clung tightly
to her neck, but she managed to wield her weapon to such
effect that the cougar was finally put to flight.
PLAY CHECKERS BY WIRE.
Two of the "all-night trick" signal tower men of the
Pennsylvania road employed on the New York and Philadelphia division have been playing checkers by telephone
and telegraph during the last three months. They are several miles apart, but that makes no difference in their
board "movies" when they get ready to indicate them.
Both have boards with the squares numbered and the
moves of one are flashed to the other between times, wh~n

wires are not in use for railroad bur;incss. Each more is
prefaced with a code word, so that the figures announced
can have no possible significance that could connect them
with train movements.
Tl ,e playing began during th e summer just to relieve the
tedium of the night tour. As the I layers became more proficient they bought stauilard works on draughts-each at
first unknown to the other-and now they feel that they
play like champions. They do a great deal of studying,
and a game at night, between their other wirework, is their
average.
EXAMINATION FOR SIX-DAY RIDE.RS.
A departure from the manner in which the event has
been handled in fonner years will be inaugurated this year
by the management of the six-day bicycle race, which is
scheclulecl to be held in Madison Square Garden during
the week commencing Dec. 6. The management this year
has selected a number of eminent physicians to pass upon
the physical conditivn of the riders before the beginning
of the long grind, and those who do not come up to the
req1.1ircments of the examining physicians will be rejected.
The management will also start a new system of conditioning the participants in the race one week before its beginning. A feature of the programme of races which will be
decid ed on th e Saturday night preceding the start of the
six-day event will he a motor-paced race in which four of
the leading exponents of thi liazardous sport will compete. They are Bobby Walthour, Clarence Carmen, George
\Yil ey and Victor Linart, and they will attempt to make a
world's ree;orcl for the race. Frank Mihlon, president of
the National Cycle Association, has donated a cup to be
given to the winner of th e ten-mile race in addition to the
$,500 prize money for first place.
0

GFJRM".{\.~ DIGGDTG EQUALS CHI~A WALL.
Some genius for figures has estimated that the German
soltli,,rs who haYc had to bear the burden of trench digging since the beginning o.f the war have excavated a
qnanl.ity' of earth in cubic feet equivalent to the Great
Wall of China. He arrives at his conclusion in the following wav:
Ghc Great Wall in 2,4!50 kilometers long, 16.5 meters
high, 8 mete1-s wide at the bottom and 5 meters wide at
the top. The German lines in April extended 650 kilometers in the west and about 1,300 kilometers -in the east.
Behind these first lines, however, extended secondary and
in most cases third or fourth lines, all connected up by
miles of "Laufgraben," or communication trenches.
Since April the German · positions have repeatedly
changed, necessitating the construction of new trenches.
Each trench is usually from six or seven to a dozen feet in
depth and little narrower. Connected with each one are
countless underground shelters. Taken altogether, the estimator believes, the trench-djgging record of the German
soldiers in fourteen months is q11ite on a par with the decade-long record of tlic Chinese.
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RIP OF THE RIP=RAPS
-OR-

THE GHOST S OF GROGGY HARBOR
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CH.APTER VI.
LOS'£ IN TUE BLIZZARD.

"Look!" said Rip. "The other light is turning now.
If it's a steamer, Jie is coming straight in toward the
sbipl"
The words were scarcely uttered when a gust of wind
. struck them which made the previous blow seem only a
summer breeze.
Two storms had met there over the Great Souih Bay.
All in an instant the waves were lashed into fury, and
Rip's boat was in the midst of a blizzard, the like of which
the boy had never seen.
"By gracious, Rip, I see our finish in this!"
"It looks so, sir. It is a pretty bad storm."
"Have you any idea wlrnre you are going?"
"Well, I have some idea, yes; but I can't say I lmow
exactly. I£ ome of the ghosts of Groggy Harbor would
only show a glim it would be a good scheme, I think."
"I am afraid the ghosts are otherwi. e engaged," sa id
No. 3, grumblingly. "Tt would not surprise me much if
they were all asl eep. Rip, my boy, I'll make that three
hundred dollars if you land me safely at Groggy Harbor,
or even at Hollowa,y' s, to-night."
" tock seems to be ri sing and I'm going to do my best,"
said Rip . "How quiet the clog keeps through it all."
"He seems to be asleep," saiJ. No. 3, looking down at
Ilero, who wa.s all drawn up in the bottom of 1.he boat with
his nose down close to his paws.
"I hould ihink he woulJ. be wide a ,rake, then," said
Rip. "I don't know very much about dogs, boss, but I
never ~aw one act like that."
No. 3 put hi s hand on Hero's head.
"Up, H ero ! Up, ir !" he cried, and then drew his hand
quickly away, exela iming:
"Great hea,·c11s ! You are right, Rip! The clog is dead
and cold!"
"Dead?"
"Yes, yes !"
"I thought there rnm;t be somei!ting the maiter. Whal
could ba,·e killed him?"
"It's a bad sign to have uealh here in the Loat with us,
Rip. ThC' dog is old. He has shown signs of heart disease
more than once of · late. That's whai's the matter with
him, I guess."
No. 3 exam ined tLc clog t11rther.
"Yes, yes! Ue is quite cJeacl !" h\;l exclaimed. "He is

all stiffened up. We had better throw him overboard,
Rip."
"I don't know," said Rip . · " Old Dan Riordan says· that
where one dies there will always be two more. I don't
think I would throw him over if I was you. P erhaps he
might not be dead, after all. Besides, he kind of ballasts
the boat."
"Pooh, pooh! All superstition about the three," growled
the mask.
He said no more about throwing the dog overboard,
however.
The situation had grown more serious while they were
talking.
The rush of the wind and the whirl of snow was beyond
all Rip had ever seen.
All lights had vanished with the coming on of the blizzard.
Now up, then deep down in between the waves Rip's
frail craft struggled on.
~ o one but Rip could have kept it afloat at all.
With the little bale stowed away under the stern seat,
No. 3 held on to the sides of the boat for dear life .
There was little tn.lking now.
Indeed, the rush of the wind was such that it was hard
to make one's voice heard.
Rip began to £eel the cold.
His hands were growing stiff and numb from the constant plashing of the icy water over them.
On ce he let his left oar slip and barely caught it again.
"Look out ! Look out, for heaven's sake I" cried No. 3.
"Rip, I'll make it $500, my boy, i£ you'll put me safe
ashore at Groggy Harbor or anywhere else!"
"If'. you made it $5,000 I couldn't do any more than I
am doing!" roared Rip.
Boom ! Boom ! Boom !
'l'lire~ times ::i. g11n boomed out through the sto11n.
"Uea,;ens ! It's the ship r' shouted No. 3. "She's run
on the bar, sure!" roared Rip. "She is calling that
steamer to help her now !"
But there was no -0.nswering boom beard from the steamer's g nn if she intended to help.
Again ancl still again the gun boomed.
Rip thought he could hear wild cries oil: in the storm.
'l'he brave boy began to tremble for his own safety.
If those cries came from the men on board the ship,
then Rip hacl gone a long way out of his road and was over
near the sandbar, beyond which lay the ocean.
"Boss !" shouted Rip, "there's no use in deceiving Y,OU
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any longer. We ::tre lost in the blizzard, and that's what!
I clon't believe we ever shall get a hore !"
"Don't you know where you are going?" demanded No.
3, who was shivering all over.
"No. I'm all tumed around."
No. 3 tore tlie mask from his face .
It did not help Rip much, for it was too dark and thick
to see anything now; all that he coulcl make out was that
hi companion wore a mustache and was not a young
man .
"Rip," he said, "if I should die and you, because you
are yo1111rrer than I am and can wim, which I can't,
should happen to be saved, look out for this bale. Take it
to Mr . Yenable in Maiden Lane. 'l1 he man at Riordan'
with the broken leg will tell you his address. You will
not forget, Rip?"
"No, sir; I'll do as you say," said Rip. "But I think
I ought to know what's in it, just the same."
"You are right, boy! Perhaps you had. Rip, do you
think we shall ever get ashore?"
'
"Well, I don't know, sir. It's pretty doubtful, and
there's no clenying it. I · don't know where I'm going no
more than a blind man."
"Do you suppose we could possibly have passed the bar
and be outside on the ocean ?"
"It might be so."
"It does seem as if it must be so, from the way we are
tossing abont, Rip!"
"Well, sir, I don't give up ."
"Something tells me that poor Hero's strange death is
an omen, and that it is going to be as you say-two deaths
will follow. Old Dan Riordan is right there; there are
always three. We cannot be saved !"
Ko. 3 roared all this out in a wild, unmeaning way.
"Great Scott! The man has gone daffy!" thought Rip .
"Oh, what shall I do?"
Just then the same awful cry was heard again.
It was like a hundred voices all united in'. one wild death
appeal.
"0-h-h-h ! 0-h-h -h ! H-e-1-p !"
"It's the ship. Slie is loRt !" shouted No. 3, springing
up in the boat.
"Sit down, sir! Sit clown, for heaven's sake, or you
will wamp us sure 1" l~ip cried.
"Diamonds!" yelled Ko. 3, waving his hands wildly.
"Diamonds! 'l1he bale is full of them! Three hundred
thou and dollars' worth! Everything gone!"
He would not sit down, and he succeeded in upsetting
t he boat.
It was the last Rip ever saw of No . 3, the dog or the
boat.
'f'lic next he knew .he was fighting for his own life in
the icy water.
Up and clown! Up and down!
Head under now !
Swimming for clear life now ! •
Thrown bark by the waves now.
Down, down, down again, this time so deep that he
tho11i,ht it mu t mean a trip among the dead men.
Up, np, up again, to be caught by a mighty roller and
tossed and tnmblecl until more dead than alive he was
t hrown up on a stretch of sand.
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'11 h0n the real figl1t fur life bcgnn ..
Tl,011 it wa s a dc$peralc Rtrnggle to sec whieh should
luwe the mastery-young Hip of tlie Hip-Raps, the brave t
bo:v ahoul the Great South Bay, or that awful undertow
which was clr;1gg i11g him :ieawarcl again.
Th ou the quicksa11 dR!
No use to get. on hi:; feet!
H was clown, down, clown, and inlo the fatal sand, out
of which even the water could not wash him up.
Rip wa:; saved from an awful fate by throwing himself
flat on hi,. face.
Then ;ame the wave which tumblerl him about ar.:ain.
Kext the und ertow gol in il:; fine work, and Rip was
eanied h:1ck 8eaward onC'u more.
"H's :ill up with me,· • he tl1ought, antl al la:-;t lhe lmwe
boy ceaserl to struggle.
Lt did seem tl,aL as tiOOn as he gaye up Nature cli l, too.
'L'hc boy's llrnc had nol yet uome.
Sudclenly a mountainous rolJer {;aught him, and carried
him .far np on foe beach .
When the water went surging seaward it left behind the
stalwart form o.E Hip o.E the Rip-Haps, face downward
upon the sand.

CHAPTER VII.
n1r's JmAVB Hl~SCUE.

Rip wa s not ilead. Ile was not eYen quite unconscious.
Ile was knocked out-that was all.
A few , eronds gavc him his grip.
Ile could hear the next roller booming.
Unable to ri se, Rip, mustering all his strength, crawled
like a rrab to higher ground and san k upon the sand.
1
'l here he lay for ten minutes or more, with the snow
beating all about him, and the wind whirling great showers
of spray over his drenched form.
Afterward nip thought that he must have fallen ,a sleep
and ,lrcamecl during this short interval, for it seemed like
hours.
He was aroused by a wild ~hout sca1rard, a hout so
imploring in its agony that it brought the boy to his feet
with a bound :
"Ilelp ! Ilelp ! Help! Save-us! I s-there-anybody-on-the-spit?
Can-you-throw-us-a-line?
Ahoy! Ahoy! Help! Help!"
Somebody was desperate. Somebody was making a
brave fight for life out there in the storm.
Rip knew where he had landed now.
The "spit" was a long, projecting tongue of sand, one
of many which separate the Great South Bay from the
ocean.
In order to get out of the bay the ship Rip had visited
along with No. 3 would have been ob] igccl to round the
spit. Rip concluded that she mu t have been driven head
onto it, and had struck a projecting spur of the rip-raps,
and pounded herself to pieces there.
Rip sprang to his feet and ran clown to the water's
edge.
( To be continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
Twenty bull et-holes were bored into the body 0£ a 500pound bea r, killed on BeaYer Creek, Ore., near the La
Grande wai er Htpply. Th e hear, of unusual ize, has been
a menace to Rhcepmcn, anc1 a band of stockmen organized
to kill it. When cornered the bear gave battle and it took
twenty bullets to kill it.
Mrs. 1\fargaret Foley, of Minot, N. Dak., has the distinction of being the old est person to register for an opportunity to bke I art in the distribution of the Fort
Berthold land s. Mrs. Foley confessed to ninety-four years
when she em·ol]ed her name. Federal officials, who are
in charge of the registration here, believe Mrs. Foley is
the oldest person who has ever registered for a land drawing.
According to the story of a traveler returned from Japan, reported in rrhe Army and Navy Journal, more than
3,000,000 J apane e-made rifles, with sufficient ammunition
for an extended campaign, have been received by Russia in
the pa t three months. He also says that about 500
trained Japanese officers are engaged in instructing Russian artillerymen in the use of new high-powered field
guns.
George Giddens, a well-known farmer living a few miles
from Adel, Ga., had a mule and buggy stolen from him.
He tried in vain to get some trace of his team and the
thief, but could not do so. Finally he consulted a fortuneteller at Moultrie, who told him that his mule and buggy
would be fot1nd at Monticello, Fla., and that a negro had
stolen it. Mr. Gidden s mad e the trip to Monticello, as directed, and found the team.
A girl swimming wonder has su lclenly come to light in
England, ancl, like a real topnotcher, she has at once
tarted to smash women's records. :Miss Connie M. Jeans
is the name of. the new "phenom." She is a member of
the N" ottingham Larlics' wimming Club. Recently she
made an attack on the 360-yard mark of 4.25 2-5 seconds
for women held by Daisy Curwcn. Miss Jeans covered
the di, ta.n ee in 4.23, th ereby knocking 2 2-5 seconds off the
old mark. The Nottingham youn gster uses the most upto-date style o.f crawl. It is said that her staying power
is marvelous.
A ~wann o.f bcc>R heing brought to Williamsport, Pa.,
from Trout Hun hy Mr. ancl Mrs. Edwin Bender, who
caugJit them :rlong with a large amount of game while
hunting near Oregon Hill, took po~session of a passenger
coach on a ~orthcrn Central train. The bees had been
placed in a pasteboard box and on account of the cold had
previou~ly gi.Yen no trouble, but when the steam heat of
the. paR~cngcr coach reached them some emerged from the
box. Passenge;-s ru shed in a. panic to another coach. The
conductor made a clash into the car and hurled the box out
of the open window.

One of the unlooked-for developments of the naval war
has been the revival of the monitor. Particularlv serviceable has it proved in the hallow waters off that portion of
the coast of Belgium which is in the hands 0£ the Germans; for monitors can operate in wates too shoal to admit the submarine. From time to time, two of these craft
whic:h had been built fo r Brazil and were taken over by
the British navy at the outbreak of war have attacked the
German submaxine base at Zeebrugge, and, by making a
violent demonstration on the right flank of the German
line, have materially assisted the left flank 0£ the Allied
line which is held by the Belgians. It was two monitors,
also, which were sent to the east coast of Africa, and, by
ascending the hallow river where the cruiser Koenigsburg
had sheltered, succeeded in destroying her.
According to the handbook on British India just published by the United States Burea.u of Foreign and Domesti~ Commerce, good results have attended the efforts recently made in India to prepare antidotes n.gainst the bites
of certain species of poisonous snake that have caused
great mortality in that country. At Parel Laboratory,
Bombay, venom from live cobras is injected into horses in
gradually increasing doses for a period of two years, until
the animal acquires immunity to the poison, and, according to the familiar principle of serum therapy, the serum
of the immunized horse constitutes an -antivenin, which is
said to be an infallible cure for cobra bite if injected
promptly enough into the patient. This laboratory also
prepares an antivenin against the bite of the Russell's
viper, but has not yet produced any against that of the
krait. During the twenty-five years ending 1911, more
than half a million human beings were killed by snakes in
India.
There are now between 350,000 and 400,000 purely amateur wireless stations in the United States, according to
H. Gernsback, editor of the Electrical Experimenter.
There are not more than 15,000 such stations in all the
rest of the world. And he goes on to explain the value of
these hundreds of thousands of amateurs, most of whom
are schoolboys, as follows: ''The average amateur must of
needs have a higher intelligence tha.n his card-playing,
dance-hall resorting classmate. Jnc1eecl, when your average radio amateur has mastered all the intricacies of a
wireless set, he bas obtained a pretty thorough knowledge
of electricity in general. As a rule, most of our electrical
industries, big and little, require thorougl1 ly practical
young men, the ones who know how to do things. This is
where the amateur shines, and nine times out of ten he
lands the job over the head of the untrained theoretical
young man." The Children's Museum of the Brooklyn
Institute has undoubtedly taught more boys the practical
way to become wireless operators than any other one institution, and the best evidence of this is the thousands of
houses in Brooklyn that have wi.l'eless apparatus on their
roofs.
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The body of a minister who preached the funeral sermon of Nancy Hanks, mother 0£ Abraham Lincoln, is
buried in Lawrence County, Ind., in a little neglected
country gr::rveyarcl. Several miles west of Bedford and
Mi.tchell is a. li.ttle gravestone almost hidden by the weeds
that bears the inscription, "David Elkins, 2 S. 0., Mil.
War 18] 2." The Lincoln family moved from Kentucky
to Spencer County, Incl., in 1816. A year later the mother
died, and in those days it was a difficult matter to get a
minister at the time of a death, and the funeral services
were often preached later at a convenient time. A few
clays -a fter the death of his mother, young Lincoln wrote
to Mr. Rlkino, who was a neighbor of the family in Kentucky, requesting him to come arn;l preach his mother's
funeral sermon. Mr. Elkins started on horseback for the
L~ncoln home to comply with the request of Lincoln. The
minister tra l'Cled nearly JOO miles. Lincoln, becoming
impatient, .:tarted to visit Mr. Elkins and they met on
the roacl, returning to the Lincoln home together.

The newspaper Stifts-Tic1enc1e, of Ribe, Denmark, sa?s
it learns that Zeppelin No. 18 was destroyed as a result of
an explosion while it was being inflated in a shed at TanGRINS AND CIIUCKLES
dem, Prussia. One German soldier was killed and eight
Hu. band-Are you aware, my dear, that it takes threewere wounded, and the rnof of the shed was blown off, adds
fourths of my salary to meet your dressmaker's bills? Wife
the paper.
-Goodness gracious ! What do you clo with all the rest of
your money?
Reports have reached Rome from the Lipari Islands that
the, eruption of Stromboli is increasing in violence.
Teacher-1Vl:iat do you know about the stars, Willie·?
Streams of flaming lava. flow from the crater at the top
vVillie-They're married. Teacher-Married? Who says
and are visible far out to sea. The lava is now pouring out
so? vYillie-My ma. · 'l1 eacher-How does she know?
of the crater, crossing the intervening land between it and
WilEe-·canse they stay out all night like pa does.
the sea and disappearing in the waves .
Kitty-Y 011 didn't look a bit pleased when Freel told you
you were the best girl in all the world. Esther-Had I
negroes came into his store recently and bought peas, the
shown how pleased I was, it would have so tickled his
ordinary table peas, and usually in small quantities . The
anity that he'd be saying the same thing to every girl he
large number of uch sales excited his curiosity, and he
met.
a~ked one of the negroes what it meant. He ,ras told that
the negrocs believed that if they ate peas on the first clay
Old Gentleman-So you think my daughter loves you,
of the year they would have money all the rest of the
sir, and you wish to marry her? Dudleigh-That's what I
year.
called to see you about. I s there any insanity in your
fami.Jy? Olcl Gentleman-No, sir, and there's not going
A bullet-proof stretcher coYer has been imentecl for 11se to be any.
by the British Red Cross, and is now in service in northern
France. It consi,:ts of a long metal hickl arched at the
"Why did you stl'ikc the plaintiff?" was asked of a pristop, and high enough io enable the attendants io stand upon
or
in the poLcc court the other clay. "Because he said
right within . At the front end the shield is rounded and
sloped backward to c1cflcct bullets, and two "eyes" arc pro- I was no gentleman." ",Vell, are you ,a gentleman?" "I
vided, through which the attendants can sec to direct their don't suppose I am, sir, but it made me mad to be told of
it, all the same."
course and locate the wounded .

.rr. 0. Burriss, of Anderson, S. C., said large numbers 0£

0

,

Sir Eric Swayne, director 0£ recruiting, north of Englan d, is authority for the statement that Germany has still
from nine to ten million men between the ages of eighteen
and forty-five. Re admits that large numbers of these are
physically unfit for the army and large numbers oi others
must be required as skillE,d munition workers; but he believes Germany must still have many millions of men who
can be enlisted and trained. In view of this £act, if fact it
be, Sir Eric Swayne affirms that Great Britain must enlist
3,000,000 more men by the spring if the Allies are to make
sure of success.

"What are the respective ages of the father and the son?"
"Well, I judge that the former is over :fifty, because I notice he likes to be called 'my boy,' and that the latter is
under twenty-five for the reason that it pleases him to be
addressed as 'old man.'"
The professor was trying to explain the Darwinian
theory in his class, when he observ~d that they were not
paying prnper attention. "Boys," he said, "when I am
trying to explain to you the pecu liarities of the monkey
I wish you would look right at me."
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'l'UE LACY JE\YELS.
By Kit Ulycle

"What is that?"
It was a female's voice, the hour midnight, and the
place a bedroom.
"What do you me:in, Julia?" asked her husband.
"That; clo you not hear it?"
"No; hear what?"
"Oh, a noise; I can't tell what it is."
"Can you not t ell what it sounds like?"
"Like-like some one in my dressing-room."
"Oh, nonsense; you were dreaming."
" :ro, I was not, husband," said Mrs. Lacy, emphatically.
"I have been laying awake here for more than an hour
listening to iL"
"Y 011 are getting ncrvou ."
":No, I am not; I tell you I heard some one."
"It was only your imagination. You spend all your
time studying about your jewels."
"Listen, then; clid you not hear that?"
"1rhat was it?"
"A clink of metal."
".I.. o.''
"But I did."
"\\There ?"
"In my coucloir."
"I tell you, .Julia, my dear, it was all imagination.
!Tush up, now, and thiuk no more of it. Do try and go to
sleep."
So saying, Mr. Donald La cy turned over in the bed, and
composed himself to sleep.
Mrs. Lacy lay for ome time hearin g strange noises, and
then fell into a .feverish, filful slumber.
Morning _came at last, and the Lacy family were aroused
by the breakfast bell.
Mr. Lacy was a well-to-do uptown merchant, and kept
earlv hours.
Jlis business required his presence as early as eight
o'e:lock at the very latest.
Ue arose hastil_v, drcs:-;ing ltimscH and arrangi11g his
toilet for breakfa;;!".
He had forgotten all about the slight noises hiR wife had
heard during the night, aacl already his mind had preceded
him on his husine"s nptown.
Not so, however, with Mrs. Lacy. She arose, and, puttinrr0 on her morningwrapper, hurried into her boudoir.
'-,.
A shriek 1Jrougl1t nfr. Lacy at once to her side.
The room was in a con fused condition.
Everything was topsy-turvy, and in the center 0£ tlte
room was the jewelry-case hrokcn open and empty.
:Mrs. Lacy faintec1 outright at the loss.
Mr. La y himself can·icd her to the bed chamber and
rano· for as.istancc.
T11en, 1 eking the dressing chamber, he left hi:; wife in
the care of the honsckc per, and ran with all speed to the
police -ta tiOJ?.
"Goocl-morn ing, Mr. Lacy," said the chief of police, ·who
had just entered the office. "What is the matter? You
look excited."

"I want your mo~t experienced detective at once," gasped
the almost breathless man.
"What have you lost, Mr. Lacy?"
" 1:y wife's jewels."
"What do they amount to?"
"Some fifty thousand dollars."
"What, so large?"
"Yes."
"Well , then you waut it worked up at once?"
"Yes."
"When was it done?"
"Last night."
"Has any one else worked on it?"
"No."
"You came as soon as the loss of the jewels was discovered?"
"Yes."
"You did well in that case."
"Will you take steps at once to find the thief?"
"Certainly."
"Seud your best man to my house."
"I will. Mr. Crump, . our shrewdest man, will be here
in a few minutes, and we will send him to your house as
soon as he comes."
Mr. Lacy returned to his home and found bis wife almost distracted at the loss of her jewels.
He did all he could to console her, assuring her that
everything that could be done would be at once.
The breakfast was not enjoyed by the family.
Scarcely was the morning meal over, when the doorbell rang.
Mr. Lacy a.ro.e himself to answer the summons.
He found at the door a rather pale man, with light hair,
smooth- haved, and carrying a cane in his hand.
'
"I was sent here," he said.
''Tiv whom?" a ked the astounded merchant.
"'l'he chief o.f police," in a low voice.
"Oh! I beg pardon, you a.re the--"
"Yes, sir, and I had better see you in your room."
They went at once to a private room, and there the man
inform ed him that he was the detective sent by the chief
to work up the case, and that hi~ name was Crump.
Mr. Lacy then proceeded to inform him all that he
knew abont the burglary.
He told how his wife had been disturbed during the
night by a noise, and then missing the jewels in the momi11g.
. rrhe:v hacl been the Lacy family jewels, and were prized
quite highly, outside of their intrinsic value.
"Do you suspicion any one?" asked the detective, after
examining the room from which they had been taken.
"~ o."
"Is there not even a shadow of suspicion?"
"Not even a shadow."
The detective was silent for a few moments, and then
said:
"I will undertake this case, and in less than a month I
will have the real thief in limbo, and perhaps recover the
jewel ."
"Do so, and you shall have a reward of two thousand
dollars," said Mr. Lacy, earnestly.
"I must do so, but you must help me."
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"Whatever is necessary for me to do, I will do so cheer"Ue do1d gire bro old truRtie like you as much as he
fully."
,
,
. ouo-ht."
"Well, then, there will be a young man here in two or· "X-no; not 'alf-hic!"
three hour to seek employment. He wm be clothed in
"Xo one could blame you if you laid li_v something for
dark clothes, wear black, bushy hair a.nd beard. Employ the futmc.''
him. L et him have the utmost freedom about the hon e,
"I g ueR~ not."
' and do not discharge him, even if he grows a little wild.
"But you'd barn to be very car eful so as not to be
This employing must be bona fic1e, ancl payment made as caught. ·• ncl you ought not to toU any one."
regularly as to an_v of your _servants. If he does nothing,
'l'he joll_v _vonng fellow plied the olcl villain with brandy
it will be all right."
.
until he b2came quite mellow, and then played upon his
"I understand," Mr. Lacy replied , and the detective left conficlence until he confc~.,ed that which he woulcl not ha.Ye
the room.
done under any other circum. tauces.
At ten o'clock the doorbell rang, and Mr: L acy, who
P owell aml Th.pert were the thieves.
answered it, found a stranger there.
'l'h ey liacl stolrn the jewclR and had them conccalec1 at a
His whiskers and hair were· black, anc1 he . hac1 a rather hon-:e which Bu pert owned.
polished look about him.
Huprrt was -there now .
"I am seeking employment, sir, anc1 was told you ,rnnt11 he rletectivc, for the chrk-haired man was no other,
ed a man as butler, or ostler, to attend to things gen- obta in ed all that /l clc~ ircd, and then Jct olcl Powell sleep
erally."
off the effects o.f his brandy, ancl tlic next mornin g whe11
Mr. Lacy had so far forgotten him elf as to be on the the olrl ~counrlrcl awoke and he found the young mau at
· point of decl aring that the stranger was misinformed, his Ricle he wa n ot a little alarmed.
when he remembered his promise, and employed the
"(jct np,'· &aid the clctccti re. "We rn ust go to Rupert's
strange :voung :in.an.
house an l get those jewels."
The servants were astounded to know that the master
"What rlo you mean?'' asked the ol l wretch, beginning
bad taken in another man.
fo tremble . " \re'rc got no j ewel s."
Among those most indignant were old Rupert anc1 Pow"Do not deny it, Powell; we ma,v let you turn tate'i;
eYidcncc if yon \i·i ll he] p ns i o return the jewels and con1 , ell) two olcl · family stand-bys.
"I don't see what he's a-thil1kin' about," said Rupert. Yict Ht1pr rt. Herc is what you said, a schetlulo of the
J, "Jest lost all the jewels o' the mis us, an' now goin ' to, stole n g-oocls, ancl a comp lete descript ion of th ::! place where
, b_ire a strange man what h e never seed afore."
ther arc cone-ca lrcl."
.~ The two old men &at down in their accustomed cha irs,
1\ Ctcr mai1r hnmble prnYcrs for mercy, the olc1 sinner
and began to nod and wink at each other in a way Yery agrer:l to go ll'ith him to the house wh ere Hupert had been
intelligible.
,-tny•ng.
, -In spite of the opposition to the new man. Bruce, he
'l'lie~· fotmcl th:.: portly. hald-h aclccl Rupert sitti!1g in
•· soon, by his own power, grew to be a great furnrite ,rith his armch:iir in front of the gralc .
a11' in the house.
"\\'hat clo ye mrnt ?" he <lemanclccl, nervouslv, ~pringing
H e formed the acquaintance of all, ancl never failerl tr from his cha ir.
, · .have a bottle of brandy about him, with which he treated
"T!ic La c·_v j ewel::;,·' the detective an~wcrccl.
Rupert and Powell.
Th e old 10g11e began to trembl e, as Mr . Crump clrew
They loved the b'rancly dearly, and, by frequent drinks fc1't!1 a p:1per rontaining the <lc~cription and location of
· daily, soon came to love the donor.
them .
1
'1 here were many madcap freaks pla_vecl by tl1c new
ITl' rrn,l it to the ol<l Finner, ancl, pointing to Powell,
man, all of which went unnoticed by his master.
who, hemhly holdin!! hi s hal in his hanu.s, stood behind
In vain ther e was complaint went up charging him with tho dctcdiYc, he arlc1ecl:
drunkenness ancl various little immoralities.
"This man , aYs they are Ji re.' '
He retained his place.
"lt'~ nil a pac·k o' lie~/' criccl Rupert, trembling vioThis naturally bred jealousy and discontent on the part lently from head to foot .
of the fellow-servants.
'l'h r rl etec-tiYe soi7.crl him; snap, snap, went the handBut with Rupert and Powell the new man constautly cuffe, and Rupert was a prisoner.
grew in friendship.
Tnrning· to Powel l, Mr. Crump said:
It was eveni1~g, and Powell was in the kitchen tipsy
"):; ow ~how where they are quickly or I'll put another
from the branclv he had drunk.
pair on you."
·
His usually silent tongue was loosened, ancl he was talkThe trembling wretch locl the way to the cellar, ancl
ing quite freely.
there in a niche in the wall the costly j ewels were found.
''Why do not you and Rupert lay up something for
Th e Hstoni. hment of Mr. Lacy can better be imagined
yourselves?" asked the new man.
than described when his treasure was returned, and his
"We 'ave-hie," said the drunken man.
oJdest, moet trusty serrnnts brought with them as
thieves.
"How much?"
"Oh, a little-hie! We got enough fur a rainy clay."
Powell was allowed to· turn State' evidence and re"The master is wealthy and got plenty."
leased, while Rupert, on account of hi s year:;, only got a
"Umph, umph-hic !"
short term at Sing Sing.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
John D. Rockefell er lost another barn by :fire recently.
It is reported that the Germans are laying mines from
The barn was on what is known as the old Coutant Fann submarines. Tliis is perfectly feasible and is not irnprobain tbe heart of , lcepy H ollow and was u eel to store hay blc. The mines are carried one above another in a vertical
and farm wagon . The North Tarrytown firemen respond- airtight chamber within the submarine. When they are
e~l. but lack of water prevented them from saving the to be laid, water is admitted to the chamber and a door
uructure and they devoted their efforts to keeping the in the outer shell of the hull closing the bottom of the
flame. from spreading to nearby houses. The barn was a chamber is opened. The mines are then released, one by
complete loss. Whether it was set on fire by some enemy one, through proper appliances. The mine anchor sinks
or was due to a c:nelc3s employee dropping a match is not to the bottom and, by suitable mechanism, the anchorage
known.
I. cable is unwound to permit the mine to float at the desired
I depth below the surface. This method of mine-laying is
American manllfar.turers of musical instruments, with absolutely secret, and therefore is proportionately dangerau annual output Yalued at about $100,000,000, export ous to the enemy.
only $300,000 worth annually to foreign countries. American pianos are chiefly exported to 'airnda, where they conThe well-known naval writer, Archibald Hurd, considers
stitute aholl t 90 per cent. of the total imports of that class that the German submarines are really torpedo boats capato Great Britain, for reshipment to other parts of the ble of submerging. They are now as large as some scout
world; and to Ucntral and out h America. Our player- cruiser displacing 1,000 tons or more, having an armapiano~ arc ~ent in !"!bout equal numbers to Australia, Eng- ment of a similar character and using the gun as well as
land, Hal_v aull Argentina, and in much larger quantities the torpedo. The vessels which have . been employed in the
to Canada.
sinking of unarmed merchant ships at sight are not submarin e at all, but submersible cruisers. Because they are
The m11al crowd 0f smal l boys was gathered about the capable, as ordinary cruisers are not, of diving under the
enhance of a circt18 tent in a small town one day, pushing water at will, the Germans cla.irn that they can set aside
each other anrl trying to get a glimpse of the interior. A the laws of naYal warfare relating to search and capture
man standing near watched ihem for a few minutes, then, as applied to ordinary cruisers, and that they are justified
walkin f! up to the ticket-Laker, he said, with an air of in setting up a new code marked by ruthless outrage.
authority: '·LrL all these ho,vs in, and count them as they
pass.'' The galeman clicl as requesi.ecl, and when the last
Dean Frederick P. Keppel, head of Columbia College, in
Olle had gone lie turned nncl ~aid: "Twentr-eight, sir." hi s mmual report; looks forward to the time when motion
"Ooo<l," sai(1 the man. smil in g as he walked awa.v "I pi ctures and the phonograph may pla,v an important part
thought I rrur:.,,e<l right."
·'
in teac~ing. Dean Keppel speaks of the Columbia student's classroom time costing him $1 an hour or more,
Ac:c-ompa11,\ ing cartbq1rn.ke shocks i.11at rockecl the Son th- and refers to the need for using every available device to
WC':st, clumagecl hnihlingR in Mexico and th Imperial \Tal- giYc him as much as possible for that monc,v. The printler. aml hurled peclc~trians from their feet, a Yokano at ing press :111d multigraph have beeu employed and the talkAnd nHk . :'.lfexi eo, ac:ro~s the line from Yuma. became ac- ing machine and moYie are likely to come next. Dean
ti re ret:entl.,:. The l'oronaclo electric plant was crippled Keppel sees in the rapid growth of Columbi a's registration
anc1 wire;; were ~haken down. Shocks caused by the erup- an approach to the limit of the university' capacity, and
tiun wcr ' foll ns far north n, San Diego and were rcporfecl Ihints at more Revere restrictions upon admission and upon
a,; more or le"~ hcav,1· in all parts of the Imperial Valley. the continuan re 0f students who are ,rilling to get through
In :i'vfoxic·o i,;r!rerc shocks were also reported. 'l'hc tremors by hook or erode
lasted five minute". At Calexi co wall· were cracked and at
El Centro peclcstri:111,; .vcrc hurled into the street.
1H the Elecfrical World there is a story of how the Germans suppli ed the Allies with current for several months
Dea lC'oholizccl wine is cle~cribed as a new product of the witho11t being aware of the fact. When the Germans first
wine incln~try. 'l'hiH beYcrage is quite cliITcrent from un- od:upiccl Lille, while the Allied 1.roops held possession of
-fermrnlcd grnpe juic·e. 1t i. macle from ordinary win e, Armcnlieres near by, the oldier-engineers of the Kaiser's
and contains nll lhe eomponents of the latter except alco- army discovered the abandoned Lille electric-lighting plant
hol, inc·lucline: i.lic others and a1cleh,vdes to which its plcas- all(], accordi ng to the story told by a British soldier in e.
ant ta:-:tt> anc1 ~tinrnlating propertie,- arc due. Jt also con- letter home. ~hortly bad the generators running and the
tains the ~nmc ac·id~, and especially tannic aeicl, which has town again lighted by electricity. It was some months,
been fo1md io :-.erc·ise a protccti ve action against the germs however, before the Germans discovered that the Lille
of cholera all(l 1rphns. 'I'he operation of depriving wine lighting system was also connected with Armentieres and
of ils alcohol without any other alteration i. ncromplished that ::t good share of the energy generated inside the Teuby mean of frac-tional disLillation under relatiYely low ton lines was being u ed to light the Allies' quarters and
pressure.
iroop tents in the neighboring city.
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INTERES-fll JG ARTICLES
NEW PBNNIES I)J DEMAND.
So great a demand was made for new Lincoln cents the
other clay at th0 Subtrensury, K cw York, that very small
allotments wer e made. 'rhc total recci, ed at the Wall
Street depository was only $5,000 worth. 'rhe new coins
bear a "D," indicating their mintage at Denver, aud are
· the first cents to be so marked. It is saicl that the bulk of
the supply thus far has gone to the Panama-Pacific Exposition for clistribution there.

Niraraguan officials arc understood to have decided
against granting the concession at present, but have indicated that it might be grantecl later if the United States
Senate failed 'lga.in at the coming . ession to rati.fy the
Nicaragnan tre.aty, designed to r lrnbilitate Nicaraguan
finances.
The , tatc Depa rtment ha been apprisccl of the facts in
the case and is watching developments.

SMOKE PIPES.
Over 20,000,000 smoke pipes arc manufactured annually in the United States. The wooden pipe is probably
more distinctly national than any whi ch fincls its way into
the markets. Ranging in beLwcen the aristocratic meerschaum and the plebeian clny, it is rurely expensive, while
at tl1e same time its manufactmc call · into existence a
con~idcrable industry: The roots of the mountain laurel
ancl rhocloclen<lron are most generally used for pipe-making, they being selected for the purpose on account of their
durahiliLy, hardness, and the light polish which they are
capahle of faking. 'l'hey are fom,1d throughout the Southern States generally-the best materjal is said to come
from North Carolina and is sent to the market in large
COLLEGE GIRL AS A NURSE .
pieces, which vary in size from that of a man's :fist to the
' 'l'wenty-fiye cents a day for whcelino- a seYen -month- dimensions of a goocl-sizecl keg. The material costs fr om
old baby about the streets ancl parks in b.1.Tew York is the $4:0 to $60 per ton, the price depending upon the quality
wage offered to any strong, willing and capable Barnard\ of the wo_od .. In addition to ~l!e clomes~ic material used in
girl desirous of working her wa;v through college. This p1pe-ma~mg nn_menEe quantities of brier root blocks are
offer was made known when a po.,Lal \l'i'l sent to Paul O. s1npped mto tins country annually from southern France
Holter, secretary of the Stu c1cnts' Empl6ymcnt Bureau at and Italy.
Columbia, asking for an applicant. A number of student
are on the lookout for winter work of one kind or another,
NEW SUBMARINES RIGGE, T OF ALL.
and many are already occupied. Two students recently
The two new fleet submarines, bid s for which will soon
qualified as house painters, while two others decorated the be advertised by the Navy Department, will exceed the
interior of a church.
Schley, the wor1d's biggest underwater craft so far as is
known, by 300 tons displacement. 'They will be 1,300-ton
GRAKDPA OF WOLYES.
craft on the surface as against tbc Scliley's ] ,000 tons, ancl
The largest timber wolf ever seen in the county was will exceed by 200 tons the biggest of the cruiser destroytrapped by D eputy Sheriff Andrew Anderson near Twin ers of the navy.
Lakes, \Yis.
Co11gress gave navy designers a hard ta~k when it said
The depu ty brought the animal's body to Gagen wheTe that th0~e two new fleet submarines shou]d have a surface
he had it on display for several clays. M:r. Anderson, who speed of twenty-five knots an hour, "if possible." The
has trapped for forty years and ha captured more wild Schley will be a twenty-knot boat when completed, and
animals than almost any man in the State, declares that he will have more than 4,000 horse power furnished by heavy
has never before seen a wolf anywhere near as large. oil engines. Experiments with models of the new craft
Weighing 119 pounds, the hotly measured six feet from the show that they will require between 8,000 and 10,000
end of, the nose to the tip of the tail. The animal was horse power to make the addition al five knots.
three feet in height and had been caught in a trap before,
Navy experts have worked out a practical solution to
the right fore foot baYing be0n clipped off.
the mechanical obstacles in t he way of using steam and
have no doubt of its success. The boilers " ;ill be fired
RIVAL FOH PANAMA CANAL.
with oil fuel.
Canadian capitalists are trying to obtain from the NicaThe boats will mount disappearing guns for surface acr aguan Gcvc mment permission to build a railroad across tion, the new four-inch weapon o.f this type probably being
Jica:rngua from the Atlantic to the Pacific. A repre- substituted for the three-inch gun on smaller submersisent~tive . 0£ . the Cana_dian company, whose headquarters\ bl~s. The gun carri~ges_have. been so designed as to perare m Wmmpeg, has Just returned from Managua, where mit t he guns to be aimed straight up as a defense against
h e disc ussed the matter with President Diaz.
, i !lircraft.

SHE KILLED EAGLE.
Mrs. J. H. Arthur, who lives near Laquey, Pulaski
County, Mo., pTObably enjoys the distinction of being the
only woman in Missouri to kill an eagle without the aid of
a weapon.
Recently she heard a noise in the chic:ken yard and saw
a large eagle swoop down on the flock. A watch-dog rush ed
u pon the eagle and knocked it to the ground.
Mrs. Arthur grabbecl a long piece of wagon tire and
struck it with all lier might, breaking its neck and right
wing. 'l'he eagle measured six feet four inches from tip
t o tip.
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GLASS rEN.-Patent glass pen, with nice
(llp, writes like any ordinary pen: each put
Price, lOc., postpaid.
up tn wooden box.
,WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
1

MAMAS.
This Interesting toy 11
one ot th o la.teat novelties
out. It Is tn great demand. To operate It, the
18
~!iedca~n
~~~th.
1n to it, and at the 1ame
time pull or jerk lightly
on the string. The mouth opens, and It then
cri es "Ma-ma.'' juat ex actly tn the tones ot a
r eal, ,Ive baby. The sound Is so human that
It would deceive anybocly.
Price 12c. each by mall.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

bt°o~

MAGIC CARD BOX.-A very cleverly made
box ot exchanging or vanishing cards. In ract,
any number ot trlcka or this character can be
performed by It. A very neoeHary magical
Price, Ulc,
accusory.
J!'ltANK 81111TH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.
THE JOKER'S CIGAR.
The blggeat sell o! the aea.aon. A real cigar made of
~~ tobacco, but secreted 1n the
1/;.~·., center or cigar about one-halt
r.c~: r:,, Inch !rom end Is a tounta.tn
The moment
~,,iii.~ ot spa.rklets.
-.!~.....~.~.• the fire reaches thie tount&ln
hu'ndred• ot apa.rkl of ft-re
burst torth ln every dtrectton,
to the aatonlshtnent ot the smoker. The 11,-a
le stage tire, and wlll not burn the skin or
G-lethlng. After the ft.reworks tho victim ca;n
con ttnue smoking the cigar to the end. Price,
toe. ; s tor 2Go; 1 dozen, 800., mal'led, po1tpald.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. ~ -

~··"i'

THE BUCOLO CIGA.R.

LACK-EYF, ,JORE.
Ne w

and ~m.111lng joker.

"l"Jts

victim ts tole. to hold the tui.s
close to hie eye ,., as to exclude
all light rrom the back, and then
to remove the tube until plctu,re1
appear tn the center. In trying
to locate the pictures he wHl re•
cel-ve the ftneot black-eye you ever
saw. We furnish a amall box ot
l>laokenlng prepnratlon with each
tube, oo the joke can be used
det!nltely, Those not ln the trick
wlll be caught every time. Abso•
.
Price by mall 15c. eacti&
J:,~rmleH,
H, I', LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kl;yn, N. Y,

m-

:~~7

THE AUTOMATIC BUNNING MOUSE
This mouse le so
nearly a perfect Imitation ot the live animal as to not only deceive the ladl es, but
to even deceive the
Inside each mouse Is a set of clock
cat,
work which you wind up with a key, then
place the mouse on the floor and It will run
rapidly In every direction In a circle across
the tloor backward and forward aa I! to get
Suddenly set It agolng In a room
a.way.
where there are ladles, and you will have the
tun ot hearing them scream and jump upon
!he chairs to escape the little rodent. This
tnechanlcal mouse ls well worth 50c but we
;~it•ell It tor 30c,, and send It by mall post-

The moat remarkable trlck-clgu In the
world. It amoke• wit.bout tobacco, and never
gets smaller. Anyone ca.n have a world of

t7
~~~.;,1:~
ot tobacco.

:•P;~::~~ ~h~ ':i.1~fi':~: !~1no~~:
0

It looka exactly like a fine pertecto, and the smoke la ao rea.l that It ts

bound to deceive the clo1eat obaerver.
Price, 12c. each, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Oentte St•• B'kl;yn, N. ll'•

WWSTLEPHONE'
This Is one of the
greatest musical Inetrumenta ever Invented. It le made entirely
ot metal and Is almost
Invisible when In use.
With It, In a few moments, you can learn
to play all kinds ot
tunes, !lave lota of tun, please and amuse
your friends and make 1ome money, too. Ffne:
for either song or piano a.ocompa.nfment or
by ltselt alone. You place the whlstlephone
In the mouth with h&l! clrcle out, place end
ot tongue to rounded part and blow gently
a• I! to cool the lips. A tew trials will ena•
81 · ono to play any tune or air.
.Price 6 cents ~...,h by mall, post-paid
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn. N. Y.

0

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
MAGIC DIE BLOCX.
0

THE DEVIL'S OARD TRICK,-From three
oardo held In the h&nd anyone Is askec1 to
All three cards are
mentally select one.
placed in a hat and the performer removes
flrat the two that the audience clld not select
and passing the hat to them their card has
A great olhna.x;
my1terlou11ly vanished.
Price, 10c.
highly recommended.
FRANK l!l\1ITH, 883 Leoo:r AH,• N. Y.

A

E

ce~lv: t~1c~ful1I so~?,i
block, two t n ch o s
square, ie made to appear and disappear at
Borrowing
pleasure~
a hat from one of the
audience, you place
the block on top, olldlng a cardboard cover
(which may be examined) oYer It, At the
word ot oommand you Utt the cover, the. blook
la gone, and the aame Instant It falls to the
tloor, through the hat, with a solid thud, or
Into one ot the spectator's hands. You may
vary this excellent trick by passing the block
through a table and on to the flo6r beneath,
or through the lid or a desk Into the drawer,
etc, This trlolr never fa.tis to astonish the
91>ectatore, and can be repeated as otten as
Price, 350., postpaid.
Gealred,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N . Y.
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AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

..

re Stories''
Absolutely the finest llttle publlcatl~n on the new·s-stands

. - PRICE 5 CENTS A COPY - .
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESICNS

New portraits of actors and actresses every week

THIRTY-TWO PAGES
FINE HALF•TONE FRONTISPIECES

Get a copy of this weekly magazine and see whatit'ls

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories, based on the latest and best tllms, each profusely illustrated with fine bal!-toDes ot scenes in the
plays.
Photographs and Biographies of the most celebrated Photoplay acMrs and actresses.
Special Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by the greatest authorities in the film business.
News Notes from tbe studios about the doings or everybody of prominence connected with the Photopla,ys.
- Scenario_ Hinf.s and the names of all the companies who may buy the plays you write.
Poems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculated to interest both young and old.
GET A COPY NOW' from your newsdealer, or send us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, and we will mall
you the latest number issued.

· "MOVINC PICTURE STORIES," Inc.
168 West 23d Street

New York

PRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 168 WEST- 230 STREET, NEW YORJt

NQ. 882.

NEW YORK, DECEMBER 17, 1915.

Price 6 Cents.

-LATEST ISSUES64 7 Young ".ild West's Pluck : Ol', Bound to Beat the "Bad" Men
648 Young \\'lid West's Best Sbot; or, The Rescue ot Arletta.
640 Young \I'll~ " ·~st at Devil Creek: or. ilelplng to Boom a New
Town.
650 Young Wild West's Surprise: or, The Indian Chief's Legacy
651 Young Wild West Missing: or, Saved By an Indian Prin cess
652 Young Wild "'est nnd th~ Detective: or, The Red Riders ot tne
Range.
653 Young \\' lid West at the Stake: or, The Jealousy ot Arletta
654 Young \\'1ld West' s Nerve: or. The .Nine Golden Bullets.
655 Young Wild \\'est and the Tenderfoot: or. A New Yorker In the
West.
656 Yonng Wild West's Triumph: or, Winning Against Great Odds
657 Yonng Wild \\' est· s Strategy: or, The Comanche 1 'hief's l.asr
Haid .
658 Young Wild West's Grit: or, The Ghost ot Guantlet llulch
659 Young Wild West's Big Day: or. The Double l\'edd111g at Weston
6 60 Young \\'lid \\'est' s Great Scheme: or. The Huilding of a Railroad
661 Young Wild West and the Train Robbers: or. 'l'be Hunt for tu,,
Stolen Treasure.
662 Young Wild West on His ~lettle : or. ~'our Against Twenty.
663 Young Wild West's Ranch: or, The Renegades or J(iley's Hun.
664 Young Wild \\'est on the Trail: or, Outwlttl::ig the Hedsklns.
665 Young \\'lid West's Bargain; or, A Hect Man With a \\'bite Heart
666 Young ".ilcl West's Vacation: or, A Lively Time at Roaring Ranch
667 Young \\'!Id West on His Muscle: or, Fighting With Nature '•
Weapons.
668 Young \\'ilcl West's )listake: or. Losing a Hundred Thousand
669 Young Wild \\'est In Deadwood: or, The Terror of Taper Top.
670 Young Wild \Yest's Close Call; or. The Raiders ot Rawhide Ridge
671 Young Wild West 'frapped: or, The Net 'l'hat Would Not Ho ld
Him.
1172 Young Wild West's El ection: or. A Mayor at Twenty.

673
6i4
675
676

Young Wild West and the Cattle Thieves: or, Breaking up a
"Bad Gang."
Young \\. lid West's :IIas,·ot: or, The Uog That Want~d a ~laster.
Young Wild \\'est's Challenge: or, A Combination llanl tu Beat.
Young \\'lid \\'est and the !{anch Queen; or, Roundrng up tlw
Cattle Hopers.
677 Youug l\'ild \\'est's Pony Express; or, Getting the :llail Through
on Time.
6 7 8 Young \\'lid \\'est

6,9

680

681
682

683
68-1
685
686
fi87
688

,

on the Big Divide: or, 'l'h~ Raid or the
Renegades.
Young \\'ild West's :llillion In Gold; 01·, 'l'he llnss Hn1 of lloulckr.
Young \\'lid West Running the Gauntlet; or. The l'awo•e Chief's
Last Shot.
Young Wild "'est and the Cowboys: '"'· A llot Tinw on the
l'ralrle.
Young Wild West's Rough Riders: or. Th~ P.ose1>11<1· ofl t~e
Rockies.
Young \\'lid \Vest's Dash for Life: or, A l!lcle That Saved H '1'01\'n,
Young Wild West's Big l'an Out: or, 'J'lw H11111., for a Sliver
Mine.
Youug Wild West and the Charmed Arrow: or, The \\'h:te Lily
of the Kiowas.
Young Wild West·s Great Round Up: or, f:orroiin ~ rhe Hanch
Raiders.
Young Wild West's Rifle Range1·s; or, Trnlllug n llandlt King.
Young Wild West and the Russian Duke: or. A Lively Time on
.\lountaln and Plaln.

I

For sa le by all newsdea ler s, or w ill be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cen ts per copy, In money or l)Olltage sta m ps, bY

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,

.

168 West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY 'BACK NUM'BER.S
of our weel,lles and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direcL Write out an,1
fill In your Order and send it to us witl: the price of the week lies you want and we will send 1hem to you by return ma i 1
P OSTAGI!: STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. l.
NAl'OLEO.N'S ORACULUM AND
DREAl\t :SOOJ{.-Contalntng the great oracle

ot human desliny; also the true meaning ot

a lmo'lt any kind or dreams, together with
charn1 s, ceremonies. and curious games ot
carc's.
:-, 0 , 2.
ROW 'J'O DO TRICKS.-The great
book of n1aglc and co.rd tricks, containing full
tnl'ftru ctlon on all the leading card tricks of
the day, n.lso the most popular mag!cal tlluair ns as pertonued Uy our leading magicians;
en~ry boy should obtain a copy of this book.
:,;0 , 3.
HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and
wll ies o! flirtation are fully explained by this

~~~;dk~~~~ier, ~:~.d~~o~-~~ p~~~ io~~ :;~~~~:saiJ
hat flirtation, ft contains a fu11 list of the
lanS'u age and sentiment of flowers.
:,,- 0 , 4.
HOW TO DA.."ICE lo the title or
this llttle book. It contains full Instructions
In the art of dancing, etiquette In the ballroom and at parties, ho,v to dress , and full
directions for calling off in all popular square
dan ces.
No. 5. U()W TO )lAli:E LOYE.-A complete guide 10 loYe, couruhtp and marriage,
sl vlng senslblt, advice, rules and etiquette to
be observed, wlt!1 many curious and InterestIng things not c~11erally known.
No. 6. 110,v 'l'O B"l::C0)1E A...i.'i' ATHLETE.
1
0
1
~i",;~~-ct:,O.:'r11~~1 t\"ar~~e h C:rt~~~~j
bars and varloi;s other methods or devel.oplng
a go od, healthy muscle: containing over sixty
Illustrations.
No. 7. HO \ V TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handaomely Illustrated and containing full lnstruclions tor tho management and training or the
c anary, n1ockingblrd, bobolink, blackbird, paroOQ.,!:~e0t_, p a_ 1-ro t . ,v
etcT.O BEco~m ,'I. \ ' E~' TRILO11 0
0
1.,
ll
•
4,
Q I;IST.-B;- Harry Kennedy.
Every lntellls ent boy reading this book or Instru ctions can
rn aater the art. and create any amount o! fun
f or htmsel! and friends.
It Is the greatest
'-ook ever published .
:So. 10. HO\"\' TO BOX._!.The art or selCd efen»e mn.de easy.
Containing o\'er thirty
lll uetratl ons of guards, blows, and the differ•n t 1>01dtlons or a good boxer.
Every boy
1bould obtain one of these useful and tnstruclive b ooks, as It "'Ill teach you how to box
w ithout an Instructor.
No. 1 ·1 110\\" TO \\'RITE LOYE-LE'l'TERS.
- A most complete ltttle book, co n taining full
4 1rectl ons Cor writing love·letters, and when
t o use them, giving specimen letters for
J' Oung and ol<I.
No. 12. JIOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES.-Gt"tng complete lnstructlons Cor
w riting letters to ladles on all subjects; also
le tters of Introduction, notes and requests.
No. 13. 11O\"lr TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF
1
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E'l'IQUE'l''l'E.-It ls a great life secret, and
one that every young man desires to know all
about
There's happiness In It.
No. 14. HO\Y TO l\lAKE CANDY.-A cmnplete hand-book for making all kinds of
candy, tee-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 18. HO'\V '1'0 BECOME BEAU'J'lFUL.
-One of the brightest and most valuable
little books ever given to the world. E,·erybQdy wishes to know how to become beautlful. both male and female.
The secret is
simple, and almost costless.
No. 20. HOW TO EN'l'~:RTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A complete compendium of
s
1
f1dr::s~ • e~r~rt:~it~a;l~ ~~~er~l~~~·r cg~ Jr!~~~:=
room entertainment.
It contains more tor
the money than any bC1ok published.
No 21. HO\V TO HU:S'I' A:SD FISII.-Ths
most complete hunting and flshing guide ever
published. It contains full Instructions about
guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishtng, together with description o! game and
flsh . ·
:So. 22. HOW TO DO sr;coxo SIGHT.Heller's second sight explained by his former
assl!'tO.nt, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how the
secret dialogues were carried on between the
magician and the boy on the stage: also glvIng all the co<lc-s and signals.

~iefe b6~~~neF~/t~sr pnr};~~~J1nfi1t~;.~:ai~L~~m·
No. S.5. IIOW TO PLA\' OA..,tteS.-A <.v;:-plete and useful little bO()k, contair.1n1 t!i·•
rule• and r egulation , or billiard•, ba,!•i.lle
backgammon, croquet, dom!nOe!'!, ~le.
No. 36. HO\\' 'l'O SOLVE (;01'"(!:,{I,ft(;:\J!I.
-Containing all the leading co:11.nidrums of
the clay, amusing riddles. curious r.: ~tche~ and
witty sayings.
No. 38. HOW TO lJECO)[E l.'Oult OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderrul book, c.ont~jrdn,t use·
ful and practical lnfo:-matl on In the treatment
of ordinary dlsea!es and allm~n!!-1 c0mmon to
evC!ry r~unlly. Abountllng In U8t?-(JI and effectlw, rC!clpes for general comp!11. :nt!=' .

TJ:, u~~ie
g'fv'!s
kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
unlucky days.
No. 21. HOW TO \\' RITE LET'l'EUS TO
Gl!:.XTLE:\l'E~.-Contalning full dlr~c:tions for
writing to gentlemen on all subjects.
No. 25 . HOW TO BECO)IE A GY~tNAST.Containing full Instructions tor all kinds of
gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. Embracing thirty.five illustrations. By Professor
W. Macdonald.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD
A BOA'l'.-Fully illustrated. Full tnstructtone
are given in this little book, together with instructtons on swimnllng and riding, companion
sports to boating-.
:So. 27. 110\V TO RECITE AND BOOK 01,·
RECITATIONS.-Contalning the most popul:i
aele cttons In use, comprlsJng Dutch dialect,
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect
pieces, together with many standard readings.
Xo. 28.
HOW TO TELL l ' ORTUNES.Everyone ls desirous or knowing what hts
ruture life wtll bring forth, whether happiness
or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell
by a glance at this little book. Buy one and
be convinced.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME A.."1 INYENTOR.
-Every boy should know how Inventions originated. This book explains them all, gl\'lng
examples tn electricity, hydraulics, magnetIsm, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, ett.

ri~~J}s
str~ctive book.
Handsomely l1lust1·atcd.
:So. 40. 110\V TO l\L-\KE AND Sb'l' TRAPS.
-Including hints on how to catch rnoles
weasels. otter, rats, squirrels and bt:cls. A!sO
how to cure ak1n"1. Coptou1Jy Jllut1ti·ated
N~; 41. THE ROYS 01-' .:SEW :tOKR. ·J'.~D
l\lE~ S JOl{E BOOK,-Con: ,di.lr,g n. great varlety or the latest jokes 'J•",1 bi the ,.,oi t
Camous end men.
No amat~ur :u1n.u 4 ,• Ja
complete without thJa wonde!'ful little IJook
No. 42,
'l'IIE D0'\'8 01" NEW YO R K
S'l'l'.MP SPEAJ\..KR.-Contnlnln;- a \ ~r!efl as.
so!·tu1ent of stump "D~och4e, Negro, nuu.:h and.
Irish. Also end men's Joke,. ,lt?et t!lo thing
tor hom e amusement nnd amateur •hows.
No, 13. UOW 'l'O B~:COME ,\ MAUICIA-'\'
-Contalntng the grandc-st assortment o: mag~
teal illusions ever plt..ccd before the public.
Also tricks with cards. ln rn.nta llone, etc.
~o. 44. 110\V TO WJ!JTE l.:S A....- ALBU)I.-A i:;rand collection o! Album Verses
:.ultable for any time enJ occa.e:on; ~mbracIng Lines of Love, Afrectio'1, 8•nttment, rlu mor, Hespect, and Ccmc.Ioloure, ::; 110 Verses
Suitable for ValentlnPs and '\V-et!dl.igs,.
No. 45. THE BOYS Ot· 'l,"I!;W YORI( MINSTREL GUTDE ANI> ,JOKE BOOK.-l:lomething new and very Instructive.
En•t·y boy
r-hould obtain thJs book, ,1.a 1t contah-.s full
Jr.structlons for organizing- an o.mateur min strel troupe.

t~~~V
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No. SO, JIOW TO COOIL-One •t tb• 111,;a ,
tnstructJve book• on cooklo~ eYer vublt a bed
It contains reel pea• for oook.ln&" rnea!a, n a h
c-a1ne, and oyster•; a.t ao ple1, i,uddin11, c.ak • •
a.nd alJ kinda ot pastry, &l"IJ a gr1'nd. coll• c--

lion ot recipe•.
No. Sl. HOW '.l'O BECOME A SPltAll.?!.:t;,
-Containing fourteen tlluetr•tlons, g-tvlag- ':he
dlrterent po•ltlqna rtqu1alte to oecome a ,.,od
speaker, reader and elocution!.,t.
A110 ,-,.:
tatnlng gema from all the popular authc:i-:- 11 nf
pro1e and poetry.
No. 3e. HOW TO RTDE A BlCl'.C.1.E.Conta.i:J.lng- Instructions for beginners, cr,o,ce
0
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F or sale by all newsdealers. or wlll be sent to any address on receipt ot price, 10 cts. per copy, ur 3 for 25 cts., In money or postage stamps, by
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